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STATEMENT OF POLICY
This accounting research study has not been approved, disapproved, 
or otherwise acted on by the Accounting Principles Board or by the 
membership or the governing body of the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants. The contents of the study, including 
the recommendations, are therefore not official pronouncements on 
accounting principles.
Accounting research studies are published by the Director of 
Accounting Research of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants as part of the Institute’s accounting research program. 
Studies were originally authorized to provide the Accounting Princi­
ples Board, members of the Institute, and others interested in efforts 
to establish accounting principles with background material and 
informed discussion that should help in reaching decisions on prob­
lems. This study is published with the intent that it may serve the 
same purpose for the Financial Accounting Standards Board.
Authors of accounting research studies are responsible for the 
content, conclusions, and recommendations. Studies do not neces­
sarily reflect the views of the Accounting Principles Board, the project 
advisory committee, or the Director of Accounting Research.
Individuals and groups are invited to express their views with 
supporting reasons on the matters in this study. The last paragraph of 
the Director’s Statement (p. xiv) gives details. Comments will be 
treated as public information unless a writer requests that his com­
ments be confidential.
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Notice to Readers
The activities of the Accounting Principles Board and its 
research arm, the Accounting Research Division, which 
was created in 1959, will terminate June 1973. The series 
of accounting research studies, the first of which was 
published in 1961, will terminate in 1973 with the publica­
tion of the fifteenth study. Research studies authorized 
and assigned to authors prior to 1973 and not published 
in the accounting research series have been transferred 
to the AlCPA’s newly created Technical Research Division. 
This division was created by the AICPA to continue re­
search on financial and reporting matters to support its 
positions before the new Financial Accounting Standards 
Board. All technical research activities of the Institute 
are consolidated in the new division.
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Director’s Statement
Inventory is a major asset of most manufacturing and merchandising 
enterprises and is significant in many other types of companies. The 
cost or other basis of stating inventories is a key element in both 
balance sheets and income statements under present generally ac­
cepted accounting principles. But assigning a cost to inventories is 
rarely a simple, straightforward task, and many of the most difficult 
accounting problems relate to the subject that is traditionally called 
inventory valuation or inventory pricing. The notion of matching costs 
with revenue, which now occupies a central place in measuring net 
income for accounting periods, largely developed from inventory 
accounting.
Perhaps no area of accounting has been the subject of as much 
writing and discussion as inventories and cost of products sold. Yet 
inventory accounting continues to be criticized and is thought by many 
still to need major improvements. Almost no discussion of alternative 
methods in present accounting is complete unless Fifo and Lifo, and 
often other aspects of inventory accounting, are mentioned. An ac­
counting research study on the subject is needed.
Mr. Barden attacked the monumental task at the time of his retire­
ment from his firm. I express my appreciation to him for contributing 
to the accounting research program of the American Institute of Certi­
fied Public Accountants.
I also wish to express my appreciation to members of the project 
advisory committee for valuable assistance and for reviewing several 
drafts of the study. Two members of the committee could not review 
the final draft or participate in the final committee meeting. All others 
favor publication of the study. No member contributed comments to 
be published in the study. I seriously considered commenting on 
several aspects of the study but decided to forebear. Approval of pub­
lication or absence of published comments by a committee member 
or by the Director of Accounting Research should not be interpreted 
as concurrence with the contents, conclusions, or recommendations of 
the study.
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Due to changes in Institute organization, described in Notice to 
Readers, this study will be one of the last accounting research studies. 
However, I invite interested individuals and groups to read the study 
carefully and submit comments on it to
D. R. Carmichael, Director 
Technical Research 
American Institute of CPAs 
666 Fifth Avenue 
New York, New York 10019
Comments submitted will be most useful if they cover not only the 
conclusions but also the analyses, premises, and arguments and if they 
include supporting reasons. The study and all comments received will 
be sent to the Financial Accounting Standards Board.
New York, N.Y., February 1973  R e e d  K. St o r e y
Director of Accounting Research
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Author’s Preface
When I was asked whether I would consider undertaking an 
accounting research study for the Accounting Principles Board after 
my retirement in the fall of 1968, the subject of inventory pricing was 
the only available one in which I had a genuine interest. My earliest 
practical experience consisted of four years in industrial accounting, 
and on many occasions during the thirty-eight years I spent in public 
accounting I was dismayed at what appeared to me to be a lack of 
understanding of cost accounting on the part of many practicing ac­
countants and writers.
The Accounting Principles Board directed that the study be con­
ducted within the framework of the present historical cost basis of 
accounting. My research, therefore, centered on present conventions, 
customs, and practices, and their influences on matters such as the 
composition of costs, the allocations of costs to units of product, and 
the use of unit costs in the accounting basis of inventories. That is 
the area described as cost accounting or management accounting, in 
which one finds the people who develop accounting data used by 
management in decision-making as well as much of the data used in 
public financial reporting. The cost concepts and principles which I 
sought to evaluate are based largely on the reasoning, the experience, 
the customs, and the usage of people in management accounting.
Partly because of my background, but primarily because I wanted 
to reach those with firsthand experience, those were the people whose 
counsel I sought through my interview program. Throughout this 
study, the emphasis is on the practical rather than the theoretical, on 
pragmatism rather than on a theorist’s abstract approach of developing 
formal, logical frameworks within which to solve problems.
Many people contributed generously to the study, giving freely of 
time and technical knowledge. Seventy-eight corporate financial ex­
ecutives, thirty-six representatives of the companies’ independent ac­
countants, and eighteen top technical partners of eleven large account­
ing firms spent an aggregate of approximately four hundred hours 
discussing the subject of inventory accounting with me. Although 
their names are not listed, I express my gratitude to them for their 
willingness to help and their genuine interest in my research.
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I appreciate the assistance received through discussions and cor­
respondence with several authors of recent publications on relevant 
accounting topics and with representatives of the National Association 
of Accountants, the Financial Executives Institute, and the United 
States Treasury Department. I am particularly indebted to Robert K. 
Mautz, then of the University of Illinois, and to William J. Vatter of 
the University of California, Berkeley, who during the early stages of 
my study were working with the General Accounting Office on its 
study of the feasibility of uniform cost accounting standards for 
negotiated defense contracts.
Two doctoral candidates in business schools assisted in the research. 
John Boles of Michigan State compiled the original bibliography. 
C. Stevenson Rowley of the University of Wisconsin collaborated by 
undertaking his dissertation research on “Inventory Practices in the 
Grain Industry” and providing me the results of his basic research. 
Three accounting professors spent most of the summer of 1969 working 
with me on library research and assisted in developing the research 
format and the initial interview program. They were John Simmons of 
the University of Minnesota and Ernest I. Hanson and W. C. Stevenson 
of the University of Wisconsin. Professor Hanson also consulted with 
me in some of the later organization of the research data. Robert K. 
Mautz also gave generously of his time in assisting me in much of the 
editing of this study.
From the beginning of this study, its project advisory committee 
has consisted of Louis M. Kessler, partner, Alexander Grant & Com­
pany; David R. Arnold, Vice President and Comptroller, Continental 
Can Company, Inc.; Raymond A. Hoffman, retired partner, Price 
Waterhouse & Co.; Herbert E. Miller, formerly of Michigan State 
University and now partner, Arthur Andersen & Co.; Gertrude 
Mulcahy, Director of Research, The Canadian Institute of Chartered 
Accountants; Howard N. West, Treasurer, Broadway-Hale Stores, Inc.; 
and Earl J. Wipfler, retired Controller of the Monsanto Company. 
They have given generously of their time in discussions and in review­
ing drafts of this study. I appreciate the counsel of Reed K. Storey, 
Director of Accounting Research of the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants, whose searching criticisms along the way caused 
me to sharpen and expand my research efforts.
Finally, I acknowledge the patience and understanding of my wife, 
Laura Barden, without which this project would have been con­
siderably more burdensome.
Kenilworth, III., February  1973  H o r a c e  G. B a r d e n
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Research Problem and Program
The importance of inventories in accounting determinations of in­
come and financial position for companies in manufacturing, whole­
saling, retailing, and some other industries is generally recognized 
to the extent that it requires little additional emphasis. A variation 
in inventory pricing has a one-for-one impact on net income before 
taxes and on total current assets. Internally, inventory management 
is a major concern from the point of view of finance, marketing, and 
production. But more than that kind of importance was involved 
in the Accounting Principles Board (APB) planning committee’s 
initiation of a formal research study on inventory pricing. It has been 
alleged that the variety of inventory pricing methods in use is such 
that companies in the same industry but using different inventory 
pricing methods can arrive at financial statements that cannot be 
compared meaningfully with one another.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study of inventory pricing methods is thus to 
examine the alternative methods available for pricing inventories, to 
evaluate them in terms of the objectives of financial accounting, and 
to make recommendations that will assist the policy makers in their 
efforts to narrow the range of acceptable practice.
One important purpose of the study is to attempt to establish 
criteria which define the circumstances and conditions under which 
specific procedures are acceptable or preferable to all other applicable 
procedures. The conclusions of the study should answer to the greatest 
degree practicable the frequent objections to the so-called free choice 
among alternative inventory pricing methods.
In authorizing the research project, the APB stipulated that the
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study should be made within the context of the historical cost basis 
of accounting. This has been interpreted to mean that the concept 
of income under which inventory pricing is to be utilized is based on 
the appropriate association of expenses and revenue rather than on 
the comparison of asset values at different dates as under so-called 
current value accounting.
The APB stated that a study of inventory pricing should include all 
aspects of determining accounting for the amounts assigned to inven­
tories but not that of determining the physical quantities of the 
inventories.
For purposes of this accounting research study, inventory pricing 
is therefore considered in the broad perspective of representing the 
determination of carrying amounts assigned to physical quantities of 
merchandise, materials, and products on hand at the end of an ac­
counting period that will be further processed, completed, delivered, 
billed, and collected for in future periods. Inventory pricing divides 
the historical costs of materials, products, and services acquired in pro­
ducing or merchandising operations during an accounting period into 
(1 ) the portion that should be assigned as the costs of products and 
goods sold and expense of the period and (2 ) the portion that should 
be deferred as inventory cost to future periods in which the revenue 
from currently unsold goods and currently unbilled services will be 
realized.
The study should examine critically the arguments for differing 
views on fundamentals of the accounting basis of inventories with 
particular attention to the underlying logic in terms of basic account­
ing concepts as currently accepted by the APB. The study should 
also respect the expressed desire of the APB to identify possibilities 
of discouraging certain questionable practices and to extend the use 
of acceptable practices so as to obtain greater comparability of 
reporting among different entities.
To the extent that a variety of practices are found (a ) to exist and 
(b ) to be utilized to the detriment of the desirable qualities of com­
parability and understandability, the study should evaluate those 
practices in terms of stated criteria. Ultimately, perhaps, the purpose 
of the study can be described as one of providing information to 
rewrite Chapter 4 of Accounting Research Bulletin No. 43 (ARB 43).
Nature of the Issues
Well known to most practicing accountants and also supported by 
the research data presented in this study is the fact that conditions
2
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have permitted the establishment of various methods of inventory 
pricing as acceptable with little authoritative establishment of criteria 
to be used in selecting or preferring one pricing method over another. 
A common pattern of development has appeared with respect to inven­
tory pricing, just as it has with respect to a number of other accounting 
treatments. Highly specialized methods have been developed for 
specific situations and then later have been seized on for applications 
not intended by their inventors. In some cases additional applications 
have little in common with the original set of conditions for which 
the practice was developed.
Accentuating the problem is the absence of clearly established and 
authoritative requirements that specific practices be used only under 
stated conditions. On the contrary, once an inventory accounting 
practice becomes generally accepted for any purpose, it seems to have 
obtained some degree of acceptance for every purpose.
ARB 43, Chapter 4, Statement 2, states the basic purpose of inven­
tory pricing:
A major objective of accounting for inventories is the proper 
determination of income through the process of matching appro­
priate costs against revenues.
The statement of purpose has been used by different accountants 
to justify different inventory pricing practices in substantially similar 
circumstances because no clearly established concept of income can 
be cited as a guide. Some argue in favor of a pricing method that 
calculates income by matching historical costs against revenue on the 
assumption that the oldest goods on hand are always the first items 
sold. Others have argued that the flow of inventory items through 
the company on a physical basis is not the controlling factor, but 
the relevance of costs to revenue in terms of price levels should be 
taken into account. For that reason, they compute income by match­
ing against revenue the price of the most recent inventory items 
acquired. In a market experiencing steadily rising prices, the applica­
tion of the two different inventory pricing methods may result in 
substantially different figures of net income. Yet ARB 43 provides 
no clear guide for choosing between them.
In short, no well-established authoritative body of theory exists to 
which one can appeal in resolving issues of this type. Accounting 
Principles Board Statement No. 4 (APB Statement 4) cannot be ac­
cepted as such an authoritative body of principles because it clearly 
states that its purpose is to summarize what is rather than what ought
3
to be. In addition, APB Statement 4 carries something of a disclaimer 
that
Publication of this Statement does not constitute approval by 
the Board of accounting principles that are not covered in its 
Opinions.
Specific Issues. The subject of inventory pricing is one of such 
complexity that a brief and comprehensive identification of the issues 
involved is a difficult undertaking. Perhaps all that can be usefully 
accomplished at this point is an indication of the kinds of issues that 
must be dealt with before the study is completed.
Is there an inventory pricing problem? Are the various in­
ventory pricing methods sufficiently different from one an­
other that their implementation does result in significantly 
different profit figures? Do companies within the same in­
dustry actually use different methods?
Can criteria be established on an authoritative and logical 
basis that will identify the conditions or situations in which 
specific inventory pricing methods should be viewed as ac­
ceptable or unacceptable in the absence of an established 
body of theory? Is there a basis for regarding certain criteria 
as so important that their presence or absence should deter­
mine the acceptability of an inventory pricing method that 
may already be in substantial use in the absence of the condi­
tions specified?
Whether criteria can or cannot be established, attention must 
be directed to specific pricing practices and their acceptabil­
ity. For example, is the lower of cost or market pricing basis 
acceptable or unacceptable? Are the various cost flow as­
sumptions to be continued as generally acceptable in all, or 
only in some, or in no cases?
Should inventory pricing in manufacturing companies be 
based at least partly on a notion of normal production and 
normal utilization of capacity?
Does the direct costing method of inventory pricing yield 
results that should be considered acceptable for external re­
porting purposes?
4
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Nature of Research Problem
Given the points above, the difficulty facing the researcher appears 
obvious. Simultaneously he faces the alleged existence of a range 
of available alternatives and an absence of criteria that specify when 
a given alternative is or is not acceptable. Along with this he is 
charged to review the alternatives and determine which can or should 
be eliminated as not in harmony with the basic concepts of accounting. 
Thus he is not to accept the fact of widespread use as evidence in favor 
of continuing any specific method.
On the other hand, he finds only a limited, and sometimes contra­
dictory, established theoretical structure to which he can refer in 
testing challenges to, or support for, alleged best methods. He thus 
finds himself with neither theory nor practice necessarily acceptable 
as a guide in resolving the issues listed and others like them.
However difficult this position might appear, it is not unusual in 
accounting. Accounting research seems continually to face situations 
in which practice is to be tested against a theory which does not exist, 
and theory is to be tested against practice which many find unaccept­
able. Under such conditions, the researcher’s task must be viewed 
not as one of finding a fundamental truth supported by irrefutable 
data but rather as an assignment of seeking out the reasons advanced 
for what is done in practice or advocated in theory and then testing 
them against his own best view of what are, first, practical consider­
ations and, second, valid theoretical considerations. The completion 
of such a project may find him with conclusions or recommendations 
still subject to criticism, but he should at least have contributed to 
an understanding of the problem through his analysis of reasons for 
and against various practices. Given the nature of this research 
problem, he cannot be expected to do more.
Such a research project calls for an empirical approach in which 
one tries to obtain from those in practice an understanding of what 
they do and, perhaps more important, an understanding of the reasons 
why they do it. At the same time, a conceptual study of the literature 
is required to discover what the reasons are that support various alter­
natives proposed as appropriate by theorists and others and to become 
familiar with their criticisms of other proposals. Finally, he must bring 
together the various arguments for and against practices, whether now 
accepted or merely recommended, and, by exercising his own evalu­
ative judgment, reach those conclusions that he believes are most 
supportable.
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It should be evident at the outset that in a subject such as inventory 
pricing, which has been argued endlessly over the years, research is 
unlikely to result in absolutely convincing evidence on any significant 
issue. On the contrary, the result from such a study is what I believe 
can be a set of carefully considered and deliberately selected recom­
mendations that take into account all the information provided by the 
research program, but that will unavoidably be influenced to some 
extent by the researcher’s experience and personal philosophy.
Research Program
The research program on which the recommendations of this study 
are based includes three main approaches: (1 ) a study of the litera­
ture, (2 ) a series of interviews, and (3) a conceptual analysis of the 
inventory pricing problem.
Literature Review. A review of the total literature concerned with 
inventory pricing is a monumental undertaking, far too much for any 
one person. Recognizing this, I assigned most of it to a team of 
university professors of accounting. A bibliography was compiled 
showing a breakdown of the literature by several broad areas of sub­
ject material. Problems relating to the determination of the account­
ing basis of inventories have been the subject of numerous publications 
by the American Accounting Association, the National Association of 
Accountants, and The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 
as well as the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants 
(AICPA). In addition, the subject is covered extensively in accounting 
texts and reference books and in articles by individuals published in 
the various accounting periodicals. The literature reflects the views of 
both theorists and practitioners and, to a lesser degree, the views of 
users of financial information.
As members of the review team completed their studies, each sum­
marized his findings. Prior to the literature review, a series of charts 
was prepared showing certain broad assumptions as to cost identifica­
tion by types of cost accumulation method, the degree of concentra­
tion of certain inventory accounting practices by industry, and similar 
general characteristics of the principal cost flow assumptions. The 
charts were further revised to reflect the findings of the review team. 
This provided me with a comprehensive understanding of what has 
been written on the subject of the research project as well as synopses 
and charts which facilitated my reference to that material throughout 
the study.
6
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Interview Program. Using the findings from the survey of the 
literature, we developed an interview program intended to make the 
research team familiar with not only the practices currently in effect 
in industry but also the reasons why those practices are followed. The 
principal thrust of this phase of the study was directed to obtaining 
thoughtful, open-minded views of the broad issues involved in the 
subject and opinions regarding their possible solution. Since the mere 
fact of implementation was not to be regarded as conclusive support 
for any given method, only secondary emphasis was placed on sta­
tistics regarding practices, industry patterns, and the like.
We considered a questionnaire approach but, because of the nature 
of the subject, discarded it in favor of interviews which would permit 
the interviewer to follow up on responses that appeared to promise 
more information. To guide the interviewers, outlines were developed 
so that all interviews, whether conducted by different individuals or 
not, could be compared.
An early decision was that a large quantity of interviews was im­
practical because of the time involved in completing them and was 
also unnecessary. What was necessary was a sufficient number of 
intensive interviews of those people most familiar with the problems 
involved and most knowledgeable on the subject. Prospective inter­
viewees were divided into three groups: (1 ) the top technical part­
ners of large accounting firms, (2 ) accounting executives of industry, 
and (3 ) bankers and financial analysts who use financial accounting 
data.
Working in teams of two men, my three academic associates and I 
interviewed the top technical partners of twelve large public account­
ing firms. In each case, copious notes were taken during the inter­
view and were later discussed by the team to make sure that no 
important matters in the interview had been omitted from the notes. 
Each interview consumed about two and one-half hours.
The same approach was used to interview corporate executives 
involved in positions of high responsibility within their companies. 
The companies initially considered for the program of interviews were 
selected as representative of various industrial classifications, with a 
particular effort to include companies known to have cost or inventory 
accounting practices peculiar to certain product lines or production 
processes. The final selections were made generally after consultation 
with the technical partners of large accounting firms so as to be reason­
ably sure of interviewing executives having an interest in the subject 
and familiarity with the accounting practices of others in their respec­
tive industries.
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I conducted most of the interviews with officers of large publicly 
held companies. To balance the interview program, five interviews 
were held in a single Midwestern small town industrial area to obtain 
views of executives of relatively small, privately owned companies. 
All interviews were arranged through the public accounting firms, 
and a representative of the firm was present during nearly all the 
interviews. A total of 35 such interviews were held.
Although I had intended to interview users of financial statements, 
some early interviews with users were relatively unfruitful. The inter­
ests of bankers and analysts in the details of inventory pricing and 
their familiarity with the technical accounting aspects of inventory 
pricing are limited. Those interviews were discontinued.
On completion of each interview, the interviewer summarized his 
interpretation of the responses to about 50 questions contained in the 
interview outline. The information thus obtained constituted a major 
input of data for the conclusions I ultimately reached.
Conceptual Analysis. Because of the limited extent of authorita­
tive principles or conceptual pronouncements, I considered it neces­
sary to devise my own conceptual criteria. Taking into account my 
own experience, the views of my academic colleagues who worked 
with me on the study, and my understanding of the problem and 
the environment in which it occurs, I attempted to analyze the in­
ventory pricing problem, commencing with its most simple aspects 
and progressing to more complicated considerations. My results are 
set forth in Chapter 2. It should be recognized by a reader that to 
a substantial degree the recommendations and conclusions of the 
study rely on this conceptual analysis. Any significant weakness in 
it has important implications for the conclusions.
Related Research Efforts. Two related research projects were 
under way at the inception of this study. One was the study by the 
United States General Accounting Office of the feasibility of applying 
uniform cost accounting standards to defense contracts. The second 
was a study of basic cost concepts and implementation criteria being 
conducted for the AICPA by a group of professors of Stanford Uni­
versity. Subsequently, the Committee on Management Accounting 
Practices of the National Association of Accountants established sub­
committees to study the subject of inventory valuation and concepts 
for cost-type contracts. I have maintained contact with the concurrent
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studies so as to coordinate their efforts with this study wherever pos­
sible. It seems fair to state at this point that none of those studies 
found it necessary or desirable to investigate inventory, pricing 
methods to the same extent or in the same way as I found necessary. 
Thus, although I have kept in touch with them, they have had rela­
tively little influence and have made little contribution to my recom­
mendations.
Terminology
I have tried to conform generally with the language and meanings 
used in APB Statement 4, excerpts from which are in Appendix B. 
Possible differences in interpretation of certain terms as between that 
language and terminology commonly used in cost accounting and 
in this report are explained in hopes of obtaining more effective com­
munication of the subject.
T h e  Accounting Basis of Inventories. The APB originally desig­
nated the project as a research study of “inventory pricing.” In a 
recent survey, Accounting and Auditing Approaches to Inventories in 
Three Nations, the Accountants International Study Group said that 
despite its dislike for the term valuation, it would use the term as a 
convenient abbreviation for the “amount at which stock is carried.” 
I believe common usage of terms such as valuation, cost, and pricing 
become easily confused with their technical accounting meanings even 
if the latter are specifically described. Accordingly, I use the term 
the accounting basis of inventories in most places in preference to 
describing the determination process as one of either pricing or 
valuation.
Production. APB Statement 4 outlines broad operating principles 
in terms of three types of events that affect the financial position of 
business enterprises: (1 ) transfers of resources or obligations to or 
from other enterprises, (2 ) production, and (3 ) events largely beyond 
the control of the enterprise. Production is then defined as the eco­
nomic process by which goods and services are combined to produce 
an output of product in the form of either goods or services. The 
term thus encompasses all internal profit-directed activities, such as 
merchandising, and is not restricted to manufacturing.
In management accounting terminology, the term production fre­
quently refers only to bringing manufactured products to the state
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in which the enterprise normally delivers them to its customers. 
Accordingly, all costs directly and indirectly associated with this per­
spective of the production processes are described as production costs 
and are generally reported in income statements under the caption 
of cost of products sold. The costs and expenses relating to an enter­
prise’s functions of research and development, general distribution, 
marketing and product management, general administration, and 
financing are usually referred to in management accounting termi­
nology as period expenses (or sometimes commercial expenses) and 
are reported in income statements under their respective broad func­
tional classifications.
Functional descriptions of broad accounting classifications are used 
throughout this study wherever practical so as to avoid possible con­
flict between conventional management accounting terminology and 
the broader concept of the term production in APB Statement 4.
Defining Term s. I attempt to use operational descriptions of major 
technical terms throughout the study. I believe the combination of 
descriptions with illustrations provides a more effective communica­
tion of the meaning of terms than is possible through attempting 
precise definitions.
Summary of Findings and Conclusions
As the research proceeded, concepts were clarified and conclusions 
were formulated, tested, modified, retested, and finally established 
as valid in view of the research findings. The conclusions cannot 
stand alone; they require patient study of the research evidence in­
cluded in the subsequent chapters of this study both for understand­
ing and for support. They are summarized at this point to aid those 
who find a synopsis of conclusions useful as an introduction and as 
an indication of important matters warranting special attention 
throughout the study.
Diversities in Practice. Early inquiries showed ample evidence 
that practices that can give rise to differing accounting bases for simi­
lar inventories are in common use. Published reports include differing 
descriptions of cost and of cost flow assumptions even for companies 
in the same industry and with similar types of products. The bibliog­
raphy compiled on the subject contained many articles advocating 
controversial positions on inventory cost flow assumption and the
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identification and allocation of cost elements to units of production. 
Discussion with top technical partners of large accounting firms con­
firmed the existence of diverse practices.
Diversities in inventory practice may be classified in three general 
groups:
1. Differences in the composition of product costs and in the 
allocation of costs to units of production. The questions 
revolve around determination of the costs to be associated 
with production operations and used in calculating unit 
product costs.
2. Differences in cost flow assumptions used in compiling 
the cost of year-end inventories and cost of products sold. 
Problems generate from the potential lack of valid com­
parability between Lifo applications and between Lifo 
and Fifo applications in substantively similar circum­
stances.
3. Differences in implementation of the concept of lower of 
cost or market. Differing interpretations of the meaning 
of the term market and complexities in applying the pres­
ent rule can result in significant differences in reported 
results.
Application of Cost Basis. No significant diversities of practice 
were found in applying cost to inventory in the merchandising field. 
If production processes are involved, the determination of unit 
product costs is an integral part of the management planning and 
decision-making processes, and those costs tend to vary with the 
nature and activities of a company. Management needs to know its 
product costs for purposes of planning sales and pricing policies, for 
long-range consideration of product mix and production facilities, 
for controlling production costs, and for income determination. These 
various uses of cost accounting data are all interrelated in manage­
ment responsibility, action, and evaluation.
Both theorists and practitioners have long recognized the com­
plexities of cost accounting problems such as production cost ab­
normalities and costs of excess capacities, as they influence both 
managerial decisions and income determination.
I  conclude that many of the diversities in cost determination can 
be narrowed or eliminated by expanding authoritative pronounce­
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ments to include basic concepts and broad principles developed 
through the analytical cost accounting processes that underlie manage­
ment’s decision making. I recommend that the policy makers favor 
absorption costing for general financial reporting. Other recommenda­
tions relating to cost include statements of principle on the composition 
of product costs, accounting for direct costs, normalization of cost 
factors, and allocation of indirect production costs to units of product.
Cost Flow Assumptions. One of the important characteristics of 
a unit of product, whether produced or purchased, is its cost. Intui­
tively, people expect to identify a unit of product and its cost. If a 
unit appears in sales, they expect the cost to follow in cost of sales. 
Situations are limited, however, in which it is practicable to identify 
specific unit costs with units of product throughout a manufacturing 
or merchandising process.
Fifo. If specific identification is impracticable, an assumed cost 
flow provides a means of matching unit costs with the sales prices of 
units sold and with the remaining units on hand in inventory. An 
assumption of a first-in first-out flow of costs generally coincides with 
the actual physical flow of products and merchandise since manage­
ment usually attempts to dispose of units in that order. Accordingly, 
the Fifo assumption of cost flow typically achieves the closest prac­
ticable approximation to specific cost identification for pricing inven­
tories and for matching costs with revenue. I conclude, therefore, 
that specific identification of costs and, if that is not practicable, the 
Fifo cost flow assumption represent approaches to inventory cost 
determination which are sound in principle.
Base stock. A minimum quantity of inventory can be identified as 
necessary in certain types of operations to maintain a continuing pro­
duction operation. The fixed amount of inventory can be made avail­
able for sale only by terminating, or at least interrupting, the produc­
tion process; remove it and the process must be shut down. The cost 
of minimum inventories is analogous to plant investment. The base 
stock method of inventory accounting assigns an arbitrary or nominal 
cost basis to such a fixed minimum quantity and carries the balance of 
the inventory on a Fifo basis.
Lifo. The base stock method was disallowed for income tax pur­
poses in the 1920s. Lifo was adopted as a substitute for the base stock 
method and became acceptable for income tax purposes in the late 
1930s. Lifo was originally limited to certain petroleum and mineral 
inventories, but later its use for tax purposes was extended to all
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companies. Lifo prices year-end inventories at current year costs 
only to the extent that quantities on hand at year end exceed those 
on hand at the beginning of the year. The effect on the income state­
ment is to match current year sales revenue with the latest cost for 
the number of items sold.
The result is that inventories in the balance sheet are priced at 
varying cost levels dating back usually to the year in which the 
method was originally adopted. The method dissociates the flow 
of costs from the flow of product or merchandise, thereby making 
comparisons confusing between companies introducing Lifo at differ­
ent times and even more so between a company using Lifo and one 
using Fifo, though the inventories may be identical physically.
Companies using Lifo for income tax purposes are required by 
law to use the method for general financial reporting.
I find no logical justification for matching the cost of one unit with 
the sale price of an entirely different unit. The application of Lifo 
defies the kind of ordinary logic that has the intuitive appeal I find 
in Fifo. On the other hand, some good reasoning favors the base 
stock method if a base stock element is clearly visible and essential 
in a manufacturing or merchandising operation. Lifo is a satisfactory 
substitute for the base stock concept in those situations, especially 
since it is the only one permissible for tax purposes.
Disclosure of effect of Lifo. I find it impracticable to attempt to 
establish criteria that identify circumstances requiring the use of Lifo 
to the exclusion of all other methods. I cannot justify the extent to 
which Lifo restricts meaningful comparisons between companies hav­
ing substantively similar inventories. Accordingly, I conclude that 
enterprises using any cost flow assumption other than specific identi­
fication or Fifo should be required to disclose (1 ) the effect on net 
income for the period and on the balance sheet inventory amounts 
of the method used as compared with Fifo and (2 ) related tax effects.
Lower of Cost or Market. I concur in principle with the concept 
which requires a departure from the cost basis for inventories if the 
utility value of inventory items is no longer as great as their cost. I 
also agree that the amount of the departure should be recognized 
as a loss in the period in which it is determined. I do not concur, 
however, that the market value with which to measure such losses 
should be the replacement or reproduction cost.
The element of profit is an inseparable ingredient of the inventory 
concept, and the profit-making potential of inventory items is a reason­
able man’s measure of their utility value at a particular time. Manage­
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ment inherently involves a continuing process of planning and striving, 
formally or informally, to attain profit potentials. This requires pro­
jecting cost/price relationships to determine the extent to which 
sales prices will provide margins over unit costs sufficient to cover 
the direct selling expenses and allocable portions of general selling 
and administrative expenses and to yield a profit. Losses in utility 
value may be indicated as a result of both internal and external 
changes in either input costs or selling prices.
Although changes in costs or selling prices may indicate potential 
losses, the earliest point at which losses can be measured with a rea­
sonable degree of accuracy is the time when the enterprise’s manage­
ment adopts a planned course of action relative to the use or disposal 
of the affected items. Only then can resultant net realizable amounts 
be determined.
I conclude that net realizable value should be the basis for meas­
uring and recognizing potential losses in utility value of inventory 
items. Net realizable value should be calculated on the basis of antici­
pated selling prices less (1 ) costs of completion and (2 ) appropriate 
portions of marketing, administrative, and general costs that the enter­
prise ordinarily treats as expenses of the periods in which they are in­
curred. The implementation of this principle of “lower of cost or net 
realizable value” should not serve to increase the margin between the 
expected selling price and the reduced cost basis of the affected 
items beyond that which existed immediately prior to the discovery 
of the factors that gave rise to the reevaluation of the inventory 
amounts.
General Format of Presentation
My final summarization of findings and conclusions is presented in 
Chapter 9 in the form of a recommended restatement of the present 
authoritative pronouncement on the accounting basis of inventories as 
set forth in Chapter 4 of ARB 43 . Chapter 2 presents the conceptual 
analysis that is vital to the ultimate conclusions. There, I attempt to 
develop certain conceptual criteria which then serve as a basis for 
evaluating various inventory practices either in use or proposed for 
adoption. That material in Chapter 2 and the statements of problems 
and reasoning entering into the conclusions, which are presented in the 
intervening Chapters 3 through 8, must be examined to judge the 
conclusions.
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A Conceptual Analysis of Inventory Pricing
Theory and Practice
The purpose of this chapter is to begin developing a conceptual 
analysis of the inventory pricing problem which will then provide 
guidance throughout the rest of this study in resolving issues like 
those listed in Chapter 1. The problem facing the researcher and 
the limited extent of general authoritative criteria were described in 
Chapter 1. The conceptual analysis in this chapter attempts to fill 
part of the void resulting from the deficiencies in present authoritative 
statements of principles or concepts.
ARB 43 and APB Statement 4 both include some criteria that relate 
directly to the inventory pricing problem. Part of the purpose of 
this study, however, is to examine and challenge those criteria.
Diversity of Audience. The difficulty of working with a limited 
theory base is compounded by the diversity of the audience to which 
this study must be addressed. Those interested in the subject can be 
divided into two general classifications: (1 ) practitioners and proces­
sors of accounting information and (2 ) accounting theorists. The first 
group includes members of the accounting departments of corporate 
business enterprises, management users of the information prepared 
by accounting departments, and accountants who express professional 
opinions on the financial statements produced. Those people tend to 
see accounting problems in their natural state as real-life situations. 
All of them recognize the need for principles to serve as guides so that 
external users of accounting information find that comparable account­
ing treatment has been accorded to circumstances of comparable sub­
stance. However, members of the group place primary emphasis on
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the usefulness of the accounting information produced and give only 
secondary consideration to the theoretical precision of the underlying 
concepts and principles.
In contrast, accounting theorists tend to place the greatest emphasis 
on the formal derivation of the accounting principles applied. Fre­
quently, the principles are developed through deductive reasoning 
with no empirical testing and with no application to real-life situa­
tions. Many theorists see themselves in the role of critic of the ac­
counting profession and, having no basis for criticism other than 
deductively derived theories, they tend to view an apparent violation 
of formal logic as a major fault.
Resolving accounting issues convincingly for both types of parties 
requires a continual interchange between abstract theorizing and 
practical problem solving. In a sense, that is one of the major prob­
lems of this study. The study represents an effort to test the accepted 
practices of the real world against the logic of theory and to test the 
theories against the realities of practice.
The continuing conflict of the theorist and the pragmatist poses a 
problem. The theorist seeks a logical framework within which to 
attack problems in such a way that the variation in solutions to those 
problems is minimal. Often he does that with little appreciation 
of the full range of differing situations and problems.
The pragmatist, on the other hand, finds great satisfaction in solving 
problems on the basis of his experience. He has less concern with the 
niceties of theory but is much aware of the effect of varying condi­
tions. That is not to say that the pragmatist completely turns his back 
on theory or that the theorist is never conscious of the difficulties 
faced by the practitioner. Rarely, however, is either of them fully 
sympathetic to the problems of the other.
The current popularity of empirical research is such that some ex­
planation may be necessary as to why this study gives no greater 
attention to empirical research methods than it does. I concluded 
that the issues at hand do not lend themselves to solutions through 
large collections of empirical data because current practice is what 
is being challenged. To seek to discover what current practice is or 
why it is followed would be in no way convincing to those who have 
challenged it. On the other hand, those who are faced with the 
problems of practice are unlikely to be any more convinced by a 
consensus among theorists than theorists are convinced by a consensus 
among practitioners. Hopefully, a conceptual analysis will add a new 
element in the form of some basic criteria that will permit resolution 
of some of the issues.
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Present Generally Accepted Practice 
For Inventory Pricing
Cost Basis. Chapter 4 of ARB 43 prescribes cost as the basis for 
inventory pricing and elaborates on this briefly by indicating that 
nonmanufacturing costs are to be excluded. A corollary of the cost 
basis, of course, is the realization principle that forbids recognition 
of revenue until “(1)  the earning process is complete or virtually 
complete, and (2 ) an exchange has taken place” (APB Statement 4, 
paragraph 150) so that the inventory item has been purchased by 
an independent party whose purchase corroborates an increase in 
value. The APB has directed this study to accept the cost basis and 
the realization convention as established principles.
Cost Flows. ARB 43 further recognizes the necessity of cost flow 
assumptions to implement the matching principle under conditions 
of changing prices. The criteria recommended in ARB 43, Chapter 4, 
for selecting an appropriate flow assumption are ambiguous and cir­
cular: “Cost for inventory purposes may be determined under any 
one of several assumptions as to the flow of cost factors ( such as first- 
in first-out, average, and last-in first-out); the major objective in 
selecting a method should be to choose the one which, under the 
circumstances, most clearly reflects periodic income.” Because a gen­
erally accepted definition of income is lacking, the standard provides 
little guidance. The major purpose of inventory pricing is to facilitate 
income determination, and income determination is suggested as the 
guide to selecting appropriate pricing methods.
The discussion that follows the basic statement in Chapter 4 of 
ARB 43 points out that the identified costs of the items sold need 
not necessarily be matched against revenue for income determination 
purposes. Nor is an enterprise required to use the same method from 
one kind of inventory item to another. One can scarcely imagine the 
door more open for selection of inventory flow assumptions. Criteria 
for the selection of an appropriate inventory flow assumption there­
fore become one of the major purposes of the following conceptual 
analysis.
Lower of Cost or M arket. Generally accepted inventory practice 
requires the application of the lower of cost or market rule. ARB 43 
states that a departure from the cost basis is required if utility of goods 
is no longer as great as its cost and that, if there is evidence that their 
disposal in the ordinary course of business will yield less than cost, 
the difference should be recognized as a loss of the current period.
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That is generally accomplished by stating the goods at a lower level 
commonly designated as “market.” The discussion concludes that the 
measurement of losses is accomplished by applying the rule of pric­
ing inventories at cost or market, whichever is lower, and that the 
basis provides a practical means of measuring the utility of goods 
and recording losses in utility in the current period. ARB 43 describes 
current replacement cost as representing market, except that (1 ) 
market should not exceed net realizable value and (2 ) it should not be 
less than net realizable value reduced by an allowance for an approxi­
mately normal profit margin. The discussion in Chapter 4 of ARB 43 
points out that, as a general guide, utility is indicated by the current 
replacement cost of the goods as they would be obtained by purchase 
or reproduction, but judgment must always be exercised in applying 
the rule to assure that no loss is recognized unless the evidence clearly 
indicates that a loss has been sustained. The guide offered as to 
whether the rule should be applied by items, by categories, or in total 
also stresses the need for exercising the judgment necessary to achieve 
a result that most clearly reflects income and does not provide for 
losses if none are clearly evident.
Purchase Commitments. In addition, ARB 43 requires the recog­
nition of accrued net losses on firm purchase commitments. That is 
consistent with recognizing decreases in the cost or replacement price 
of assets but, as some theorists point out, is inconsistent with refusing 
to recognize increases in the replacement price of assets.
APB Statement 4 does not concern itself with inventory pricing in 
so specific terms. However, it draws generalizations from the specifics 
of such authoritative documents as ARB 43 so that they do not 
conflict.
Summary of Present Practices. In summary, inventories are to be 
priced at cost, excluding nonmanufacturing costs. Cost may be deter­
mined on any of several cost flow assumptions that in the judgment 
of the one doing the accounting is most appropriate in the circum­
stances. And if he has a number of inventory items, he is at liberty 
to use more than one cost flow assumption at the same time. To the 
extent that replacement cost is less than cost, replacement market 
prices must be used instead of cost, and the notion is extended to the 
replacement market price for inventory firmly committed to be pur­
chased in the future.
Much of ARB 43 represents a reaction to problems of inventory
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pricing in specific situations for which accountants and others have 
suggested special treatment. Inventory pricing problems are complex 
in a company with a variety of sophisticated products, some of them 
manufactured within the company and some purchased from outside, 
that have to be processed, warehoused, and finally sold. A variety of 
inventory pricing possibilities has been developed to meet the variety 
of situations in which a variety of companies must price inventories. 
Perhaps by turning away from those complexities and examining in­
ventory pricing problems under the most simple terms we can get at 
the essence of the problem and from that draw some useful conclu­
sions. W hat is the nature of the inventory pricing problem if it is 
unencumbered by the complexities of practice?
The Simplest Case
R elation  of Cost to Sales Price. Perhaps the simplest situation is 
a venture in which a single piece of merchandise is acquired and then 
sold. To simplify the m atter further, let us assume accounting on a 
project basis rather than on a time basis. Under such conditions there 
is literally no alternative available. The cost of the item purchased 
must be matched against the sale price of that item, so apparently 
there is no inventory problem. Yet a lesson is to be learned. Although 
we have no inventory pricing problem there is still an element of 
cost flow; the cost of the precise item sold is matched with its sales 
price. In the simplest of situations, the cost of goods sold is the 
identified cost of the item sold.
If the venture consists of one purchase and a number of sales or a 
number of purchases and a single sale, the situation remains essentially 
the same. As long as we account for it on a project basis, cost of goods 
sold is the identified cost of the item or items sold.
Now let us consider the activities of a merchandising company. 
Let us assume first that it handles but one product, that although 
prices are stable the product comes in various models so that it is 
nonfungible, and that the various items carry different prices. A 
common illustration is an automobile dealership. To determine how 
well the company has carried on its affairs for a given period of time, 
one would want to match the identified costs with the selling prices 
of items sold. In effect, each car represents a different venture as the 
company buys and sells it. To judge the success of each venture, the 
company must bring together the cost of the car and its selling price. 
In that way, it learns whether certain items are more or less profitable
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than other items— or whether they are profitable at all. Intuitively, 
one wants to determine profit on an item-by-item basis. If one is the 
manager, that procedure tells him how he can best conduct his busi­
ness in the future. If one is not a manager, it reveals how well the 
management is selecting its product and disposing of it.
Thus far the emphasis has been on the cost of goods sold side of 
inventory pricing. But unless the cars on hand are priced at cost 
and the costs are carried over to subsequent periods, the possibility 
of matching costs with selling price in the period of sale on a car by 
car basis is frustrated. That will deny to management the information 
it needs to determine whether it should be changing prices, products, 
or salesmen and in the same way denies to external users of the finan­
cial statements an indication of whether management is conducting 
its business as well as it might.
If one were to draw a conclusion based on the illustrations, he 
would conclude that inventory pricing should match the cost of an 
item sold with the sales price received when the item is sold.
Assumption of Cost Flow. Let us next consider a different kind 
of product, one that is fungible so that one unit of product is just 
like another. If the product deteriorates over time, the physical flow 
of products through the company— that is, from purchase to sale—  
is likely to be on a first-in first-out basis. Short of exceptional cir­
cumstances, no management retains a product that deteriorates over 
time any longer than necessary.
Most products do deteriorate over time, so we might first generally 
conclude that the physical flow of products through a company tends 
to be on a first-in first-out basis. At the same time we must recognize 
that the physical flow might be otherwise because of materials- 
handling practices, because the product deteriorates slowly if at all, 
or because some other reason keeps the physical flow from being on a 
first-in first-out basis for periods of time in excess of an accounting 
year.
Now let us assume that items of the product have been purchased 
at different prices. Which acquisition prices should be matched with 
which disposition prices? Intuitively, people expect price to follow 
the merchandise to which it relates. One of the characteristics of a 
unit of product is its cost. Accountants sometimes use concepts under 
which the cost of a product is something separate from the product, 
but it seems unlikely that others do so. The same kind of reasoning 
that one tends to apply to a venture carries over into a continuing
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operation, which in many ways is nothing but many ventures com­
bined. An assumed cost flow different from the physical flow of mer­
chandise requires justification if it is to be accepted as reasonable. 
When one argues that he can properly determine the profit on the 
sale of the unit only by matching the cost of an entirely different unit 
with the price of the unit sold, he defies the kind of ordinary logic 
that intuitively appeals to most people.
If the response to this contention is that the effect of inflation must 
be considered in some way, the reply might well be that indeed it 
should. But compensating for the results of inflation is a different 
problem. Conceptually, there is no overwhelming reason why it should 
influence inventory pricing. The intuitive appeal of matching the 
identified cost of an item with its identified sales price is too great 
to be ignored by accountants if they want financial reports to be 
generally understood.
The conclusion is not provable on grounds of formal logic. Possibly 
an empirical test of the understandability of various cost flow assump­
tions could be devised and applied, but that is left to others. For the 
purposes of this study, and solely on the grounds of intuitive appeal, 
a reasonable conclusion is that the cost of goods sold of an item or 
group of items should include the identified cost of those specific 
items or the closest approximation thereto. Further, the expectation 
is that costs will be determined on a first-in first-out basis unless 
special circumstances indicate a different physical flow.
The implications for inventory pricing are evident— determinations 
of cost of goods sold depend directly on present inventory pricing 
practices. The cost of the goods on hand at year end certainly has no 
relation to revenue from items sold during the year and should be 
carried forward to be matched against the revenue recognized when 
the goods are sold.
Cost Relevance. The principle involved is an application of a 
fundamental accounting idea. We should match with revenue those 
costs which help to bring about the revenue. The inventory is a cost 
to be matched against future, not past, revenue and therefore we 
again intuitively conclude that inventory cost should not include (1 ) 
costs that are related to past revenue, (2 ) costs that are not revenue- 
directed, and (3 ) costs that are not expected to produce revenue in 
the future. The principle is not difficult to understand, but in spite of 
its clarity, the problems of application are surprisingly difficult.
Some costs are difficult to relate clearly to either past or future
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sales. The merchandising company in the illustration earlier in this 
chapter incurs a continuing flow of costs for providing operating 
facilities and in carrying out the functions necessary for purchasing, 
handling, storing, advertising, and selling its merchandise and for 
generally administering overall operations. Should a portion of costs 
for the year be considered as part of the costs of the goods on hand 
at the year end and therefore be carried forward to be matched 
against future revenue? Certain of the delivery, promotion, and selling 
costs of the year can be identified readily with sales made during 
the year. But many of the general purchasing, advertising, selling, 
and administrative costs do not relate to specific sales in the same 
way as do the purchase prices of the items sold.
And we can argue interminably about whether the cost of the long- 
range planning activities of certain administrative officers should be 
deferred and matched against future sales which are expected to 
benefit by the planning.
Also, although we can agree that inventory should not include costs 
that are not revenue-directed, we might have difficulty in agreeing 
as to what revenue-directed means. Charitable contributions of a 
business corporation may seem to have no revenue implications. Yet 
failure to contribute may adversely affect a company’s image in the 
community and even its success in recruiting necessary personnel, 
and it may have a detrimental impact on net income through either 
increased expenses or decreased sales.
Finally, expectations regarding the relationship of present inven­
tory costs to future revenue are judgmental and can be verified only 
after passage of time. The combination of factors raises continuing 
questions about what should be included in inventory cost. Those 
questions are resolved in both accounting practice and accounting 
theory by what is little more than a rule of thumb: that no costs of 
selling or general administration should be included in inventory.
A corollary financial accounting rule—that no losses of any kind 
should be deferred to subsequent periods—has special application to 
inventory pricing. The rule applied to inventory pricing has less in­
tuitive appeal than previous conclusions in this chapter. The concept 
on which the rule is based is clear in principle but calls for continual 
judgment in practice. A loss of utility in inventory items should be 
recognized when it occurs, but questions arise as to when a potential 
inventory loss becomes evident and how the amount of loss should 
be determined. If external market influences clearly indicate that
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the costs incurred on one or more products will not be recovered, 
it seems reasonable that the loss should be recognized in the next 
report on profit-directed activities.
How much of the cost has lost its profit potential depends on how 
management decides to dispose of the inventory on hand. Once this 
is decided, managers are able to project necessary additional costs to 
be incurred and the amount of revenue expected to be realized. The 
extent to which inventory cost exceeds the anticipated amount of 
net revenue to be realized seems intuitively to be a reasonable measure 
of the inventory loss incurred. While we can agree on the desirability 
of a rule (such as the lower of cost or market) against carrying for­
ward losses, its major strength seems to be the absence of a more 
compelling substitute rule.
The Complex Case— Manufacturing
To move to more complex inventory pricing problems, we can 
consider the inventory of a manufacturing concern. Instead of buying 
the products to sell to customers, the concern makes them. To the 
flow assumption question already considered, manufacturing adds the 
problem of relevant and irrelevant costs to a much greater degree 
than is found in a retailing establishment.
M anufacturing Costs. Let us assume, for example, that we have 
been distributors of lawn and garden equipment and we now decide 
to manufacture a lawn mower of our own design. Our present mer­
chandising organization must now be expanded to provide the 
plant, equipment, and functional organization necessary to carry on 
manufacturing operations. The costs of owning and operating the 
manufacturing capacity plus the costs of the materials, labor, and 
services consumed, directly or indirectly, in the various operations 
involved in making the mowers now become the costs of the units 
we sell. The new costs, which production of a mower requires, repre­
sent that mower’s unit cost, comparable to the purchase price we have 
been paying former suppliers.
Let us assume for simplicity that we acquire a complete plant and 
an organization capable of manufacturing mowers and immediately 
start producing mowers of our own design in quantities sufficient to 
meet our present customer needs. One might assume that determining 
the unit costs of mowers completed presents little problem. We merely 
need to divide the total costs incurred in the operation by the number
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of completed units shipped. But we have some inventory problems 
even in this simple cost determination situation. Some of the costs 
incurred do not expire completely each month or within whatever 
accounting period we select to calculate the costs of mowers trans­
ferred. Some materials are always on hand, as well as some finished 
component parts and some partly assembled mowers. The inventories 
make it essential that we establish inventory accounting procedures 
to relieve each period’s production costs of that portion of such costs 
which relate to mowers that will be completed in future periods.
Abnormal Costs. We find also that unit costs of the mowers are 
considerably higher in our first season of operations because we are 
not using the plant at the level of utilization we expect to attain 
eventually. Certain plant operating costs ( such as depreciation, prop­
erty taxes, insurance, and plant administration salaries) are incurred 
each month in relatively constant amounts regardless of how many 
mowers we produce. Dividing the relatively fixed element of our 
plant costs among present units completed creates a much higher 
unit cost than we expect to experience as we increase mower pro­
duction in the coming year and begin to manufacture other equip­
ment items. We find also that, because some of the plant’s equip­
ment is not suitable to machining the type of castings specified from 
the foundry supplier, we have experienced extraordinarily high costs 
for rework and scrap losses. Averaging the two types of extraordinary 
costs into the costs of the units transferred to the merchandising 
division creates an internal organizational snag when the merchandis­
ing management becomes aware of the resultant decline in recorded 
profit margins.
We now see the concept of utility value of inventory from a dif­
ferent perspective. Utility value is essentially the profit-producing 
potential of a product. If the products manufactured in our new 
venture have less profit potential than we expected, where did we lose 
it? The loss certainly was not in our merchandising operations. The 
answer is that some of our costs have been costs of not producing 
rather than costs rationally allocable to the units produced. The costs 
might better have been set apart from the flow of normal production 
costs allocated to finished products. They have more of the char­
acteristics of losses than of production costs, and we return to our 
earlier concept that no useful purpose is served by carrying the losses 
forward as part of the cost of the units on hand in inventory. We seem 
to have discovered an additional concept—namely, that the cost of 
items manufactured is more meaningful if it excludes abnormalities.
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Additional Complexities. Our lawn mower venture illustrates a 
few of the concepts underlying cost determinations and the problems 
of implementing them even in the classic simplicity of the one-pro­
duct, one-plant situation. What new concepts and problems arise in 
the more common multiproduct manufacturing operations? For ex­
ample, let us assume that we begin producing a lawn sweeper and a 
snow blower to utilize more of the available capacity of the plant. 
Our inventory accounting requirements expand to show how much 
of the total costs incurred in an accounting period should be carried 
forward as allocable to materials, partly finished units, and finished 
units of the three different products for which we incur direct costs 
as well as many costs common to all three. Further, the extent to 
which some facilities are used in fabricating the different products 
varies. The three products have different unit costs which must be 
determined for inventory purposes. Our cost identification processes 
must be refined to determine which of the costs are caused by the 
production of which products.
The cause and effect relationship is basic to most of the broad con­
cepts of product cost determination in the more complex manufactur­
ing operations. We can identify certain costs, such as materials and 
labor expended in the fabrication of products, because we can see 
and measure the amounts of the costs caused by the production proc­
esses. We can identify certain indirect costs of maintaining the over­
all manufacturing organization with the more directly identifiable 
operations caused by the production of various products. The entire 
concept of cost identification begins to expand at this point to some­
thing far beyond the mere search for a unit cost with which to price an 
inventory item or to match against the revenue produced by the sale 
of one unit. It becomes more of an analytical process, carried out 
systematically over time to provide information for management’s 
planning and controlling of the profit-directed activities of the enter­
prise.
Preview
The foregoing conceptual framework is expanded in the following 
two chapters to identify inventories more clearly as the keystone com­
ponent of the cost of products sold in general financial reporting and 
to examine the extent to which the management accounting environ­
ment influences the accounting basis of inventories.
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Cost of Goods or Products Sold
The Concept
An understanding of the meaning of the term cost of goods sold or 
cost of products sold as it is used in general financial reporting is 
necessary to an analysis of cost concepts and principles and the ac­
counting environment in which they are applied. Notwithstanding 
the common usage of the terms, they are frequently used in technical 
writing with connotations of precision that are unrealistic at best and 
may foster widespread lack of understanding of the basic concepts 
which underlie their meaning in financial accounting.
Part of the conceptual analysis presented as a theoretical base for 
this study (pages 19 to 21) uses a merchandise operation to illus­
trate the simplest problems of inventory determination and a man­
ufacturing operation to illustrate the more complex. The same com­
parison is used to illustrate the cost of products sold concept in teach­
ing accounting at elementary levels, as shown in Exhibits 3-1 and 
3-2, which are taken from Horngren’s text.1 The exhibits are pre-
1 Charles T. Horngren, Cost Accounting: A Managerial Emphasis, Third 
Edition (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972), pp. 29-33.
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EXHIBIT 3-1 
Comparison of Income Statements
CHAPTER 3: COST OF GOODS OR PRODUCTS SOLD
NENTLAW (A manufacturer) 
Income Statement 
For the Year Ended December 31, 19-2
CRUMP’S (A retailer) 
Income Statement 
For the Year Ended December 31, 19_2
Sales $210,000
Less cost of goods sold:
Finished goods,
December 31, 19_1 $ 22,000
Cost of goods manu­
factured (see
schedule) 104,000
Cost of goods available 
for sale $126,000
Finished goods,
December 31, 19_2 18,000
Cost of goods sold 108,000
Gross margin $102,000
Less selling and administrative 
expenses (detailed) 80,000
Sales
Less cost of goods sold: 
Merchandise 
inventory, December 31,
19_1
Purchases
Cost of goods 
available for 
sale 
Merchandise 
inventory, December 31, 
19_2
Cost of goods sold
Gross margin 
Less selling and administrative 
expenses (detailed)
$1,500,000
$ 95,000 
1,100,000
$1,195,000
130,000
1,065,000 
$ 435,000
315,000
$ 22,000 Net income $ 120,000
NENTLAW 
Schedule of Cost of Goods Manufactured*
Direct materials:
Inventory, December 31, 19 1 $11,000
Purchases of direct materials 73,000
Cost of direct materials available for use $84,000
Inventory, December 31, 19_2 8,000
Direct materials used $ 76,000
Direct labor 18,000 
Factory overhead:
Indirect labor $ 4,000
Supplies 1,000
Heat, light and power 1,500
Depreciation—Plant building 1,500
Depreciation—Equipment 2,500
Miscellaneous 500 11,000
Manufacturing costs incurred during 19_2 $105,000 
Add work-in-process inventory, December 31, 19_1 6,000
Manufacturing costs to account for $111,000
Less work-in-process inventory, December 31, 19_2 7,000
Cost of goods manufactured* (to Income Statement) $104,000
* Note that the term cost of goods manufactured refers to the cost of goods brought to completion (finished) during the year, whether they 
were started before or during the current year. Some of the manufacturing costs incurred are held back as costs of the ending work in process: 
similarly, the costs of the beginning work in process become a part of the cost of goods manufactured for 19_2. Note too that this schedule can 
become a Schedule of Cost of Goods Manufactured and Sold simply by including the opening and closing finished-goods inventory figures in 
the supporting schedule rather than directly in the body of the income statement.
Source: Charles T. Horngren, Cost Accounting: A Managerial Emphasis, Third 
Edition ©  1972. Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey.
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Net income
sented to show that inventories are an essential element in determining 
the amounts described as cost of goods or products sold in general 
financial reporting. The exhibits also provide a good graphic illustra­
tion of differences between components of the cost flow in merchandis­
ing and manufacturing enterprises.
The schedules at the top of Exhibit 3-1 show that determining cost 
of goods sold in merchandising and manufacturing operations is 
basically similar. The beginning inventory of goods for sale plus 
additions to inventory during the period less ending inventory equals 
the figure described as cost of goods sold in both operations. Merchan­
dise inventory and finished goods inventory are conceptually alike; 
the difference in terms is merely descriptive— one kind of inventory 
is purchased in finished condition from outside sources for resale, the 
other is manufactured by the selling concern.
The schedule at the bottom of Exhibit 3-1 shows that the cost of 
goods manufactured is more complex to determine than is its counter­
part, purchases, in a merchandising operation. Two kinds of inventory 
not present in merchandise operations enter into the costs of goods 
manufactured—partially manufactured product (work in process) and 
inventory of materials to be used in manufacturing the product. The 
manufacturer incurs costs of labor and services in converting pur­
chased materials and components into finished products for sale. Thus 
costs associated with units of merchandise are primarily purchase costs 
incurred by the merchandiser, while costs associated with units of 
product are composed of costs of materials, labor, and manufacturing 
overhead incurred by the manufacturer. The labor and manufacturing 
overhead costs are often described as the manufacturer’s conversion 
costs.
Reliance on Periodic 
Physical Inventories
Many small and medium-size merchandisers match merchandise 
costs with sales revenue through a combination of recording purchase 
costs in aggregate amounts and maintaining a method of identifying 
unit costs of merchandise with which to price periodic physical in­
ventories of merchandise on hand. That provides all the data under­
lying the periodic determination of cost of goods sold as illustrated 
in Exhibit 3-1. Estimated inventory amounts are used in calculating
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EXHIBIT 3-2
Relationships of Product and Period Costs
CHAPTER 3: COST OF GOODS OR PRODUCTS SOLD
INCOME STATEMENT
Product
costs
Work in 
Process 
Inventory
Finished
Goods
Inventory
Sales
Expiration Cost of 
  Goods Sold
(an expense)
=  Gross profit
Selling
Expenses*
and
Administrative
Expenses†
 Period 
  costs
=  Net income
*Examples: insurance on salesmen’s cars, depreciation on salesmen's cars, salesmen's salaries. 
† Examples: Insurance on corporate headquarters building, depreciation on office equipment, 
clerical salaries.
Note particularly that where insurance and depreciation relate to the manufacturing function, 
they are inventoriable; but where they relate to selling and administration, they are not 
inventoriable.
Source: Charles T. Horngren, Cost Accounting: A Managerial Emphasis, Third 
Edition ©  1972. Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey.
Sales
Cost of 
Goods Sold 
(an expense)
Expiration
=  Gross profit
MERCHANDISING
COMPANY
Purchase  
Costs of 
Inventory 
(unexpired  
costs)
MANUFACTURING
COMPANY
Direct Materia  
Inventory
Direct labor 
Factory   
overhead: 
Insurance 
Depreciation 
Wages 
Other
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cost of goods sold for interim periods between physical inventory 
dates. Similarly, the cost accounting processes of many small and 
medium-size manufacturers consist primarily of maintaining a bank of 
cost accounting data necessary to develop cost factors needed for 
compiling unit costs of items on hand in periodic physical inventories 
of materials, work in process, and finished products.
Larger and more complex merchandisers and manufacturers usually 
record merchandise and manufacturing cost accumulations and trans­
fers through appropriate inventory accounts during a fiscal year, as 
illustrated in Exhibit 3-2. The transfers to the cost of products sold 
accounts represent compilations of calculated unit costs of the mer­
chandise or finished products sold. However, even if recording cost 
and inventory transfers is practicable, the results of interim compila­
tions are considered to represent a tentative cost of products sold that 
will have to be recomputed at the end of the fiscal year or such other 
dates as physical inventories are compiled.
Therefore, regardless of the degree of sophistication involved in an 
enterprise’s cost accounting procedures, its final cost of products sold 
for a fiscal year represents the accumulation of all the merchandise 
costs or manufacturing costs carried over in the beginning inventories 
and incurred during the year reduced by that portion which is ap­
propriately allocable to the quantities of merchandise, materials, par­
tially finished products, and finished products on hand at the end of 
the year. Describing it in income statements in those terms would be 
much more informative than the conventional caption “cost of pro­
ducts sold.”
Conclusions
My review of practice indicated that periodic proof of physical in­
ventory quantities is essential to producing reliable accounting data 
from which to match costs and revenue. I found that periodic estab­
lishment of inventory quantities is accepted as the point from which 
to calculate the accounting basis of inventory amounts entering into 
the determination of cost of goods or products sold during a fiscal year. 
I found also that management places considerable emphasis on the 
need for developing reliable accounting data from which to identify 
costs with items on hand.
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The foregoing findings lead to my acceptance in principle of the 
opening statement on inventories in Chapter 4 of AR B 43, which reads:
W h e n e v e r  t h e  o p e r a t io n  of a business includes the ownership 
of a stock of goods, it is necessary for adequate financial ac­
counting purposes that inventories be properly compiled period­
ically and recorded in the accounts. Such inventories are required 
both for the statement of financial position and for the periodic 
measurement of income.
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Environmental Influences
Introduction
My review of practice confirmed the assumption that management 
considers the periodic compilation of physical inventories as an es­
sential element in producing reliable accounting data from which to 
match costs and revenue for general financial reporting. Management 
attaches considerable importance to maintaining effective procedures 
for establishing inventory quantities, and reliable means of identifying 
unit costs of the items included in periodic physical inventories are 
considered necessary under the general accounting procedures em­
ployed.
The conceptual analysis of inventories in Chapter 2 uses an in­
dividual venture to illustrate the problems of matching costs of prod­
ucts with sales revenue and also serves to show the extent to which 
management must rely on unit cost data in planning, monitoring, and 
reporting on its profit-directed activities. I find this to be true in 
practice and find also that the development of the underlying cost 
accounting data is influenced greatly by the environment in which it is 
developed. The environment and the extent of its effect on accounting 
vary according to factors such as the type of operations involved, 
complexity, competitive features, and the management techniques 
used in planning and controlling operations.
Certain conclusions that are basic to my final recommendations 
come from the strong correlation which I find in practice between 
cost determinations for general financial reporting and the cost data 
for other internal management uses.
Chapter 3 described the differences between the cost of goods sold 
concept in merchandising operations and the cost of products sold 
concept in manufacturing operations. The same two broad functional
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types of operations are dealt with in this chapter to discuss environ­
mental influences on cost determinations for inventory pricing.
Merchandise Costs and the 
Merchandising Environment
Conventional accounting for merchandising enterprises follows the 
same simple conceptual approach identified in Exhibits 3-1 and 3-2. 
Merchandise acquired for sale is recorded at delivered purchase cost 
when received. The cost of the merchandise sold during a fiscal year 
is matched against the revenue derived from its sales. “Cost of goods 
sold,” or “cost of sales,” in the income statement of a merchandising 
enterprise represents the cost of the merchandise in inventory at the 
beginning of the year plus costs of merchandise purchased during the 
year less the cost of the merchandise on hand at the end of the year. 
All operating costs incurred during the year are conventionally ac­
counted for as expenses of the year—classified functionally as to 
purchasing, advertising and promotion, selling, occupancy, and ad­
ministration— and do not affect cost of goods sold.
Delivered costs of purchased merchandise received are generally 
identifiable as to unit costs with a minimum amount of averaging and 
allocating of incoming delivery costs. If units are large and readily 
identifiable throughout the merchandising process, specific identifica­
tion of costs has intuitive appeal as the basis of accounting for cost 
of merchandise sold and for calculating the accounting basis of in­
ventories on hand at the end of the year. That practice is generally 
followed in merchandising enterprises such as those distributing auto­
motive equipment, farm equipment, art objects, expensive jewelry, 
furniture, and major household appliances. However, as unit volume 
increases and turnovers become more rapid, specific cost identification 
becomes impracticable, and a cost flow (such as first-in first-out) is 
assumed in calculating the cost of merchandise on hand at the end 
of the year. That procedure is commonly used by distributors of auto­
motive parts and industrial supplies and by wholesale distributors of 
drugs, pharmaceuticals, liquors, and the like. At the far end of the 
cost identification spectrum for merchandisers is the large department 
store operation with a tremendous number of merchandise items in 
various departments, most of them sold in small quantities and at 
rapid rates of turnover. The concept of cost of goods sold is the 
same as that described above; only the method of application differs— 
the so-called retail inventory method, which is described in greater 
detail in Chapter 8, pages 121 to 125.
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The economics of merchandising consists of buying products or 
goods and selling them at prices designed to provide margins above 
delivered purchase cost sufficient to yield a profit after covering all 
operating and administrative costs incurred in the functions of pur­
chasing, storing, displaying, advertising, selling, and delivering the 
merchandise. Merchandisers continually plan and control their opera­
tions in terms of cost/price relations and merchandise turnovers. Tradi­
tionally, merchandising organizations are highly cost/price-oriented, 
and all functional aspects of the organization are considered a part of 
or support for the all-important sales function.
The foregoing conditions, combined with the relative simplicity of 
identifying costs of the merchandise sold, create an environment that 
leads to similarity of practices in determining the accounting basis of 
merchandise inventories.
Product Costs and the Management 
Accounting Environment
Manufacturing operations are usually chosen to illustrate the most 
complex of cost determination problems, as contrasted with the rel­
ative simplicity of merchandising operations. The complex case in­
volves multiple-product manufacturing operations carried on in one 
facility.
The problem is to decide how much of an accounting period’s con­
tinuing flow of costs should be considered to relate to partly finished 
product and how much to finished product on hand at the end of 
the period. The determination of costs for inventory purposes there­
fore involves the accumulation of data that will enable
identification of those operating costs attributable to the 
manufacturing operations as distinguished from those at­
tributable to other functional operations such as research and 
development, merchandising, general administration, and 
financing, and
development of a means of periodically assigning the direct 
and indirect costs associated with manufacturing to inventory 
quantities of products and materials in various stages of the 
manufacturing process.
Cost Objectives. Determination of the accounting basis of inven­
tory thus consists of something more than ascertaining the cost of 
acquiring an item to be sold. It represents only one of the cost ob­
jectives which form integral parts of the processes of accounting for
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the overall production and merchandising functions of a manufactur­
ing enterprise. The processes are frequently designated as cost ac­
counting, production accounting, or, more appropriately, management 
accounting.
To be meaningful, the term cost must be qualified in terms of repre­
senting the cost of something. For example, it might be the cost of 
specific units of materials or products; the cost of certain types of 
production labor hours, machine hours, or departmental processing 
hours; the cost ascribable to the fulfillment of a cost-recovery-type 
contract; or the cost of entire activities or functions, in total or by 
components, for specified periods of time. Further, the composition 
of the “cost of something” has relevance only if associated with the 
purpose for which it is being used. This expands the qualification 
needed for the term to be meaningful so that it is stated as “the cost 
of something for the purpose of . . . .” The combination of the qualifica­
tions constitutes the cost objective for which the specific accounting 
determination of cost is developed. For example, the cost concepts and 
principles explored in this study are those underlying the development 
of unit product costs for the purpose of determining the accounting 
basis of year-end inventories.
Management Accounting. One of the most important general ob­
jectives of accounting is to provide a means of monitoring the results of 
management stewardship of the enterprise’s profit-making activities. 
An essential element of the income determination process is the 
establishment of an accounting basis of inventories that results in the 
appropriate matching of costs and revenue. Management relies heavily 
on accounting as a primary source of information for planning, policy 
making, and administering the operations of an enterprise. Much of 
the data developed for internal management purposes is composed of 
or closely related to product cost determinations. Product cost de­
terminations therefore represent an important source of accounting in­
formation useful in both internal and external financial reporting. 
Consequently, it seems natural that internal management accounting 
needs have had considerable influence on the establishment of cost 
concepts and principles and the methods through which they are 
implemented in both internal and external accounting uses. A clear 
understanding of the nature of the management accounting process 
and its environment is therefore essential to an appraisal of cost con­
cepts and principles.
The accounting data that are probably of greatest importance in 
fulfilling multiple user needs are those reflecting results of operations.
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The same accounting data, classified in segments reflecting functional 
responsibilities, provide the basis of budgeting control procedures for 
both revenue and related costs. The same fundamental accounting 
data, summarized in total (and sometimes in segments by industrial 
classifications of basic product lines), provide the basis on which 
management is judged with respect to overall responsibilities to the 
enterprise’s owners and creditors.
The multiplicity of management uses of accounting data requires 
that the accounting processes have considerable flexibility to produce a 
variety of useful information. The accounting data used in manage­
ment’s reporting for external consumption are subject to requirements 
differing from those used for internal purposes. Management’s general 
financial reporting to owners, creditors, and potential investors is sub­
ject to generally accepted accounting principles to provide needed 
assurance that the data have been prepared in accordance with ap­
propriate ground rules. Reporting requirements of taxing and regula­
tory authorities may differ from those of generally accepted accounting 
principles, frequently as to format and presentation of data and 
sometimes as to basic concepts and principles. Internally, the ac­
counting requirements are primarily those of providing information 
useful to management for planning, control, and administration pur­
poses.
The accounting data required for many internal uses conform in 
concepts and principles with those in management’s general financial 
reports. For example, the operational cost data reflected in general 
purpose income statements are used internally for cost control pur­
poses by comparing costs of various functional activities with those 
planned as reasonably attainable at the levels of activity prevailing 
during the accounting period. Other internal uses require alignment 
of accounting data under concepts and principles differing from those 
for general financial reporting. For example, in planning pricing poli­
cies, the concept of unit product cost might include costs of develop­
ment, marketing, and administration in addition to the conventional 
manufacturing cost used in inventory accounting for general financial 
reporting and for tax purposes.
Different accounting objectives generate varying degrees of em­
phasis on the relevance, verifiability, and completeness of data. The 
accounting process must provide for a wide range of analytical capa­
bility. Throughout the process, guides are needed to assure consistency 
of accounting within objectives and to provide completeness while 
avoiding duplication of cost assignments. Satisfactory fulfillment of
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management objectives is accomplished only through structuring the 
accounting procedure as a rational, analytical information process 
carried out systematically over time.
Integrative N ature of Accounting. Many writers tend to consider 
general financial reporting as a function entirely apart from internal 
management accounting. Statements are made that practices appro­
priate for management accounting are not acceptable for general 
financial reporting. While this is understandable with regard to some 
methods and procedures, we questioned those interviewed as to 
whether it applies to basic concepts, such as the cost concepts and 
principles we are seeking in this study. Or, we asked, if material dif­
ferences do exist in cost concepts for internal and external reporting, 
should they exist? Stated another way, would it be either logical or 
prudent for management to plan its profit goals in terms of cost con­
cepts that are incompatible with the basis on which it must measure 
profit achievements in reporting to owners and other users?
The answer to all the questions was negative. Internal and external 
cost objectives are not incompatible—for example, allocation of direct 
and indirect manufacturing costs to products in relation to the relative 
extent that various products use the manufacturing capacities of an 
enterprise. The concept of determining identifiable quantities of pro­
ductive materials and productive labor underlies product cost de­
terminations for whatever purpose they may be used. Likewise, I 
find no conflicts in eliminating gross abnormalities in costs to calculate 
unit product costs for other uses. I find only one instance of basic 
conceptual difference—namely, the view held by some that indirect 
manufacturing expenses, or certain fixed elements of those expenses, 
should not be allocated to unit product costs for inventory purposes. 
Naturally, there are differences in the types of cost factors applied for 
varying cost objectives—historical costs for inventory, current or pro­
jected costs for cost/price planning, marginal or opportunity costs for 
special decisions, and the like.
The conclusions in the preceding paragraph are the same views 
expressed by accounting executives throughout our discussions of basic 
cost concepts. Accounting executives thus generally reject the notion 
expressed by many theorists that financial reporting should not rely so 
heavily on management judgment and that reliance on judgment 
should be reduced through providing greater objectivity to account­
ing principles and establishing more criteria for the use of alternative 
procedures available to managements.
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Many writers recognize, however, even as does the APB in State­
ment 4, that a great deal of exercise of judgment is inherent in financial 
reporting. Examples are accounting policies on depreciation, amortiza­
tion, and obsolescence of properties, on recognition of possible losses 
on receivables, on tax allocations, and on areas such as segmental re­
porting of diversified enterprises. Closer to the subject of this study 
are normalization of cost elements and elimination of abnormalities 
in determining unit product costs, the selection of appropriate levels 
of capacity utilization for developing burden rates, and the concepts 
of market as used in lower of cost or market. While the examples of 
reliance on management judgment are generally accepted, few writers 
have examined overall management accounting and decision-making 
processes as integral parts of the entire accounting process.
An American Accounting Association committee notes the trend 
toward adopting an integrated view of accounting in remarks on the 
nature of internal accounting:
Management accounting is the application of appropriate tech­
niques and concepts in processing the historical and projected 
economic data of an entity to assist management in establishing 
plans for reasonable economic objectives and in the making of 
rational decisions with a view toward achieving these objectives. 
[Adapted from the report of the 1958 Committee on Management 
Accounting, The Accounting Review, April 1959, p. 210.]
The precise limits of management accounting and the extent 
to which its technology will expand are not readily determinable 
at this point in its development. There is no logical reason, how­
ever, why management accounting should be constrained by 
external reporting conventions of a past era. Neither should in­
ternal reporting be conditioned by the nature of the accountant’s 
obligations to third parties or society in general except, of course, 
that the results arising from the decisions made using internal ac­
counting information require disclosure and control—including 
such controls as may be required by social considerations. . . . 
The inclusion of projections within the scope of management 
accounting is fundamental and indeed is implied by the explana­
tion and evaluation of alternatives as well as the bringing of new 
alternatives into view. This inclusion does not necessarily dis­
tinguish management accounting from external reporting and the 
two are in no way incompatible if accounting is well performed.1
1 Committee to Prepare a Statement of Basic Accounting Theory, A 
Statement of Basic Accounting Theory (Evanston, Ill.: American Account­
ing Association, 1966), pp. 39-41.
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In his critique of APB Statement 4, appearing in The Journal of Ac­
countancy, November 1971, Yuji Ijiri considered a serious fault of that 
statement to be its failure to mention the control function of account­
ing as basic to financial reporting. Ijiri emphasized the importance of 
the function to all users of financial information because of the con­
straints it places on management in requiring proper recording of 
cost flows. For many years, generally accepted auditing standards 
have recognized the administrative controls concerned with operational 
efficiency and adherence to managerial policies as part of the internal 
controls on which the auditor relies in his examination of financial 
records. Increasing emphasis on the managerial aspects of the subject 
is shown by Horngren, who stated that cost accounting provides data 
for (1 )  planning and control of routine operations; (2 )  nonroutine 
decisions, policy making, and long-range planning; and (3 )  inventory 
valuation and income determination.2 Welsch proceeded somewhat 
farther along this route.3 He emphasized that the accounting system 
must be tailored to the special planning and control requirements of 
the enterprise as its first requisite as well as being organized to meet 
the diverse needs of other internal and external financial reporting 
requirements.
I have not, however, found any treatment of basic concepts and ac­
counting principles that adopts an integrated approach fully, nor have
I found writings that disagree with an integrated approach from 
either the theoretical or the practical standpoint.
Accordingly, all aspects of accounting are treated throughout this 
study as parts of a unified system of providing management and others 
with information necessary for informed judgments and effective de­
cisions in carrying out responsibilities for resource allocation, invest­
ment decisions, planning, policy making, and administration. General 
financial reporting is viewed as only one of the objectives of the overall 
function of accounting. The entire system is considered as a bank of 
accounting data which is maintained to meet a variety of accounting 
objectives. The broad functional classifications of accounting data 
relating to operations are referred to sometimes as the core of manage­
ment accounting data which is used primarily for analytical purposes
2 Charles T. Horngren, Cost Accounting: A Managerial Emphasis, Third 
Edition (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1972), Preface, p. xvii.
3 Glenn Welsch, Budgeting, Profit Planning and Control, Third Edition 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1971).
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in planning and control and which, in addition, provides the data un­
derlying the accounting basis of inventories for general financial re­
porting.
Common Core of Data. Most of the accounting data required to 
meet general financial reporting objectives is also necessary for other 
management accounting objectives. The various objectives all deal 
with the basic elements of cost of products sold and the development 
of cost factors with which to price units of material, labor, and manu­
facturing overhead for unit product cost determinations. Accordingly, 
accumulation and classification of data recorded for management ac­
counting purposes should not be considered a rigid, single-purpose 
system. Rather, its minimum requirement should be the development 
of the core of data necessary for a rational analytical process directed 
at enterprise operations and carried on systematically over time. The 
extent of the effort beyond that required to meet management’s 
general financial reporting responsibilities depends entirely on the ex­
tent of management’s use of accounting information in its planning, 
decision-making, and control processes.
Range and Sophistication of Processes. Basic concepts and ac­
counting principles can be implemented by a wide variety of methods. 
In smaller, less complex manufacturing enterprises, in which cost flow 
can be estimated or otherwise determined satisfactorily, the core of 
management accounting data consists of direct material purchases and 
direct labor and manufacturing overhead costs on a relatively limited 
functional department or cost center basis. Much of the analysis 
needed for unit product cost allocations ( direct labor rates and manu­
facturing overhead rates) can be compiled satisfactorily on work 
sheets. Costs of inventory can be computed by applying work sheet 
cost factors to the engineering specifications for materials require­
ments and estimates of the direct labor or machine hours used to al­
locate labor and overhead costs to the partly finished and finished 
products on hand. While the procedures often leave something to be 
desired from the standpoint of verification of inventory amounts, 
properly applied they can produce results in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles. In operations of that type, no useful 
purpose is served by refining the cost accounting procedures beyond 
those required to meet management’s cost control needs and special 
cost accounting requirements. The same reasoning leads many to 
consider compilation of the interim cost of products sold as a secondary
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rather than the principal objective of a well-devised set of cost pro­
cedures.
Even under many of the more sophisticated cost accounting pro­
cedures, the basic components of cost of products sold are accounted 
for in a manner so as to retain their identity in total for the year. The 
data are then available for supplementary cost analyses. They also 
provide an audit trail which may be needed at year end, when the 
validity of the interim figures for cost of products sold is finally de­
termined through comparison with the figures for the year based on 
physical inventories. Many companies use inventory accounts for the 
aggregate materials, direct labor, and manufacturing overhead com­
ponents of production costs in accounting for cost flow during the year 
rather than the conventional raw materials, work-in-process, and 
finished products inventory classifications which are important only 
for general financial reporting at the year end.
In between the simplest and the most sophisticated cost accounting 
procedures lie many variations of methods for determining cost of 
products sold for a year. Even the largest and most complex enter­
prises frequently use simple methods for certain types of operations 
such as foundries and continuous process departments.
An Illustration. While techniques of linear programming and 
mathematical model-building have increased the effectiveness of cost 
analysis, they have not significantly altered the nature or the dimen­
sions of the underlying core of management accounting data. An excel­
lent illustration of this was noted in a relatively small midwestern 
custom foundry having a reputation for fine quality product and serv­
ice dating back many years.
In foundry operations, certain costs relate directly to the metal, others 
to the molding time and cleaning time. Small custom foundries usually 
keep their raw material under accounting control by maintaining con­
tinuous quantity records; they have no work-in-process inventory be­
cause each day’s melt of metal is usually completed in finished castings 
at the end of the shift, and the finished inventory usually consists of 
little more than the castings from the day’s melt. An accountant can 
therefore produce ending inventory figures almost any day of the week 
if the core of cost accounting data provides the data necessary to 
calculate current cost factors with which to price castings on hand. 
There is absolutely no need to cascade accounting entries through the 
records to transfer and allocate costs for general financial reporting. 
The system in the foundry I visited provides basic classifications ap­
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propriate for calculation of cost factors, analysis of unit product cost, 
and maintenance of cost control in line with supervision.
I questioned how they price their product ( custom casting requires 
continuing pricing of new products). Management responded by des­
cribing the time-sharing computer arrangement. The computer pro­
gram was built around a model of the ideal combination for a day’s 
melt from the standpoint of metallurgy, melting capacity, and the 
company’s core-making and cleaning capacities. Management explained 
further that by planning its daily production a week in advance using 
the available order backlog, it achieves maximum efficiency of opera­
tions and favorable profit margins. The underlying cost/price tech­
niques are simple. The model program contains the ideal production 
quantities extended at current cost factors and competitive sales 
prices that should produce the optimum profit for a shift. The ef­
fectiveness of the model program’s implementation and the correct­
ness of its cost factors can be validated at almost any time by applying 
old-fashioned elementary cost accounting procedures. The same pro­
cedures can be, and probably are, used by many large, complex 
manufacturing enterprises having similar types of operations.
Conclusion
The wisdom of management determines to a large degree the extent 
of refinement in cost analysis necessary to produce reliable unit pro­
duct costs on which to base decisions. Product cost/price relations 
are the heart of the profit-making activities of business enterprises. 
Management must have confidence in the cost figures on which it 
bases pricing decisions. Management must also have reasonable as­
surance as to the conformity of its own data with cost principles 
generally accepted and employed in pricing decisions within the in­
dustry. Since the limits of management acceptability set the overall 
pattern of cost accounting techniques necessary for profit-oriented 
decisions, they also set the pattern of management accounting pro­
cedures basic to reporting results of operations.
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Unit Product Costs in Manufacturing
Determining Unit Product Costs
This chapter discusses problems of developing unit product costs 
that underlie the accounting basis of inventories in manufacturing en­
terprises. The discussion is limited to manufacturing operations for 
two reasons. First, general manufacturing operations present some of 
the most complex problems of cost identification and allocation. There­
fore if the basic concepts and principles applicable to manufacturing 
can be established, they can be related readily to other types of opera­
tions. Second, dealing with but one type of cost determination prob­
lem eliminates the need for digressions to relate the problem to other 
types of inventory costs.
Two types of problems are involved in determining unit product 
costs for inventories in manufacturing operations. First is the problem 
of cost selection—identifying or selecting which of the broad classi­
fications of costs associated with a fiscal year’s manufacturing opera­
tions should be ascribable to unit products. Second is the problem of 
cost assignment— attaching the costs to products by identifying cause 
with effect or by some other rational and systematic means. The 
complexities in the problems have long been recognized. It is note­
worthy that in the early part of the century many writers on cost ac­
counting subjects used the term cost finding, thereby indicating that 
the process is one of searching out data.
Discussions of the subject with financial executives and partners of 
accounting firms confirmed my original assumptions that diversities of 
practice exist in this area of cost accounting and result in applying
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differing accounting treatment in similar circumstances. The subject 
has therefore been studied to determine whether diversities exist as 
a result of failure to conform with principles or because the principles 
permit them. The conclusions are that a need exists to improve under­
standing of the principles underlying unit product cost determinations 
and to provide better guides for their use.
Discussions in this chapter place primary emphasis on development 
of unit product costs for use in pricing year-end inventories entering 
into the compilation of cost of products sold. The framework for the 
discussions is provided in the descriptions in Chapters 3 and 4 of the 
conceptual nature of cost of products sold and of how the environment 
of management accounting influences cost determinations.
Authoritative Principles. Chapter 4 of ARB 43 contains little from 
which to identify fundamental cost concepts and principles relating to 
determinations of unit product costs. Statement 3 of that chapter 
( Appendix A, page 159) states that “cost means in principle the sum of 
the applicable expenditures and charges directly or indirectly incurred 
in bringing an article to its existing condition and location.” The dis­
cussion following the statement enlarges on it, explaining that cost is 
understood to mean acquisition and production cost. The discussion 
then goes on to say: “Although principles for the determination of in­
ventory costs may be easily stated, their application, particularly to 
such inventory items as work in process and finished goods, is difficult 
because of the variety of problems encountered in the allocation of 
costs and charges.”
The discussion also contains the following assertions which suggest 
important cost concepts:
[Abnormalities] . . . under some circumstances, items such as idle 
facility expense, excessive spoilage, double freight, and rehandling 
costs may be so abnormal as to require treatment as current period 
charges rather than as a portion of the inventory cost.
[Selling and Administrative Expenses] . . . general and administra­
tive expenses should be included as period charges, except for 
the portion of such expenses that may be clearly related to pro­
duction and thus constitute a part of inventory costs (product 
charges). Selling expenses constitute no part of inventory costs.
[Manufacturing Overhead] It should also be recognized that the 
exclusion of all overheads from inventory costs does not constitute 
an accepted accounting procedure.
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The discussion concludes with the observation:
The exercise of judgment in an individual situation involves a 
consideration of the adequacy of the procedures of the cost ac­
counting system in use, the soundness of the principles thereof, 
and their consistent application.
APB Statement 4 contains about the same limited description of in­
ventory cost but omits specific mention of abnormalities and selling 
and administrative expenses. The expense recognition principle of as­
sociating cause and effect (Appendix B, page 176) is followed by this 
description of cost principles:
Several assumptions regarding relationships must be made to 
accumulate the costs of products sold or services provided. For 
example, manufacturing costs are considered to “attach” to prod­
ucts on bases of association such as labor hours, area or volume 
of facilities used, machine hours, or other bases presumed to in­
dicate the relationship involved. “Attaching” costs to products 
often requires several allocations and reallocations of costs. [Para­
graph 158]
The same broad principle is referred to again in the discussion follow­
ing a statement of the basic principle on measuring costs of manu­
facturing products and providing services (paragraph 184, M-6A). The 
specific principles (S-6A (1) and M-6A(1 ) ) state briefly that product 
costs are determined by assigning direct and indirect costs of manu­
facturing products and providing services which are considered “pro­
ductive” to units of product and service “in a rational and systematic 
manner.”
Need for Additional Documentation. Those statements fail to 
provide as much guidance as is needed. For example, what is meant 
by costs that are “productive”? Are some costs of manufacturing not 
assigned to units of product? How does one determine which costs are 
“so abnormal” as to warrant exclusion from unit product cost calcula­
tions or establish the capacity utilization levels above which costs be­
come “idle facility expense”? If exclusion of all overhead is unac­
ceptable, how much exclusion is acceptable?
Review of the literature reveals that much of the writing on cost ac­
counting for manufacturing enterprises has dealt with methods of im­
plementation in specific circumstances rather than with basic con­
cepts and principles. The volume of such writings, however, bears 
witness to the importance of cost analysis as a keystone to management
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of profit-directed activities. Nowhere else in the financial accounting 
process is it more evident that
Generally accepted accounting principles are conventional— 
that is, they become generally accepted by agreement (often tacit 
agreement) rather than by formal derivation from a set of postu­
lates or basic concepts. The principles have developed on the 
basis of experience, reason, custom, usage, and, to a significant 
extent, practical necessity. [APB Statement 4, Paragraph 139, re­
produced in Appendix B]
They are conventional—that is, sanctioned by or growing out of cus­
tom or usage. Our review of the writing and of practice has led to 
the conclusion that a number of well-defined basic concepts and prin­
ciples have been developed in this manner and have been generally 
accepted for many years in the determination of unit product costs 
for general financial reporting. Those concepts and principles are 
directly related to the two major types of problems involved in de­
termining unit product costs of manufacturing—cost selection and 
cost assignment.
Cost Selection
Relevance. These are the initial questions: Which costs are ap­
plicable to the processes involved in bringing an article to its existing 
condition and location? What principles govern the separation of the 
costs associated with the manufacturing processes from those resulting 
from nonmanufacturing activities? Answering these questions has been 
described by many writers as a process of determining cost ascribability 
or cost relevance. The term relevance generally implies a close logical 
relationship with and importance to some thing or objective. It has 
the same meaning in cost accounting. APB Statement 4 establishes 
relevance as the primary qualitative objective of all financial account­
ing—relevant information is information that bears on the economic 
decisions for which it is used.
William J. Vatter made these observations on cost relevance for de­
termining unit product costs:
Relevance of a cost computation depends not only upon a clear 
specification of the cost objective, but also upon a set of criteria 
for determining what part of the available data is to be assigned 
to or associated with the cost objective. Most people would agree 
that a cost is assignable to a given cost objective if the action
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which gave rise to the cost had the effect of increasing, improving 
or furthering the completion or achievement of that cost objective.
This suggests that there is some aim or purpose to which the in­
currence and measurement of cost is related; the relevance of cost 
to a given cost objective is determined by that purpose which cost 
is to serve.1
If a principle underlies the selection of costs applicable to manufac­
tured products, it appears to be involved in the cause and effect rela­
tionship of costs and revenues. The causes are actions taken to 
manufacture products or to maintain the facilities and organization 
to manufacture products. The effects are the costs.
Writings on cost relevance sometimes describe a concept of benefits 
received as a basis for selection and assignment of costs to activities 
and products. Vatter rejected that concept on grounds that measuring 
relative benefits seems to require judgmental decisions involving 
equity. He concluded that cost assignments are not ethical or moral 
processes but are measurements and should be carried out by objective 
and logical methods. I concur in that view and consequently avoid the 
term cost benefit throughout this study in favor of expressing cost 
relevance in terms of fundamental cause and effect relationships.
Costs of Functional Activities. Identification of costs with activi­
ties and purposes may be accomplished through various bases of as­
sociation. Kind or type of cost often provides identification with a 
kind or type of activity. For example, purchase costs of raw materials 
and cutting oils identify with production activities; sales commissions 
identify with marketing. Similarly, the location of cost incurrence may 
help in identifying it with an activity; for example, manufacturing 
plant costs with production activities and warehousing of finished 
product with marketing. The purpose of an activity sometimes pro­
vides a guide to separating production costs from other costs; for 
example, supervising installation and subsequent trouble-shooting for 
customers may be a marketing activity whereas setting production 
standards and revising product specifications are production activities, 
yet both may be performed by personnel from an engineering de­
1 “Standards for Cost Analysis,” a Research Report, appearing as Ap­
pendix VI to Report on the Feasibility of Applying Uniform Cost-Account­
ing Standards to Negotiated Defense Contracts, by the Comptroller General 
of the United States to the Committee on Banking and Currency, House of 
Representatives, 91st Congress, Second Session, January 1970, p. 511.
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partment. Consideration of all the various relationships between costs 
and activities aids in developing rational classifications of costs.
As explained in Chapter 4, identification of functional activities pro­
vides the essence of cost control through classification of costs ac­
cording to management lines of responsibility for cost incurrence. As­
sociation of costs with functional activities is a predominant factor 
throughout management accounting cost analysis for both internal 
and external reporting, as is apparent in conventional broad functional 
classifications of costs and expenses such as costs of products sold, 
selling and advertising expenses, general and administrative expenses, 
and research and development expenses.
The prevalence of functional associations of costs and expenses sug­
gests the existence of a cost accounting concept that underlies practi­
cally all detailed principles governing cost and expense association for 
purposes of income determination.
Costs Associated with M anufacturing. Matching a year’s manu­
facturing costs with revenues is a multiple step process. Cost analysis 
initially identifies the costs that should be associated with the manu­
facturing functions. The process next determines the costs that should 
be considered costs of the year, then ascertains which of those should 
be allocated to products manufactured, and finally segregates the year’s 
product costs between those related to products sold and products on 
hand at the end of the year.
Present authoritative pronouncements provide incomplete criteria 
for determining the costs that should be included or excluded from 
manufacturing costs. Certain types of costs are clearly associated with 
nonmanufacturing functions and can be identified through other direct 
cause and effect relationships with the period in which they are in­
curred. Examples are selling costs that can be related directly to sales 
and delivery of specific products. Many other types of costs cannot be 
as clearly dissociated from the manufacturing functions and lack char­
acteristics that provide reasonable means of directly or indirectly 
aligning them with any period other than the one in which they are 
incurred. Many costs of general administration and research are 
examples of costs that have conventionally been recognized as expenses 
of the period in which incurred, on the reasonable expectation that 
the cost of attempting their allocation to specific types of revenue or 
among several periods would outweigh the benefits. This idea is stated 
authoritatively as one of the three pervasive expense recognition prin­
ciples in APB Statement 4.
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Conventional practice. The general expense classification process 
has long been applied on a broad functional classification basis rather 
than by considering detailed costs separately. All costs associated with 
the selling function— both direct and indirect— generally have been 
considered expenses of the period in which incurred, as have costs as­
sociated with the functions of general administration, finance, and 
general research. That does not mean that a logical basis does not exist 
for allocating those costs to broad segments of the activities or broad 
product lines as part of the overall costs of developing, producing, and 
marketing the enterprise’s products. Allocations are frequently made 
for operational planning purposes, for cost-recovery-type contracting, 
and for segmental reporting of income. Practice has determined, in 
effect, that because the costs of general nonmanufacturing functions 
are of a regular and recurring nature, their allocation among several 
accounting periods by assigning them to unit product costs would 
serve no useful purpose in income determination.
The reasoning involved is not, however, entirely arbitrary. Few 
people argue against the concept of considering selling costs as ex­
penses because the selling function is so largely one of marketing prod­
ucts currently. Administrative expenses are more of a problem. There 
is little argument against including the costs of factory administrative 
functions in indirect manufacturing costs of the year. They are costs 
that would not be incurred if the enterprise did not regularly maintain 
the facilities and organization to manufacture its products. That is 
not true, however, of the costs of a general administrative function 
that encompasses the overall planning and coordination of policies for 
the development and financing of the acquisition of products for 
marketing. Those functions would be carried on much the same 
whether the enterprise manufactured or purchased its product, as 
noted in my conceptual analysis at page 23. Accordingly, it seems 
logical to exclude general administrative costs from manufacturing 
costs and include them in a broad group of period expenses consisting 
of the regular recurring costs of administering all functions essential to 
the enterprise’s total profit-directed activities.
Diversities in practice. It is often difficult to distinguish clearly be­
tween manufacturing and nonmanufacturing functions if, for example, 
engineering department activities include new product research and 
production engineering on present products. Problems arise in classi­
fying costs associated with the functions of purchasing, warehousing, 
personnel, data processing, and the like. The diversity of practice in
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those areas usually results from practical solutions to difficult classi­
fication problems. Our review of the subject with industrial accounting 
executives and technical partners of large accounting firms indicated 
that those diversities of practice are not a significant cause of lack of 
comparability in financial reporting between companies.
Conclusion on Cost Selection. Evidence indicates that practice 
has been fairly sound in implementing the present broad principles 
underlying the segregation of costs between manufacturing and non­
manufacturing activities. A comprehensive description of manufac­
turing costs is desirable, however, to provide the basis for principles 
underlying determinations of unit product costs. A useful description 
is included at the end of this chapter after the reasons for some of its 
language are developed in the following discussions on unit product 
costs. It incorporates the concepts of functional classification of costs 
and the principle of excluding from manufacturing costs all costs as­
sociated with an enterprise’s general research, selling, general ad­
ministrative, and financing functions.
Manufacturing Cost Assignments
Reliable, current information on production costs is essential to 
operating management for a wide variety of purposes, one of which is 
inventory pricing. Accordingly, determining unit costs of products 
during various production periods is, in effect, a continuing process 
in manufacturing operations. Many factors affecting the compilation 
of costs for inventory pricing are reviewed annually (for reasons set 
forth in later discussions). Accordingly, the fiscal year is a logical 
period within which to discuss cost assignment problems.
T o ta l M anufacturing Costs. Let us assume for discussion pur­
poses that we accept the view in ARB 43, Chapter 4, that inventory 
costs should not include (1 ) idle facility costs and (2 ) certain costs 
considered to be abnormal (page 44). The rationale for the exclusions 
is discussed later in terms of the practical problems of normalizing 
direct costs and of selecting appropriate levels of productive capacity 
for overhead rate determinations.
We might state then that the manufacturing costs of a fiscal year 
that form the total pool for unit cost assignment are selected on this 
principle:
In determining unit product costs to be used in arriving at 
the accounting basis of inventories, all elements of cost asso-
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ciated with the manufacturing activities of an enterprise are 
to be considered relevant to product costs except to the extent 
that they represent (1 ) costs of idle excess productive ca­
pacity or (2 ) costs that are so abnormal as to preclude their 
ascribability to units on hand. Unascribable costs are consid­
ered to have expired and thus are expenses of the period.
Cost Assignment Rationale. Costs comprising the total pool of 
manufacturing costs share the common characteristic of being in­
curred for functions necessary to carry on the manufacturing activities 
of the period. Unit product cost determinations rely on that relation­
ship in seeking ultimate cost identification with the products manu­
factured during the period. The basic cause and effect notion of cost 
relevance underlies the entire process. The manufacturing process 
caused the cost, so the cost is relevant to the output of the manu­
facturing process. The first step away from the total pool therefore 
might logically be to establish some identification of products with 
the production operations necessary to their completion. That part 
of the process should therefore establish the most visible cause and 
effect identifications between functions and products.
Identifying products with manufacturing processes leads to one 
of the basic concepts underlying the assignment of manufacturing 
costs to products—that of designating certain costs as direct and 
others as indirect. Direct costs are those that can be identified with 
products physically or by observing the production operations in­
volved in their manufacture. All other costs are indirect. In general, 
direct costs include the materials forming an integral part of the 
product and the labor that can be observed as directly involved in 
the fabrication of the product.
Observable relationships exist between products and functions to 
a lesser degree for costs of other manufacturing functions. Some costs 
can be identified as originating in—or being caused by— or controlled 
by specific production operations (such as the costs of cutting oils, 
tools, power, and equipment used in fabrication of specific products). 
One step further removed from direct identification are costs origi­
nating in or controlled by other functions that house, service, and 
manage the manufacturing functions. Those include costs involved 
in materials handling and storage, tool rooms, repair and maintenance, 
personnel and payroll departments, building maintenance, and factory 
administration. Those indirect functional activities are all clearly 
visible as part of the activities necessary to carry on the manufacturing 
function.
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Soundness in applying the basic functional cause and effect rela­
tionship for cost accounting purposes is a primary indication of the 
extent to which an enterprise employs rational, analytical processes 
in assigning costs to units of product.
Differentiating Principles and Im plem entation. If this study is 
to achieve its purpose, emphasis must be placed on the fundamentals 
that underlie cost determination—fundamentals that apply regardless 
of the specific method or procedure in use. The application of the 
fundamentals, however, may require the adoption of certain practices 
under certain conditions. Thus there is an interrelationship between 
the fundamentals (concepts and principles), the situations and con­
ditions in which they are to be applied, and their implementation 
through methods and procedures. Three conventional methods of cost 
determination are referred to throughout this study: (1 ) specific 
product costing or job costs, (2 ) process costs, and (3 ) unit product 
cost standards or standard costs based on engineering specifications. 
Essentially, all are methods employed in practice to apply the same 
cost concepts and principles.
Specific product costing. Under the job cost method of determining 
unit product costs, direct materials and direct labor are identified 
with products as materials are used and labor is expended on specific 
jobs or batches of product. Costs are accumulated for and controlled 
through job order or job lot recording procedures. As products move 
through the various manufacturing processes, indirect costs are allo­
cated to various jobs on the basis of rates applied to appropriate 
measures of production activity, such as labor hours and machine 
hours.
That method of unit product cost determination is used predomi­
nantly by enterprises engaged in manufacturing large items of heavy 
equipment, such as aircraft, railroad cars, and machine tools, and in 
cost-recovery-type contracting. Job costs are also used in general 
manufacturing operations to accumulate product costs on special 
orders, short runs, nonstandard or experimental products, and other 
custom-designed production. The method is seldom used on large- 
scale production of standard design items.
Process costs. The process cost method of determining unit costs 
uses a broad type of calculation for production in continuous process 
operations. In its simplest form, the method consists of dividing the 
total manufacturing costs of a plant or department for an accounting 
period by the usable units processed in the period. Its broad aver­
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aging approach is also adapted to many complex processing situations 
by providing for factors such as varying yields, erratic cost behavior 
patterns, and joint products or by-products. The method is used in 
many extractive industries and in some manufacturing processes for 
basic metals, chemicals, drugs, glass, cement, and the like. Process 
cost methods are also used extensively to determine unit costs for 
production operations such as plating and heat treating.
Unit product cost standards. Many writers on cost accounting sub­
jects emphasize the use of unit cost standards for purposes of man­
agement cost planning and cost control. It is generally agreed that 
cost standards can be highly effective for this purpose. In addition, 
standards provide an economical method of obtaining meaningful unit 
product costs both for interim financial reporting and for determining 
the accounting basis of year-end inventories. The advantages en­
courage the wide use of unit cost standards that are reviewed and 
revised regularly.
Unit cost standards are usually based on reasonably attainable 
product costs for the period for which they are computed. Direct 
materials and direct labor components represent engineering specifi­
cations of quantities priced at planned attainable unit costs. Manu­
facturing overhead costs are compiled on a basis of rates appropriate 
for the production activity of the period, including provisions for costs 
attributed to normal amounts of waste, spoilage, and unavoidable 
direct labor losses not provided for in direct labor standards.
The standard cost method of determining unit product costs with 
varying degrees of refinement is probably used more widely in gen­
eral manufacturing operations than any other cost accounting method. 
In addition, the cost standards concept is used for applying overhead 
(and sometimes direct materials and labor) in both job and process 
cost methods.
D irect M anufacturing Costs. The terms direct materials and 
direct labor appear frequently throughout cost accounting language. 
The basic principle of identifying costs of direct materials and direct 
labor in the accounts of manufacturing enterprises and in calcula­
tions of their product costs is recognized almost universally in teach­
ings, writings, and practice of cost accounting. I believe that the 
recognition of direct costs is a fundamental concept that should be 
acknowledged authoritatively as one of the broad operating principles 
of cost determination.
Applicability. Broad principles must be considered in relation to 
the combinations of circumstances under which the principle does or
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does not apply. Must it always be implemented? What are its limita­
tions, if any?
Identification of direct materials and direct labor as separate ele­
ments in continuous process operations is not always considered a 
requirement of valid cost analysis. The amounts in terms of units may 
be so infinitesimal as to limit the usefulness of direct cost identifica­
tion for analysis purposes even though certain materials and labor 
might be observed physically as integral parts of the finished product. 
However, direct materials and direct labor costs generally represent 
significant portions of the manufacturing costs of many products and 
are major factors in management’s planning and control of costs.
A statement of a direct cost principle should make it clear that iden­
tifying direct cost elements may not be practicable in some cost analy­
sis situations. If significant, however, I believe direct materials and 
direct labor should be accounted for as separate components of 
product costs.
Problems in selecting quantity and price factors for direct costs. 
Specific identification of the exact materials and direct labor costs 
applicable to units of product on a one-for-one basis is rarely prac­
ticable since materials and labor are usually acquired and accounted 
for in quantities differing from unit product requirements. For this 
reason, components of unit product costs are discussed throughout this 
study in terms of both the quantity and the price ( or cost factor) that 
make up the cost. That approach is basic to almost all cost analysis.
Problems of correlating the quantities required for production with 
the cost factors at which to price them are relatively simple for direct 
materials and direct labor. The quantitative unit selected is the one 
that most logically measures the quantity requirements and corre­
sponds with the conventional unit pricing basis. The same logic applies 
to the selection of units for measuring cost of direct labor required 
by the various production operations. In selecting units of measure­
ment for both direct materials and direct labor, consideration is usually 
given to possibilities for batching or pooling and for normalizing the 
cost elements to avoid erratic cost behavior patterns in both the 
quantities and the unit costs. The most useful basic data for analytical 
purposes are usually the quantity of materials and labor required 
under ordinary operating conditions.2
2 A theoretical question frequently raised in discussing cost concepts is 
whether it is necessary to distinguish between direct and quasi-direct ma­
terials and labor. Since the question is one of the degree of precision to 
be achieved in cost measurement methods, it is omitted here as not basic 
to broad principles.
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Normalizing D irect Costs. Many writers on cost accounting have 
recognized the need to compile product costs on bases that provide 
for elimination of abnormalities so that losses due to avoidable wastes 
and extraordinary operating conditions become part of the expenses 
of the period in which they occur and not part of the costs of inven­
tories.
The practical cost accounting solution is to identify and eliminate 
costs of abnormalities at the point of incurrence, if possible, to keep 
them out of the cost flow entering into unit product cost determina­
tions. William J. Vatter recognized the problem in this way:
Underlying all cost calculations there is the idea of a rational 
minimum. Outlays which exceed the amount really necessary to 
achieve the desired result are not regarded as costs of that result.
Any excessively high cost would be regarded as either a loss (cost 
which produces no useful or desirable result) or as a waste (cost 
which could have been avoided by exercise of typical or expected 
foresight) .3
Normalizing costs is common in practice. As will be seen in later 
discussions, manufacturing overhead rates are conventionally compiled 
on predetermined annual bases and include an average, or normal, 
amount of costs that fluctuate seasonally or over production cycles. 
Also, the bases of measuring production activity are established at 
levels of utilization that recognize the cost of unused excess capacity 
as part of the expenses of the period in which the condition exists. 
Those practices and the basic concepts underlying them represent an 
impressive and formidable array of logical and systematic matching 
of costs and revenue in a manner that effectively avoids deferring 
abnormal costs to future periods.
The word normal is used in cost accounting to mean just what it 
means anywhere else. Normal performance is generally considered 
to conform with an acceptable standard of achievement, a level known 
to be reasonably attainable under ordinary operating conditions. A 
normal price for materials is the going market price paid to usual 
sources of supply for the usual lot-size quantities purchased. Normal 
direct labor costs are the hours required at reasonably attainable
3 “Standards for Cost Analysis,” a Research Report, appearing as Appen­
dix VI to Report on the Feasibility of Applying Uniform Cost-Accounting 
Standards to Negotiated Defense Contracts, by the Comptroller General 
of the United States to the Committee on Banking and Currency, House 
of Representatives, 91st Congress, Second Session, January 1970, p. 508.
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levels of production efficiency priced at average hourly rates for the 
labor skills ordinarily required.
The elimination of abnormalities from unit costs is a basic part of 
recording cost by the method of unit product cost standards. Many 
job cost and process cost procedures incorporate elements of the 
standard cost procedure for the same purpose. If cost procedures do 
not specifically purge abnormalities from the stream of cost flow, 
management accounting usually provides for a review of unit product 
costs for this purpose in arriving at the accounting basis of year-end 
inventories.
The process has great intuitive appeal. No useful purpose is served 
by bequeathing to future periods production costs that represent 
losses due to abnormal wastes and extraordinary operating conditions. 
I believe that authoritative pronouncements should continue to recog­
nize the abnormality concept but should expand the description of it 
to provide guides for its implementation.
Allocations of Overhead Costs. The aggregate costs associated 
with manufacturing activities of an accounting period, exclusive of 
those classified as direct costs, constitute the period’s indirect manu­
facturing costs, commonly termed manufacturing overhead or manu­
facturing burden. The assignment problem posed by the overhead costs 
is one of allocating to the products manufactured during the period 
those costs that are not considered to be abnormal or to represent 
cost of idle excess capacity. Allocations are accomplished in most 
manufacturing operations through the development of overhead rates 
designed to link overhead costs with products in proportion to the 
extent to which the products use or consume the manufacturing facili­
ties represented by the costs.
Present APB pronouncements, as noted on page 45, provide little 
guidance as to basic concepts and principles underlying the cost allo­
cations. Our review of cost accounting literature and our discussions 
of the subject with accounting executives and technical partners of 
large accounting firms disclosed significant controversial issues and 
diversities of practice in the area.
Characteristics of overhead costs. Allocations of manufacturing 
overhead costs to unit products are difficult to justify in specific terms 
since the costs lack the physical identification with products that is 
possible for direct materials and direct labor. The costs that make up 
the total pool of manufacturing overhead have a variety of character­
istics related to:
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1. Kind or type— indirect labor costs (such as supervision), 
payroll taxes, small tools and supplies, power and light, 
depreciation, property taxes, insurance, etc.
2. Periodic cost behavior patterns—those varying generally 
with changes in volume of production (variable) and 
those not so behaving (fixed), such as depreciation and 
property taxes.
3. Function—origin or control by producing centers per­
forming manufacturing operations and processes; service 
centers, such as those for the repair and maintenance of 
equipment in the producing centers; and other functions 
such as those relating to occupancy and general manu­
facturing administration.
4. Location and line of responsibility for incurrence and con­
trol within the manufacturing organization.
All four classifications have some bearing on the selection of bases for 
allocating overhead costs to functions and ultimately to the variety 
of products that use the various production facilities.
Underlying data. Classification of the accounting data necessary 
for rational analytical overhead cost allocation must be tailored to 
the requirements of individual manufacturing enterprises. The essen­
tial classifications of data for that purpose relate to the above cost 
characteristics. A logical classification of overhead costs by kind, 
which permits identification by function, location, etc., also permits 
analysis according to variable and nonvariable or fixed cost charac­
teristics.
The cost analysis process also requires the accumulation of certain 
nonmonetary data to facilitate the assignment of both direct and 
indirect manufacturing costs to products. Current engineering speci­
fications of required materials and manufacturing processes are essen­
tial to analysis and assignment, as are procedures for reporting and 
compiling statistical data on materials usage, scrap and spoiled work, 
direct labor hours and machine hours expended in production oper­
ations, and the production completed at various stages of the manu­
facturing processes.
Criteria for overhead allocations. The rationale underlying over­
head cost allocations, as explained on pages 51 and 52, is essen­
tially one of establishing relationships between the indirect manu­
facturing activities and those functions more directly identified with
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the products. The amounts of direct materials, direct labor, machine 
hours, etc., consumed in production operations usually provide reliable 
bases for measuring the relative extent to which various products 
utilize the producing facilities. The same measurements yield logical 
statistical bases to relate direct producing activities with the support­
ing organizational functions and facilities. The questions are, What 
criteria indicate relationships between costs incurred in the supporting 
functions and facilities? and To what extent do the various products 
consume or use the manufacturing capacities?
In terms of the basic cause and effect cost concept, the most causal 
relationship between functional activities and cost incurrence is the 
most logical basis for measuring the extent to which manufacturing 
overhead costs should be allocated to the various products. That 
provides the broad framework within which overhead rates are 
structured.
Overhead rate structure. The development of manufacturing over­
head rates is influenced by the planning process. It involves continual 
planning and review of the rate structure needed to achieve objective 
and analytical assignment of indirect manufacturing costs to various 
products. Appropriate treatment of fixed cost elements in terms of 
their annual relationship to volume necessitates the understanding of 
normal volume expectations from year to year. Both internal and 
external reporting require cost assignments on a timely, reliable basis. 
Those features of cost accounting have resulted in the acceptance of 
annual, predetermined overhead rates.
Activity measurement basis. Correlation between the statistical 
bases measuring production activities and pools of indirect costs is 
essential to appropriate overhead rate development. Conventional 
bases of measurement include direct labor hours, direct labor dollars, 
and machine hours. Weight, surface area, bulk, and the like, are also 
used in process-type operations. In the early days of cost accounting, 
the amount of direct labor dollars provided a convenient measure of 
activity because payrolls were generally identified and controlled in 
terms of functional departments.
Refinements in cost accounting techniques led to more use of labor 
hours, which provide a more flexible basis for recognizing changes, 
etc. The use of hours also permits normalizing premium labor rate 
costs and so-called fringe benefit labor costs. Machine hours often 
yield logical measurements of production department activity. If 
highly automated equipment is involved, labor hours per unit of 
product may be too small to represent a practical unit of measurement.
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In process-type operations, activity measurements may be based on 
any one of a number of ways of identifying product usage of facilities 
such as weight or bulk. The objective in measuring activities is to find 
a convenient and reliable indicator of usage. Sometimes, a combina­
tion unit of measurement is developed, such as the time and space 
occupied by a one-pound loaf of bread in a bakery’s oven.
Establishment of cost pools—departmentalization. The classic cost 
accounting illustration of the one-plant, one-product situation is often 
used as the starting point for discussion of overhead allocation. An 
overall plant overhead rate per unit of product in the simplified case 
appears to meet all tests of validity and practicability if adjusted for 
abnormal work stoppage costs and if, as pointed out in Chapter 2, due 
consideration is given to the fixed cost relationship to planned capacity 
utilization. The introduction of a second product, however, requires 
the selection of a base other than the number of units produced to 
measure the extent to which each of the two products uses or consumes 
the plant facilities.
Different production operations create different problems in devel­
oping applicable cost analysis. The differences generate a need to 
consider the number of cost pools necessary to obtain the most prac­
tical overhead rates and the desired degree of reliability of results. 
For example, in metal working, significant operational differences 
usually exist between the initial forming operations, the intermediate 
machining and finishing of components, and the subassembly, final 
assembly, and packing operations. Initial forming may in itself include 
significant differences in type of processing and type of cost behavior. 
Sheet metal cutting, trimming, and forming, for example, can be 
performed on relatively inexpensive equipment, requiring relatively 
low labor skills. Forming bar stock calls for relatively more expensive 
equipment, such as lathes, planers, and milling machines, and more 
highly skilled operators. Sometimes expensive, highly automated 
equipment combines many of the operational functions of simpler 
equipment. The same is true of the differences that exist within 
the intermediate and finishing operations and the assembly operations. 
In addition, many manufacturing plants have plating, heat-treating, 
and highly automated painting departments which function on a 
process cost basis. Woodworking operations, working with plastics, 
food processing, and much of general manufacturing provide similar 
allocation problems.
Production departments. The foregoing differences in types of 
processing result in differing production cost behavior patterns that
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are related directly to the organizational philosophy and management 
control techniques of the companies concerned. They appear in the 
departmentalization of plants in which equipment and manufacturing 
functions are organized under management lines of responsibility. It 
is within production operations that one can observe the direct ma­
terials being physically consumed in product and the direct labor 
being physically applied to units of product. The identifiable produc­
tion departments provide the basis for the accumulation of costs in­
curred in their functional operation to create a pool of indirect costs. 
Statistical measurements of production activity provide the basis for 
allocation to units of product. The identification of products with the 
basic functional processes and the discovery of statistical measures of 
utilization are essential to rational allocation of indirect manufacturing 
overhead costs.
Departmentalization of the producing functions usually simplifies 
the cost allocation problems of general manufacturing operations. It 
is relatively easy, for example, to establish the relationship between 
certain types of indirect cost specifically incurred within production 
departments and the output of those departments. Salaries of execu­
tive and clerical workers as well as wages of certain indirect or non­
production workers in the departments can be charged directly to 
the department pool, as can overtime and shift premiums and vacation 
and holiday pay of the direct labor workers in the department. Pay­
roll taxes, pension costs, and the like, can be distributed accurately to 
the departments on the basis of employees’ wages. Many of the in­
direct costs which are not incurred specifically in the producing de­
partments can be identified with them because the production depart­
ments originate, authorize, or control the incurrence of costs of service 
departments.
Indirect departments. A broad group of manufacturing overhead 
costs can be identified specifically with certain indirect or nonproduc­
tive functions and services necessary to the overall manufacturing 
activities. Examples are costs incurred in receiving, handling, and 
storage of raw materials and processed parts; general equipment re­
pair and maintenance; tool storage; product design and engineering; 
production planning and control; personnel and labor relations; costs 
of maintenance and occupancy of buildings and grounds; and general 
manufacturing administration. In many situations the costs can be 
identified because functional departments occupy specific facilities 
in the manufacturing plants under specific executive direction. In 
other circumstances, it may be practical to identify the costs by func­
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tional groupings only under a broad classification of general manu­
facturing overhead costs.
While all indirect costs discussed in this section are clearly asso­
ciated with the overall manufacturing activities, they lack a clear-cut 
correlation with specific units of production. The conventional re­
apportionment of indirect factory service and administrative costs is 
based on grouping them in pools having (1 ) common functional char­
acteristics and (2) correlation with some statistical base that at least 
approximates the relative extent to which the direct product cost ele­
ments or the productive departments consume the service or facilities 
provided.
For example, certain service departments are logically correlated 
with materials, such as the departments receiving, handling, and stor­
ing raw materials and components. If the pool of costs is a significant 
factor in unit product costs that may vary substantially between costs 
of various products, a materials handling overhead rate may be de­
vised to assign the total pool of costs to units of product on the basis 
of quantities of materials consumed.
Other indirect costs may be pooled as people-oriented costs and 
allocated to departments on the basis of the number of people em­
ployed or the labor hours of direct and indirect workers in those 
departments.
Some functional costs are space- or occupancy-oriented, such as 
those relating to buildings and grounds, and can be allocated to 
productive departments on a basis of relative space occupied.
Conclusions on overhead allocation. The foregoing discussions have 
been presented in considerable detail to demonstrate that there is no 
absolute method of determining appropriate bases of overhead alloca­
tions to products. The governing principles are found in cause and 
effect relationships. The criteria for measuring the validity and effec­
tiveness of allocations lie in the extent to which the methods employed 
reflect logical relationships between types of costs and statistical 
measurements used to trace them to points at which they can be 
identified with specific products.
The idea that costs of a given type have a common relationship 
to production activity and to products is sometimes called the homo­
geneity concept. For example, the absence of functional depart­
mentalization and the use of an overall plant overhead rate would 
be unlikely to arrive at defensible unit product costs in an enterprise 
manufacturing a variety of products that differ significantly in types 
of manufacturing processes required. For many relatively complex
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manufacturing situations functional cost identification can be deter­
mined for practical purposes by periodic cost analysis procedures.
Costs at Varying Levels of 
Capacity Utilization
Idle Facilities and Excess Capacities. Present practice governing 
unit product cost determinations provides that costs of idle manu­
facturing facilities should be considered period expense (page 44). 
Costs related to specific segments of idle excess plant facilities can be 
identified and isolated readily from other costs. The same is true of 
plant facilities idled in whole or in part for extended periods as a 
result of unplanned work stoppages. The cost identification problem be­
comes more difficult if operations are carried on regularly for extended 
periods at production levels significantly below those for which the 
facilities were planned. Costs can usually be separated in such cases 
through identification of the fixed and variable cost elements in the 
overhead rates.
T h e  Idle Excess Capacity Cost Concept. The idea of not allo­
cating costs of excess manufacturing capacity to production of the 
fiscal year is essentially the notion that they are costs of not producing 
and therefore should be expenses of the year in which the capacity 
is idle. Intuitively, one believes that increasing costs of products on 
hand to include excess capacity costs is unjustified. The belief is 
supported by arguments that manufacturing capacities are intended 
to satisfy long-range demand for products after considering seasonal, 
cyclical, and trend factors and therefore that capacity costs in excess 
of those required for long-range demand should not be allocated to 
production activities.
An opposing view is that all costs associated with an enterprise’s 
manufacturing activities for a fiscal year should be included in the 
year’s production costs to produce actual costs regardless of the rela­
tionship of the year’s production to planned production activities. 
Some others argue that normalization of capacity costs is impracticable 
of implementation because of the high degree of subjective judgment 
involved.
Variable and Fixed Elements of Overhead. Variable overhead 
costs can be expected to fluctuate over a short range in more or less 
direct proportion to volume of production. The variable cost element 
in the overhead rate should therefore remain fairly constant through­
out a fiscal year regardless of whether the volume actually experienced
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has varied significantly from the level used in establishing the pre­
determined rate for the year.
Fixed costs do not vary with short-range changes in volume since 
they relate to the continuing costs of providing, maintaining, servic­
ing, and administering the facilities and organization necessary to 
carry on manufacturing activities on a regular basis. They vary only 
in proportion to major changes in capacity to produce. A significant 
change in the year’s volume from that planned in predetermined 
overhead rates will have an impact on the fixed cost elements in the 
rates.
If fixed costs relate to production capacities significantly greater 
than will be utilized at the production levels expected for the year, 
exclusion of costs of not producing requires that the fixed cost element 
of an overhead rate be at appropriate volume levels that would prevail 
under more normal operating conditions. Manufacturing overhead 
costs must be analyzed to segregate the fixed and variable costs re­
lating to the facilities in question.
That does not mean that overhead rates must always be established 
separately for fixed and variable elements of costs. Appropriate rates 
can be established without segregation—for example, if capacities 
are utilized consistently at or near levels that represent normal ex­
pectancy in light of seasonal and cyclical variations. If production 
capacities are expanded, however, the segregation of variable and 
fixed elements usually becomes necessary because utilization may 
differ significantly from the normal level of production for which the 
added facilities are planned.
Selecting Appropriate Levels of Capacity Utilization for Over­
head R ate Calculations. Accountants often try to establish simple 
designations of levels of capacity utilization to be considered in 
developing overhead rates. Most attempts employ words like capacity 
and practical. Unfortunately, the words have other connotations that 
tend to confuse their use in this technical accounting area. While 
capacity generally means ability to hold or accommodate something, 
it sometimes connotes available space; if used as an adjective, it 
implies attaining full utilization or maximum ability to contain or 
accommodate. Practical sometimes means being engaged or used in 
ordinary fashion in some action, but it is also used to denote full or 
maximum level. More descriptive terminology therefore appears nec­
essary.
Responses of industrial executives to questions on capacity utiliza­
tion levels clearly indicate that utilization levels are matters of oper­
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ational forecasting and planning. Numerous variables must be con­
sidered in planning the utilization of existing facilities, such as the 
ability to expand or contract labor forces, availability of supervision, 
services required for multishift operations, physical effects of higher 
utilization of equipment, and production bottlenecks. Further, the 
variables must be considered in relation to make-or-buy decisions 
that are in turn related to possible expansions of the facilities to 
accommodate changing production requirements. Inherent in all the 
projecting, planning, and problem solving are special purpose cost 
studies.
Operations planned on the basis of one or two shifts can usually 
be expanded by overtime or by added partial shift operations, or they 
may be contracted as required by short-range changes in production 
volume. Ranges in volume are usually contemplated in planning 
the expected actual level of capacity utilization for a year. The level 
is frequently described as normal expectance and used as the logical 
level for overhead rate calculations if it consistently approximates 
management’s planned utilization for longer periods— say, two to 
five years.
Adding new facilities to provide increased production capacity 
usually gives rise to step-level cost behavior patterns. For example, 
in the early years of an expansion program, actual levels of utilization 
of the new facilities are frequently lower than those planned after 
the new facilities are fully on stream. Until that point is reached, 
excess capacities exist. While the new facilities are used partially— 
below the planned full-stream utilization levels— excess capacity costs 
are not always clearly identifiable. Practice identifies them by setting 
the fixed element of the overhead rates at the level of plant capacity 
utilization planned as reasonably attainable at anticipated longer- 
range operations. Accordingly, unit product costs of the year’s pro­
duction (including those applying to year-end inventories) contain 
only the smaller fixed cost element that would prevail at the higher 
production levels. The unabsorbed fixed costs resulting from lower 
actual capacity utilization become period expenses, generally as un­
absorbed overhead costs although sometimes identified as excess 
capacity costs.
A similar problem can arise if management decides to reduce plant 
utilization by phasing out a particular product line or manufacturing 
process and either to abandon the related production facilities or to 
convert them to other usage. The fixed overhead rate can be held 
at the earlier planned full-stream levels although actual production
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is reduced to planned lower levels. Again the idle capacity costs 
become period expenses as unabsorbed overhead.
Conclusions on Idle Excess Capacity. Costs of idle manufacturing 
capacity should not be part of the overhead costs of the products 
manufactured in a period in which the excess capacity exists. No 
useful purpose is served by carrying a part of those costs forward 
in year-end inventories. Idle capacity costs should be considered to 
have expired as incurred and thus to be expenses of the periods in 
which they are incurred. The difficulties of identifying idle capacity 
costs for appropriate treatment are part of the general financial re­
porting problem of identifying costs and revenue with short periods 
of time. The solution involves the exercise of informed judgment and 
may be approximate at best.
A reasonable assumption is that profit-directed activities are planned 
formally or informally by managements. Accordingly, production of 
manufactured products takes place in relation to a previously planned 
set of conditions with respect to facilities, quantities, anticipated 
customer requirements, and selling prices. The plan adopted in a 
given company is based on judgments of management about a vast 
complex of related variables, some of which relate to the utilization 
of production facilities available or planned to be available. If we 
are to retain the matching principle, there is no feasible alternative 
to relying on the management accounting principles described here 
for inventory pricing purposes.
Absorption Costing vs. Direct Costing
The Conflict. The conventional concept of product cost is that the 
products manufactured during a period should bear their share of 
all costs associated directly or indirectly with the manufacturing 
activities of the period, except for costs of abnormalities and excess 
capacities. That concept has been described as full costing, full ab­
sorption costing, and absorption costing. A widely discussed opposing 
view is that the products manufactured should bear only their share 
of the variable costs of the period and that nonvariable costs should 
be expenses of the periods in which they are incurred. That concept 
has been termed variable costing or direct costing. It has frequently 
been described as part of the contribution approach to inventory 
valuation and income determination.
The accounting basis of inventories under these opposing views
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differs conceptually in only one respect. Under absorption costing 
both variable and fixed elements of manufacturing costs are absorbed 
as product costs and become part of the cost basis of products in 
inventory. Under direct costing, only variable elements of manu­
facturing costs become product cost for inventory purposes; fixed 
elements of manufacturing cost become period expense in the same 
manner as administrative and general costs. In the simplest terms:
The traditional absorption concept requires that fixed manu­
facturing overhead be part of inventory cost.
The direct costing concept requires that fixed manufacturing 
overhead be omitted from inventory cost.
Stated another way, the controversy is essentially whether the fixed 
elements of the costs of providing manufacturing facilities should be 
matched against the revenue of
the period in which the products manufactured with the facil­
ities are sold or
the period in which the costs to provide the facilities are 
incurred.
Much of the great volume of writings favoring direct costing deals 
with its advantages in internal reporting rather than with its underly­
ing general financial reporting concepts, although some accountants 
advocate it for both purposes. This section will summarize rather 
than present detailed discussions of the voluminous arguments for 
and against direct costing.
Present Authoritative View. The discussion of Statement 3 in 
Chapter 4 of ARB 43 states in part: “It should also be recognized 
that the exclusion of all overheads from inventory costs does not 
constitute an accepted accounting procedure” ( Appendix A, page 160). 
The use of the term directly or indirectly appears to some to intend 
that all costs associated with production be included in inventory 
cost determination. The statement, “exclusion of all overheads,” how­
ever, has been alleged by some proponents of direct costing as 
permitting some exclusion, such as fixed manufacturing costs. How­
ever, Maurice Moonitz, then the Director of Accounting Research of 
AICPA, stated in 1961 that nothing in the Accounting Research Bulle­
tins issued by the committee on accounting procedure can or should 
be used to support the use of direct costing in published financial 
statements. He stated further that there is no doubt that the commit­
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tee reacted unfavorably to the use of direct costing.4
The more recent APB Statement 4 does not cover the point of 
absorption costing specifically but indicates in paragraphs 159 and 184 
that costs of manufacturing products should include allocations of fixed 
costs, such as depreciation of plant.
In ternal Revenue View. Direct costing proponents have asserted 
that federal tax law and regulations do not specifically require that 
fixed costs of manufacturing be included in inventory. Income deter­
mination for tax reporting purposes is an additional use of manage­
ment accounting data that, in conforming with the requirements of 
law and regulation, may or may not conform with generally accepted 
accounting principles applicable to financial reporting. Consequently, 
pronouncements of the Internal Revenue Service on accounting mat­
ters are not viewed in this study as an authoritative source of support 
for accounting principles recommended for general financial reporting 
purposes.
Argument for Direct Costing. Proponents of direct costing allege 
two basic theoretical faults in absorption costing. One is its failure to 
place primary emphasis on cost behavior patterns rather than on func­
tional cost relationships. Absorption costing thus fails to recognize that 
capacity costs do not vary with units produced in a particular period 
but expire with time. Therefore the costs should be accounted for on 
a time expiration basis. The second and deeper conceptual fault is 
that a fixed cost element in inventory cannot be justified as an asset.
Supporters of direct costing say that placing greater emphasis on 
cost behavior patterns makes it possible to present more useful infor­
mation in income statements for both internal and external users. 
The variable costs— selling, administrative, and general, as well as 
manufacturing—can be identified readily with the products and activi­
ties that create the revenue of the period. Income determinations 
are therefore more understandable if the variable costs of products 
sold and the variable selling and administrative costs are first shown 
as deductions from the period’s sales to arrive at the contribution 
margin available to cover the period’s fixed costs. Net income is then 
determined by deducting from the contribution margin (1 ) discre­
tionary fixed costs ( sometimes called short-run) such as certain factory 
supervisory and administrative costs, general advertising and sales
4 “Direct Costing and Public Reporting,” National Association of Ac­
countants Bulletin [now Management Accounting], October 1961, pp. 
45-46.
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promotion costs, and research and development costs, and (2 ) long­
term fixed costs (sometimes called committed costs) such as deprecia­
tion, property taxes, insurance, and general administration costs. The 
fixed time costs are thus clearly set forth separately rather than buried 
in the conventional cost of products sold figures and functional group­
ing of period expenses. The contribution approach thus enables easy 
interpretation of the impact of changes in volume on net income.
Direct cost theorists depart from the traditional asset concept of 
manufactured products in inventory by adopting a concept of assets 
as costs that are beneficial to future operations or have service poten­
tial. They maintain that a fixed manufacturing overhead allocated 
to inventory under absorption costing does not meet this test; there­
fore, there is no justification in carrying it forward as an asset. They 
argue that the fixed costs incurred in a current period to provide manu­
facturing capacity have expired and cannot contribute to future 
revenue.
Absorption costing embodies the notion that fixed elements of manu­
facturing costs are incurred only for the purpose of furnishing manu­
facturing capacity and should therefore be allocated to the output of 
product regardless of whether the products are sold in the periods in 
which they are produced or held for sale in future periods. Supporters 
of absorption costing believe that the act of manufacturing merely 
converts a service capacity into a form—namely, product—from which 
the enterprise is able to derive revenue from sales and that the costs 
of furnishing the capacity should follow the same conversion process. 
Accordingly, direct costing’s failure to allocate to product cost the 
fixed costs of the manufacturing capacities used in producing the 
products on hand at the end of the period results in failure to achieve 
appropriate matching of the costs of producing them with revenue to 
be derived from their sales.
Some direct costers have taken a somewhat modified position in 
recent years.5 They recommend that short-run capacity costs be 
allocated with variable costs to unit product costs for inventory pur­
poses. Only long-run capacity costs should be accounted for entirely 
as period expense. Professor Backer described the two types of cost in 
these words: “Costs identifiable with a specific year are defined as 
short run costs while costs identifiable only with longer periods are
5 NAA publications abound with writings on direct costing, most of them 
favoring its use. The modified position is set forth in Morton Backer, 
Financial Reporting for Security Investment and Credit Decisions (New 
York: National Association of Accountants, 1970), pp. 103-109.
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long run costs.” 6 That distinction in capacity costs is related in turn to 
a new concept that, “for annual financial reporting, one year’s output 
as a whole is the unit to be costed.” 7 That is to be accomplished by 
considering that the incremental cost of the year’s output (aggregate 
of variable and short-run capacity costs) should be “divided between 
cost of goods sold and inventory in the ratio of the portion of output 
sold to portion on hand.” 8 Professor Backer’s main arguments for 
expensing the long-run capacity costs are that they are not related 
to a specific year’s production and that they can be allocated to annual 
production only by arbitrary methods.
Practical Aspects. The great volume of writings favoring direct 
costing deals with its practical aspects. The principal theme is that 
more realistic income determination results from matching fixed manu­
facturing costs against the revenues of the periods in which they are 
incurred. The procedure, coupled with the contribution approach 
to presenting income statements, is believed to provide management 
with the most useful information on operating results. Consequently, 
the same presentation should prove most useful to the external users. 
The direct costers’ principal arguments against the practicalities of 
absorption costing revolve around its complexities, the difficulties of 
interpreting its results, and the criticism that fixed manufacturing 
costs can be allocated to products only through purely arbitrary 
methods.
Absorption costers admit to the usefulness of the contribution ap­
proach to portraying income but believe that the presentation of oper­
ating results can be used effectively for certain levels of management 
personnel without departing from the conventional concept of match­
ing costs and revenue. They point out that many companies use direct 
costing for certain internal reporting purposes but make overall fixed 
cost adjustments to inventories so that external reporting conforms 
with generally accepted accounting principles and tax reporting re­
quirements. The absorption costers argue that appropriate analytical 
cost procedures can provide logical allocations of fixed manufacturing 
costs that are no more arbitrary in nature than many of those used in 
allocating variable costs. They also point to the fact that many direct 
costers allocate both short-run and long-run fixed cost elements in 
analyzing their costs for pricing decisions and for segmental reporting.
6 Backer, Financial Reporting, page 105.
7 Ibid.
8 Ibid.
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Conclusions on Absorption Costing and Direct Costing. My
study disclosed that management accounting has long recognized that 
the most effective control of costs is achieved through reporting vari­
able short-run costs in line with supervision responsible for their in­
currence. Incremental or marginal costs of unit products have also 
been used for many years in pricing decisions involving additions to 
or deletions from product lines. Executives interviewed who were 
using some measure of direct costing internally indicated that for 
general pricing policy purposes fixed costs are allocated to the units in 
much the same manner as for absorption costing.
In other words, the allocation of fixed costs is considered to be rele­
vant in determining the extent to which individual products or prod­
uct lines should be contributing margin over variable costs to cover 
fixed manufacturing costs and commercial costs.
Management accounting involves assigning and allocating a continu­
ing flow of manufacturing costs to periods, to activities, and to prod­
ucts. The manufacturing overhead costs of occupancy and use of 
production facilities and the overall costs incurred in servicing and 
administering the manufacturing function are incurred to manufacture 
products with which to generate income from sales. Accordingly, I 
consider it illogical to contend that the cost of the metal being formed 
in the machine and the labor hours being expended by the operator are 
part of product costs but not the costs incurred in managing the manu­
facturing activities and in providing and maintaining the machine and 
the lighted and heated facilities in which the operations take place. 
Industry representatives interviewed for this study were almost unani­
mous in their agreement with that conclusion.
There should be no doubt that the intent of present authoritative 
pronouncements on inventory costs is to require absorption costing. 
Failure to provide and maintain productive capacity results in failure 
to achieve proper matching of costs and revenue in accordance with 
the principles set forth in ARB 43 and in APB Statement 4. The service 
potential concept of asset measurement proposed as theoretical support 
for direct costing must be rejected in this study because it conflicts 
with present generally accepted principles.
The cost of a manufacturing enterprise’s product inventories should 
be calculated on a basis which does not eliminate that portion of the 
fixed manufacturing overhead costs applicable to the level of produc­
tion capacity considered appropriate for the year’s operations. The 
level of production capacity selected as the base for allocation of the 
fixed cost elements of overhead should produce overhead rates which 
eliminate costs attributable to idle excess capacities.
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Summary of Recommendations
This chapter has dealt with the possibility of expanding authorita­
tive identification of cost concepts and principles underlying determin­
ations of unit costs of manufactured products. The search has focused 
heavily on practice since it is from that source that most of our ac­
cepted cost concepts and principles have been derived. Accounting 
practice, as it exists in the management accounting environment out­
lined in Chapter 4, will continue to be the major influence in estab­
lishing concepts and principles underlying the cost basis of inventories. 
The conclusions reached in this chapter are combined and summarized 
in the following statement.
U N IT  PR O D U C T  COSTS T O  D E T E R M IN E  T H E  
A C C O U N TIN G  BASIS OF IN V EN TO R IES
M anufacturing  costs. In computing the accounting basis 
of inventories for manufacturing enterprises, all operating 
costs logically associated with the manufacturing activities 
should be accumulated in functional classifications of ac­
counting data to compile unit product costs for periodic de­
termination of cost of products sold.
In general, only costs associated with manufacturing activi­
ties are includable in inventory. Manufacturing activities 
include those processes, functions, and operations involved 
in combining materials and services to produce products 
for sale to customers. They do not include the functions or 
services predominantly associated with the enterprise’s gen­
eral research and development activities or with its selling, 
general administrative, and financing functions.
In determining unit product costs to be used in arriving at 
the accounting basis of inventories, all elements of cost associ­
ated with the manufacturing activities of an enterprise are to 
be considered relevant to product costs except to the extent 
that they represent (1) costs of idle excess production capaci­
ties or (2) costs that are so abnormal as to preclude their 
ascribability to units of material and products on hand. Un­
ascribable costs are considered to have expired and thus are 
expenses of the period.
D irect costs. To the extent that it is practicable to identify 
certain units of material as becoming integral parts of end 
products and to identify certain units of labor as being
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applied to products in the various manufacturing operations 
required in their fabrication, the costs of material and labor 
should be accounted for as direct materials and direct labor 
and included as separate components of the unit product 
costs.
N orm alizin g  cost factors. Recognizing production cost 
abnormalities as expenses is ordinarily achieved by normal­
izing the costs entering into the compilation of inventories. 
The idea of normal usage of direct materials and direct labor 
is related to standards of achievement reasonably attainable 
under ordinary operating conditions existing during the pro­
duction period. The same concept of normality applies to 
overhead allocation.
Normal direct materials costs are those prevailing during 
the period for purchases of normal lot-size quantities from 
regular sources of supply. Normal direct labor costs include 
the hours required at reasonably attainable levels of produc­
tion efficiency priced at the average hourly rates for the skills 
ordinarily required for the various operations. Normal over­
head rates are those which allocate all manufacturing over­
head costs incurred for the ordinary operating conditions 
existing during the period (except excess capacities). Over­
head rates should include provisions for costs of normal 
amounts of waste and spoilage not otherwise included in 
direct materials and direct labor cost factors applied in unit 
product cost calculations.
Idle facility costs should be segregated and recorded as 
expenses of the period in which incurred.
M anufacturing  overhead allocations. Manufacturing 
costs exclusive of direct costs represent indirect or overhead 
costs to be allocated to units of product. Allocations of over­
head should reflect the extent to which the various products 
use or consume the enterprise’s manufacturing resources and 
facilities. Underlying the validity of all allocation methods is 
the general concept of accumulating pools of costs having 
similar characteristics as to their functional origin or control, 
thereby enabling the selection of appropriately related statis­
tical measurements through which to assign the overhead 
costs to products.
Manufacturing overhead rates used in calculation of unit
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product costs for inventory valuation purposes are generally 
developed on a predetermined annual basis to reflect (1 ) 
reasonable averages of short-range or cyclical variations in 
those elements of costs which vary generally in relation to 
production volume ( variable costs) and (2 ) appropriate rela­
tionships between those elements of costs which do not so 
vary (fixed costs) and the levels of utilization to which pro­
duction capacities are committed for the year. Planned 
operations for the year should consider limited expansions 
or contractions necessary to accommodate short-term cyclical 
or seasonal demands. If operations are planned at levels of 
utilization which do not involve major expansions or contrac­
tions of available production capacity, they represent normal 
utilization levels for calculation of both the variable and fixed 
elements in the overhead rates. The normal expectancy levels 
so determined should be based on ordinarily scheduled work 
periods with appropriate allowances for employee rest pe­
riods, holidays, vacations, work stoppages for inventory- 
taking, and the like.
Id le  excess capacity costs. If the expected level of capac­
ity utilization falls significantly below normal expectations, 
the overhead rate should provide for absorption of fixed 
manufacturing overhead at a level of utilization considered to 
be reasonably attainable under the planned operating condi­
tions for which the production capacities have been provided. 
Unabsorbed overhead therefore provides a means of identify­
ing the amount of costs attributable to excess capacity which 
should be accounted for as expense of the period in which 
it is incurred.
The need for segregating costs of unused capacity occurs 
most frequently (1 ) if new facilities that have greater pro­
duction capacities than immediately needed are added, (2 ) 
if operations are being phased out in anticipation of discon­
tinuing certain product lines, or (3 ) if production facilities 
are in the process of being abandoned or converted to other 
uses. The fixed cost element of the rate in those circum­
stances should be based on the higher level of production 
activity that has been planned as reasonably attainable on a 
continuing full-stream basis or at the level that has been 
considered normal activity prior to the phase-out period.
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Cost Flow Assumptions
Effect of Cost Flow Assumptions
Most of the discussion in Chapter 5 is directed to determining 
unit production costs within a fiscal period. Production costs may 
change significantly from one period to another. It is practicable in 
some types of operations to identify costs of a specific product from 
the time of manufacture to the time of sale. It is not considered 
practicable to do so in most types of manufacturing and merchandis­
ing operations. Many products are manufactured or acquired in lots 
of identical and interchangeable items at different times and at differ­
ent costs. Therefore, pricing year-end or periodic inventories usually 
involves some assumptions as to which production period’s costs or 
which merchandise purchase costs should be used in pricing products 
on hand at the inventory date. Cost flow assumptions thus become an 
integral part of the accounting basis of inventories.
Problems arise from the fact that the use of differing assumptions of 
cost flow may result in substantially different income determinations 
and asset valuations in circumstances which are substantively the 
same, particularly in choosing between the use of the first-in first-out 
(Fifo) cost flow assumption and the last-in first-out (L ifo).
This chapter discusses the significance of cost flow assumptions in 
the development of unit costs for inventory purposes and the potential 
diversities in results obtained under differing cost flow assumptions 
currently accepted in principle. Questions are raised as to whether 
it is logical to accept both the Fifo and Lifo cost flow assumptions in 
principle and whether it is practicable to develop criteria for the 
selection of the most acceptable cost flow in various circumstances. 
Suggestions and recommendations are made for potential solutions 
to the major problems involved.
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Acceptance of the historical cost basis requires that the total his­
torical cost incurred in an accounting period for merchandise or 
manufactured products be divided between those units sold during 
the period and those on hand at the end of the period. The amount 
of inventory costs to be carried over from one period to the next 
is commonly obtained by determining the appropriate cost basis of 
quantities physically inventoried at or near the end of the period. 
That requires identifying certain merchandise and manufacturing costs 
with physical quantities of merchandise acquired or products manu­
factured, even though it is considered impracticable to maintain spe­
cific identification of merchandise and products flowing through the 
operation.
Practical solutions to the problems of identifying costs with specific 
physical quantities on hand have evolved through assumptions of cost 
flow such as Fifo and Lifo. Some practitioners and theorists believe 
that a more meaningful matching of costs and revenue is achieved 
by applying an appropriate cost flow assumption to certain types of 
operations than could be obtained by attempting to identify costs 
based on the actual physical flow of merchandise and products.
Those people view cost flow assumptions as basic income determin­
ation concepts rather than mere methods. Others view the potential 
diversity of results under different cost flow assumptions as evidence 
of a need for broad principles to guide cost flow implementation and 
for criteria to indicate appropriateness of different assumptions. Dis­
closure of the cost flow assumptions employed is considered essential 
to an understanding of an enterprise’s income determination and asset 
valuation.
Authoritative Recognition. The need for assuming a cost flow 
in calculating the accounting basis of unit product costs for year-end 
inventory purposes has long been recognized as a basic principle, 
stated in ARB 43, Chapter 4, Statement 4, as follows:
Cost for inventory purposes may be determined under any one of 
several assumptions as to the flow of cost factors (such as first-in 
first-out, average, and last-in first-out); the major objective in 
selecting a method should be to choose the one which, under the 
circumstances, most clearly reflects periodic income.
APB Statement 4 also mentions cost flow in connection with the cause 
and effect principle of associating expenses with related revenue ( P-3, 
Associating cause and effect, paragraphs 157 and 158).
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Types of Cost Flow Assumptions. Fifo and Lifo are widely recog­
nized as basic cost flow assumptions. Some writers and certain au­
thoritative pronouncements ( as above) use terms such as average and 
standard costs as appropriate descriptions of the accounting basis of 
inventories. The various commonly used terms are described to pro­
vide a basis for discussion of the problems.
Specific Identification of Costs. The term cost used without fur­
ther explanation or qualification in describing the accounting basis of 
inventories usually means specific identification of unit costs or a 
basis sometimes referred to as actual cost. The term cost is appropriate 
for describing inventories of certain merchandising enterprises such 
as distributors of heavy equipment, automobile dealers, and dealers 
in art objects, antiques, and expensive jewelry. Specific identification 
of costs is also considered preferable in custom manufacturing of 
heavy equipment, cost-recovery-type contracting, and major construc­
tion contracting. The distinguishing characteristics of inventories for 
which specific identification is practicable are that they are composed 
of large, relatively expensive items not having interchangeability and 
that they are purchased or produced as individual units or in small 
quantities.
Fifo. The first-in first-out assumption of cost flow is recognized 
intuitively as being generally consistent with the physical flow of 
material and production processes in most manufacturing and extrac­
tive operations and with the physical flow of products and goods in 
most merchandising operations. Fifo is compatible with the concepts of 
associating direct manufacturing costs with products through physical 
identification and with the allocation of indirect costs of a period to 
the products physically identified as manufactured during the period.
Lifo. The last-in first-out assumption of cost flow is seldom justified 
as following the physical flow of merchandise. Year-end inventory 
quantities that equal those on hand at the beginning of the year 
are priced at the beginning-of-year cost basis. Year-end quantities 
that exceed those at the beginning of the year are priced at a basis 
reflecting current-year cost incurrence. The effect on income is to 
match latest incurred production or merchandise costs against the 
current year’s sales revenue.
Lifo originated from the criticism that Fifo did not properly reflect 
income if a quantity of inventory was clearly identifiable as a minimum
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necessary to a continuous process type of operation. It was believed 
that in those situations periodic income was distorted by applying 
current period prices, fluctuating from year to year, to the base stock 
quantities. Early use of Lifo was confined to situations in which it 
could be applied to specific quantities.
Widening the use of Lifo beyond the situations in which it could 
be applied on a unit-of-product basis led to complex methods of im­
plementation. The so-called dollar-value method of calculating the 
Lifo basis of inventory is an illustration. Current-year costs are trans­
lated under dollar-value Lifo into prior-year cost levels by the applica­
tion of statistical indices to obtain comparisons between years at con­
stant price levels. The amounts so determined serve to measure 
changes in quantities between beginning and ending inventories from 
year to year.
Average. Practically all unit product cost determinations in manu­
facturing operations involve some degree of averaging, batching, or 
pooling of input costs during some specific period as part of the alloca­
tion of costs to the period’s production. Process cost methods, as noted 
at page 52, use broad averaging as the only practical means of deter­
mining unit costs of products manufactured in continuous process 
types of operations. Food processors may average acquisition costs 
during a crop season for calculating unit costs of canned vegetables 
and fruits. Similar averaging is sometimes applied to costs of logs, 
pulpwood, tobaccos, and other materials procured seasonally or region­
ally. Those types of average costs frequently underlie the Lifo and 
Fifo cost flow assumptions used in calculating the cost basis of finished 
products. The unit cost basis of finished products or merchandise is 
sometimes calculated on averages of input costs for specific periods. 
The retail inventory method, described at page 121, employs averaging 
in calculating the departmental markup percentages used to reduce 
the aggregate current retail value of inventoried items to an approxi­
mate cost basis.
The question is whether using the term average as a definitive de­
scription of the accounting basis of an inventory distinguishes the basis 
sufficiently from a Fifo or Lifo cost flow assumption. Do averages 
reflect current cost? If not, how do they compare with current costs? 
Over what period are they calculated?
Standard Costs. The term standard costs is sometimes used in 
balance sheets to describe the accounting basis of inventories. Usage
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probably grew out of footnote 3 of ARB 43, Chapter 4, which reads:
Standard costs are acceptable if adjusted at reasonable intervals 
to reflect current conditions so that at the balance-sheet date 
standard costs reasonably approximate costs computed under one 
of the recognized bases. In such cases descriptive language 
should be used which will express this relationship, as, for in­
stance, “approximate costs determined on the first-in first-out 
basis,” or, if it is desired to mention standard costs, “at standard 
costs, approximating average costs.” (Emphasis added)
In light of present-day practice, the statement is interesting in several 
respects. It shows the tendency to accept in principle the use of unit 
product cost standards, a cost concept that was developing rapidly 
in the early 1940s when the substance of Chapter 4 of ARB 43 was 
in process of formulation. The statement recognizes that the use of 
the term standard costs without further explanation is not a meaning­
ful disclosure of the cost basis of inventories. Notwithstanding, the 
term is still used by some without further explanation.
Unit product cost standards are described in Chapter 5 (page 53) 
as predetermined or planned specification costs. They are used ex­
tensively in manufacturing operations to provide cost controls and to 
enable continuing audit of the validity of cost factors used in unit 
product cost determinations for various cost objectives. In many types 
of manufacturing operations, their use is recognized as the most prac­
tical method of recording cost flow during interim accounting periods 
and for obtaining interim cost of products sold. The commonly accepted 
use of the standard cost procedure requires that the unit product 
cost standards be established on a basis that reflects not only reason­
ably attainable performance under normal operating conditions but 
also year-end current cost factors needed for inventory costs. Year-end 
unit product cost standards have become widely accepted in practice 
as an appropriate basis for determining costs of inventory. Unit 
product cost standards therefore represent a method of determining 
product costs which may be used with either the Fifo or the Lifo cost 
flow assumption or in part with specific cost identification.
R etail Inventory Method. The large volumes of purchase and sales 
transactions in department stores make specific identification of mer­
chandise costs impracticable. The retail inventory method has been 
accepted for many years as a practical method of determining depart­
mental inventory costs for income determination purposes. Operation 
of the method is described in Chapter 8. It is noted here to distinguish
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it as a method of determining costs that may be used with either a 
Fifo or a Lifo cost, flow assumption rather than a basic cost flow 
assumption itself. Its use is ordinarily disclosed in describing the in­
ventory basis with a statement such as “at lower of cost (either Fifo 
or L ifo) or market as determined under the retail inventory method.”
Comparability and Different Cost 
Flow Assumptions
Specific Identification of Costs. Valid comparisons of inventory 
and reported net income between financial statements of two or more 
enterprises in similar lines of business are usually possible if all use 
specific cost identification as the accounting basis of inventories. For 
example, income statements of two dealers who both use specific 
identification for similar types of art objects could usually be compared 
validly. The inventory amounts normally present valid comparisons 
between the cost basis of the respective quantities of merchandise 
on hand. The same is true of merchandisers of commercial equipment, 
such as heavy machine tools, farm equipment, and automotive equip­
ment, who commonly use specific identification in accounting for costs 
of inventories. On the other hand, valid comparisons might not be 
possible if one or more of the companies averaged costs for broad 
categories of merchandise even though specific identification was 
practicable in the circumstances.
Fifo. Year-end inventory valuations of manufacturing enterprises 
using Fifo generally reflect:
Raw materials and purchased components. The quantities 
on hand priced at normal delivered purchase costs in effect 
during the most recent period in which quantities equal to 
those in the inventory were acquired.
W ork in process and finished products. The quantities on 
hand priced at the unit product costs applicable to the most 
recent period in which quantities equal to those in the in­
ventory were produced.
The year-end inventory valuations of merchandising enterprises using 
Fifo generally reflect purchase costs of merchandise during the most 
recent periods in which quantities equal to those on hand were ac­
quired. Thus, Fifo cost flow usually reflects an enterprise’s most recent 
cost experience as the basis of the inventory amounts carried forward
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in its year-end balance sheet and reflects all other production and 
merchandise cost incurred for the year as expenses deducted from 
the year’s sales revenue.
Reasonably valid comparisons as to the accounting basis of inven­
tories and the matching of costs and revenue are usually provided in 
the financial reporting of enterprises in similar lines of business if each 
uses the Fifo cost flow assumption. Inventory amounts usually provide 
fairly accurate comparisons after consideration of factors such as 
product mix and differentials in acquisition costs. Comparisons of cost 
of products sold in relation to revenue as shown in the income state­
ments of companies using Fifo usually reflect differences in overall 
cost/price relationships arising from normal operating factors such as 
relative acquisition costs of materials and labor, relative production 
cost experience, and relative inventory turnovers. Therefore, there 
probably is reasonable assurance that comparisons between companies 
are not subject to distortion because of hidden factors inherent in the 
cost flow assumptions per se.
L ifo. The aggregate Lifo basis of inventories compiled under either 
the unit product application or the dollar-value method usually com­
prises a series of layers at the various cost levels at which quantities 
were added to the inventory annually, starting with the year in which 
the method was adopted. The reductions in basic Lifo quantities are 
removed from the composite basis in reverse order of additions. Ac­
cordingly, quantity fluctuations from year to year may cause significant 
fluctuations in the overall relationships between the Lifo basis of cost 
and the current cost.
Applications of the Lifo cost flow assumption by manufacturers vary 
somewhat depending on whether the Lifo cost is applied on a unit 
product basis or on a dollar-value index basis. In either case, however, 
it is usually necessary to compile the year’s current cost basis of inven­
tories in accordance with the same concepts and principles applicable 
to the Fifo basis. The current-year unit product costs are used if Lifo 
is applied on a unit-of-product basis to price year-end inventory quan­
tities which are in excess of those at the beginning of the year. The 
only significant difference of those unit product costs from unit product 
costs used in the Fifo cost basis is that the materials content and direct 
labor content are sometimes calculated for Lifo on the basis of the 
earliest costs (or yearly average) rather than the latest applicable 
costs in the year. The manufacturing overhead costs are usually con­
sidered on an annual rate basis.
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If Lifo cost flow is applied on a dollar-value index basis in manu­
facturing operations, the quantities on hand at the year end are usually 
priced on the basis of both the current-year Lifo cost and the base-year 
Lifo cost of units of product or the basic components. The amounts 
so derived serve two purposes: (1 ) to determine the extent to which 
the quantities on hand at the year end are more or less than those 
on hand at the beginning of the year and (2 ) to calculate index figures 
for the current-year level of costs, which in turn are used to arrive 
at the current-year basis of Lifo cost applicable to an increase in 
year-end quantities over those on hand at the beginning of the year. 
(Chapter 8 describes the index basis used in the retail inventory 
method.)
Com parability Between Companies Using L ifo. As applied in 
practice, Lifo dissociates the pricing of inventories from the concept 
of physically identifying products with the observable periodic flow of 
incurred costs. That creates several factors that may distort or destroy 
the validity of comparisons between financial statements of different 
companies using Lifo. Three principal factors can produce diverse 
results in the accounting basis of inventories between enterprises using 
Lifo:
1. The annual calculation of the Lifo cost basis may relate a 
substantial portion of the current year-end inventory 
quantities to costs in the year in which the Lifo method 
was originally adopted. However, if there have been 
significant quantity fluctuations since the base year, por­
tions of the current year-end quantities may be priced at 
the costs in any of the various years since the adoption 
of the Lifo method  up to and including the current year.
2. Variations in the method of applying the Lifo basis to 
year-end inventories may cause differing results that may 
significantly distort comparisons between companies. For 
example, differences may result from the use of the unit 
product basis as compared with the dollar-value basis 
of determining quantities between years, or the dollar- 
value basis itself may cause differences from the varying 
numbers of pools or product classifications used in Lifo 
calculations.
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3. Variations in Lifo assumptions may produce substantially 
different results. The Lifo basis may recognize or it may 
disregard the effect of technological changes affecting 
the amount of materials, labor hours, machine hours, etc., 
used in calculating the various layers entering into each 
year’s inventory basis for a manufacturing enterprise. For 
example, one fertilizer manufacturer may apply Lifo on a 
basis of tonnage of specific types of raw materials and 
finished products. A comparable organization may apply 
Lifo to units of basic chemical ingredients and conversion 
costs, arriving at different results, even though both or­
ganizations adopted Lifo in the same year.
Potential variations and combinations in applications of Lifo present 
an almost incomprehensible array of differing accounting bases that 
might result from applying the Lifo concept to similar inventories.
L ifo -F ifo  Comparison. While the foregoing potential lack of 
comparability is likely to occur between similar companies using 
Lifo, valid comparisons may be almost impossible between similar 
companies if some use Lifo and others use Fifo. That is particularly 
true of comparisons between the balance sheet figures for inven­
tories; the Lifo basis may be completely unrealistic in relation to 
the current-period costs used in pricing inventory under the Fifo 
basis. The lack of comparability in the income statement from the 
use of the two dissimilar cost flow bases may range from a high 
to an almost negligible degree. Matters such as the rate of turn­
over of inventories, the rate of changes in inventory prices, the 
length of time since Lifo was adopted, and the significance of vari­
ations in inventory quantities are all important.
Perhaps the most disconcerting feature of Lifo and Lifo-Fifo com­
parability is uncertainty. Many financial executives interviewed were 
asked to rate the degree of comparability they believed might exist 
between the financial statements of all the companies in their partic­
ular industries if all used Lifo. Similarly, they were asked to rate 
the degree of comparability assuming all companies used Fifo and 
all other pertinent factors were reasonably comparable between the 
companies. Almost all believed a reasonably high degree of validity 
of comparisons would exist between the companies on a Fifo basis as 
to both balance sheets and income statements. Most expressed belief 
either in a low degree of validity of comparisons between companies
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on Lifo or in the impracticability of determining the degree of com­
parability without substantially greater disclosure of underlying ac­
counting information than normally exists in today’s general financial 
reporting. Those are opinions of financial executives about compari­
sons of companies in their own industries.
Conclusions— Cost Flow Assumptions
Need for Disclosure of Basis. The foregoing descriptions of cost 
flow assumptions and the problems of comparability arising from 
their use present ample evidence that the disclosure of cost flow 
assumptions continues to be essential to an understanding of an 
enterprise’s income determination and asset valuations. Further, a 
need for authoritative guides for disclosures seems evident.
Specific Cost Flow as Compared with Assumed. There appears 
to be little theoretical argument against the use of specific identifi­
cation of cost with units of product if that method of determining 
inventory costs is practicable. Further, there appears to be little 
practical argument against using specific identification for inventories 
composed of relatively expensive units that are purchased or pro­
duced individually and are not interchangeable. Assumption of a 
cost flow could produce an unrealistic cost basis for inventories and 
fail to reflect an appropriate matching of costs and revenue. On the 
other hand, if products are indistinguishable and interchangeable, 
the use of identified costs from various lots may be impossible or at 
least impracticable.
Is it practical then to develop criteria for the circumstances in 
which specific identification or a given cost flow assumption should 
or should not be used? First let us consider whether it is practical 
to define the characteristics of products and merchandise that would 
always require specific identification of cost to the exclusion of any 
other cost determination basis or, on the contrary, the character­
istics of those for which it would never be acceptable to use specific 
identification. The question is basically that raised by R. K. Mautz:
Is it reasonable to contend that any authoritative body can, in 
isolation from the facts of unknown cases, determine that certain 
accounting treatments should never under any conditions be 
applied?1
1 Effect of Circumstances on the Application of Accounting Principles 
(New York: Financial Executives Research Foundation, 1972), p. 30.
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My answer to the question is negative. It seems desirable, how­
ever, to provide some authoritative guides for the use of the specific 
identification method of pricing inventories because it is recognized 
as fundamentally sound and preferable in some circumstances but 
not preferable in others. Effective guides might result from describ­
ing the characteristics of products and merchandise for which specific 
identification of unit cost is most acceptable and citing some illustra­
tions. That discussion is presented later in this study as part of the 
recommendations for further authoritative pronouncements on the 
general subject of cost flow assumptions.
Do the Term s Average and Standard Costs Adequately Describe 
a Cost Basis of Inventories? Some indication of the time of purchase 
or production appears to be a fundamental element in disclosure 
of the cost basis of inventories. Knowledge of whether or not the 
cost basis is of current vintage adds to a user’s understanding as to 
which portion of a period’s costs are being matched against its 
revenue and which portions are being carried forward. Further, 
current inventory costs can generally be assumed to have relevant 
cost/price relationships and imply profit potentials similar to recent 
profit experience. Such reasoning makes the extent to which inven­
tory costs may or may not be of current vintage an important element 
of disclosure.
The element of time is lacking if the term average is used with­
out further description for identifying the cost basis of inventories. 
Earlier discussion pointed out that various degrees of averaging enter 
into cost determinations under both Fifo and Lifo cost flow assump­
tions. Accordingly, I conclude that the term average does not pro­
vide an adequate disclosure of the cost basis of inventories as dis­
tinguished from Fifo and Lifo. Prohibiting use of the term in that 
manner should not preclude the use of averaging in cost determina­
tions if it is appropriate. If averaging is a sufficiently important 
factor in cost determination to warrant disclosure, I believe a de­
scription of the type of averaging employed should be required.
Our research disclosed that the concept of standard costs— or speci­
fication costs— is commonly used in various ways in determining 
costs of manufactured products and their components. We found 
that unit product cost standards, adjusted periodically to reflect cur­
rent cost experience, frequently form the basis of inventory cost 
under both Fifo and Lifo cost flow assumptions. Accordingly, I 
conclude that the use of the term standard costs by itself is not
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adequate to identify the cost flow assumptions in the basis of 
inventories.
Lifo—Fifo Controversy
T h e  Questions. Several features of Lifo have generated contro­
versial issues since its introduction in the 1930s. A major source of 
controversy developed from early efforts to have Lifo accepted for 
federal income tax purposes and from later efforts to remove limita­
tions placed by taxing authorities on its use. Theoretical controversies 
developed over Lifo’s artificial assumptions which departed from 
accepted concepts of associating costs with the observable physical 
flow of products and merchandise and the effects of the artificial 
assumptions on some of the fundamental objectives of financial ac­
counting. Implementation difficulties inherent in Lifo have caused 
arguments over problems of applying Lifo through the dollar-value 
method to complex inventory situations in which unit product appli­
cations are impracticable. The comparability problems, summarized 
earlier, have caused continuing controversy over the use of Lifo.
The thirty years beginning in 1930 brought forth an amazing 
volume of writings on subjects related to the Lifo-Fifo controversy. 
My review of the writings on the nontax aspects of the subject reveals 
that they were (1 ) numerous, (2 ) at times controversial, (3 ) often 
inconsistently argumentative, and (4 ) difficult to distill as clear-cut 
conclusions.
Origin and History of L ifo. Perhaps the best way to under­
stand how we have arrived at our present posture of accepting both 
Lifo and Fifo in principle is to summarize the significant milestones in 
the chronological development of Lifo.
Substitute for the base stock method. The Lifo concept was adopted 
as a replacement of the base stock method of determining the 
accounting basis of inventories. Base stock was used by some com­
panies (mostly in England) in the latter part of the nineteenth 
century and had limited use in the United States during the early 
1900s. Under that method, a quantity of inventory considered by 
management to represent the minimum base for effective operation 
was treated for accounting purposes in much the same manner as a 
fixed asset. The base quantity was carried forward from year to 
year at its original cost or at an arbitrary nominal cost. Deficiencies 
in base quantities at the end of a year were usually considered tem­
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porary, and reserves were provided for anticipated excess costs of 
replacement over the amount at which the products would have been 
included had the base quantities been maintained. Thus the earn­
ings of a period in which a temporary reduction occurred were 
not affected by either the temporary liquidation or the replacement 
of the base stock quantities.
Inventory quantities in excess of the base stock were generally 
carried on the Fifo basis of cost flow. The principal users of the base 
stock method in this country were producers and refiners of metals 
and petroleum products. The method gained attractiveness with the 
advent of the income tax law in 1913. Its use avoided fluctuations of 
income (and tax effect thereof) that would have resulted from pric­
ing the base quantities at fluctuating cost levels from year to year. 
Income tax authorities disallowed the use of the base stock method 
and in 1930 the Supreme Court of the United States upheld that 
decision in the Kansas City Structural Steel Company case.
American Smelting and Refining Company, National Lead Com­
pany, and several large petroleum companies were identified as early 
users of Lifo as an adaptation of the base stock method.2 The 
American Petroleum Institute recommended the adoption of Lifo for 
the oil industry in 1934. The recommendation was approved by a 
special committee of the American Institute of [Certified Public] Ac­
countants in 1936.
Initial limited acceptance for taxes. Pressure to accept Lifo for 
tax purposes increased steadily after 1930, and in 1938 Congress 
amended the tax law to recognize Lifo as an acceptable method 
for processors of basic metals and tanners of hides. Others seeking to 
use the method said the law was discriminatory against all other 
enterprises whose determination of taxable income required account­
ing for inventories. It was argued that all these taxpayers have, to 
varying degrees, certain basic inventory quantity features similar 
to those of companies then granted the Lifo tax advantages. Con­
gress accepted the argument and amended the tax law further in 
1939 to permit extension of the Lifo privilege to all industries. How­
ever, the new law provided that (1 ) a taxpayer using Lifo must 
also use it for general financial reporting purposes, and (2 ) the Lifo 
basis could not be reduced for tax purposes through application of 
the conventional lower of cost or market rule.
2 Maurice E. Peloubet, “Last-in, First-out Once More,” The Journal of 
Accountancy, June 1940, p. 447.
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Since Lifo originated in industries whose inventory levels could 
usually be measured in quantities of common units of product, early 
tax regulations dealt with quantities of items, implying that the use of 
Lifo necessitated specifically identifying quantities of goods of uniform 
physical likeness or composition. The narrow interpretation seemingly 
made Lifo’s tax benefits unavailable to taxpayers whose basic inven­
tories were composed of products subject to change in style, design, 
production methods, substitutions of materials, and the like. World 
War II was under way in Europe and many managements could see 
great potential tax savings in the use of Lifo to keep expected price 
inflation out of their inventory valuations for taxes but could find 
no practical application of the method under the restrictive regula­
tions then in effect.
Dollar-value method. The dollar-value Lifo method was proposed 
in that atmosphere during 1940 and 1941. In writing on this subject,
H. T . McAnly, one of the earliest and most ardent proponents of 
the method, said:
If the principle is considered sound, practical means of applying it 
must eventually be recognized so as to permit its use in valuing 
all cost elements in the total inventory of an enterprise, even 
though its operations may embrace the production, jobbing, 
wholesaling or retailing of a wide variety of items.
Whether or not the same quantities of specific items or the same 
items are in the inventory at the close of the year as were on hand 
at the beginning of the year, the last-in, first-out principle should 
be applicable in determining an aggregate valuation of an invest­
ment in inventory of related products. Changes in product de­
sign eventually eliminate many articles which in turn are replaced 
by other products. The individual item quantity balances in a 
group of related products may vary widely in comparing the be­
ginning quantity of each with the ending quantity of each. Thus, 
if the last-in, first-out principle is applied to individual items 
rather than to the determination of the aggregate valuation of the 
group of related products . . . the objective of the principle will not 
be accomplished and the income will not be clearly or correctly 
reflected.3
Notwithstanding the adverse position of taxing authorities on dollar- 
value Lifo, a small number of industrial companies and depart­
3 “A Practical Method of Keeping Inflation Out of Inventory Valuations” 
(1941), in Dollar Value Lifo, Cost Accounting Concepts, Management 
Services (Ernst & Ernst, 1964), pp. 34-35.
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ment stores adopted Lifo on the dollar-value method in 1941. The 
ensuing tax controversies culminated with the Hutzler case in 1947, 
in which the Tax Court ruled in favor of a Baltimore department store 
that had adopted dollar-value Lifo in 1941. Taxing authorities recog­
nized the method as permissible for department stores in 1948 and 
extended the privilege to other taxpayers in 1949. Thus, ten years 
after Congress gave all taxpayers the right to use Lifo, the Internal 
Revenue Service endorsed its widespread application.
A new wave of Lifo adoptions. Between 1938 and 1949 general 
price levels had more than doubled, but many companies had failed 
to adopt Lifo because of adverse positions taken by taxing author­
ities. Numerous companies considered adopting Lifo after the Hutzler 
case. The tax law prohibition against reducing inventories if market 
prices dropped below those of the Lifo base discouraged adoption of 
Lifo by some companies; disadvantageous tax positions might result 
if price levels were to fall below those of the year in which they 
adopted Lifo. Notwithstanding, many companies did switch to Lifo 
as a result of continuing rises in price levels and the reinstatement 
of excess profits taxes during the Korean conflict.
Bills were introduced in Congress in 1952 in an unsuccessful at­
tempt to remove the two major obstacles in tax law to the adoption of 
Lifo—the prohibition against reducing the Lifo inventory basis to 
recognize lower market prices and the mandatory provision regard­
ing the use of Lifo for general financial reporting purposes. Finally, 
the Internal Revenue Service regulations on the dollar-value method 
of Lifo were issued in 1961, twenty-two years after Congress extended 
the Lifo election to all taxpayers.
Historical imprints on the Lifo controversy. The historical summary 
provides insight into how the Lifo-Fifo controversy developed and 
reached its present state. Lifo originated out of a tax controversy 
over the use of the base stock method. The tempo of arguments 
over Lifo accounting issues closely followed those of the tax argu­
ments. As noted in the next section, arguments over theoretical Lifo 
issues have diminished since the early 1950s even though many 
issues remain unresolved. Some early opponents of Lifo gradually 
changed views and others became silent, probably because they did 
not want to argue against a basis that had been proved to have 
significant tax advantages for many enterprises. History indicates that 
tax law and regulations had a great deal to do with our present ac­
ceptance of Lifo in accounting principles, notwithstanding its con­
flicts with the Fifo concept.
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Underlying Rationale. Distillation of clear-cut pros and cons 
in the Lifo-Fifo controversy is difficult for several reasons. One is 
the sheer volume of writings, many of which emphasize the tax 
aspects to the point of obscuring the underlying accounting con­
cepts. Many writings deal principally with methods rather than 
theory—for example, the dollar-value versus the unit product method 
of applying Lifo. It appears, too, that strong theoretical support of 
Fifo did not become particularly necessary or meaningful until Lifo 
became accepted for tax purposes. Also, the rationale of the base 
stock method seems to have faded out of the picture even though 
Lifo is generally recognized as its practical substitute with much 
the same theory.
Fifo rationale. The basic rationale underlying Fifo is the logic of 
the pattern of the physical flow of goods. For most companies, the 
first items in are logically the first items sold or used. Problems of 
deterioration and obsolescence cause management to make a con­
scious effort to insure that pattern of movement. Further, the units 
manufactured or purchased in the later part of the year obviously 
cannot be the physical units sold during the first part of the year. 
Fifo thus becomes the most logical assumed flow of goods if specific 
identification is not practicable. The rationale of product or merchan­
dise cost is fundamentally that of cause and effect. The production 
of certain products causes certain costs to be incurred. Cost incur­
rence can be observed as relating to the products manufactured during 
certain periods. The acquisition of merchandise causes the incurrence 
of certain purchase and delivery costs. Cause and effect relationships 
are sometimes described as a logical “attaching” of costs to products. 
The concept of incurred costs attaching to specific products and 
merchandise, coupled with the most logical assumed flow of physical 
units, is the basic rationale underlying the Fifo assumption.
Lifo rationale. Lifo does not have as clear-cut a rationale as does 
Fifo. Complex theories have been set forth to support it but the 
fundamental rationale appearing most frequently revolves around 
these four points:
1. A minimum quantity of inventory can be identified by 
many enterprises as necessary for a going concern oper­
ation and therefore represents an involuntary fixed com­
mitment analogous to a fixed asset.
2. Increases or decreases in the cost basis of the fixed min­
imum quantities that would result from pricing them at
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current purchase prices would represent unrealized profits 
or losses that should not be reflected in net income of the 
various periods if an appropriate matching of costs and 
revenue is to be achieved.
3. Eliminating unrealized profits and losses under the base 
stock inventory method involves assignment of arbitrary 
cost prices to arbitrary quantities of inventory, thereby 
failing to meet desired degrees of objective reality and 
verifiability in accounting for inventories.
4. Lifo achieves the elimination of unrealized profits and 
losses objectively by establishing base stock quantities at 
each year end as the quantities equal to those on hand at 
the beginning of the year and pricing the base quanti­
ties at the cost that pertained at the beginning of the year.
It thus becomes apparent that Lifo is a compromise method of 
achieving a matching of costs and revenue recommended under base 
stock theory, without a theory of its own. It is not a method of 
determining cost of products as such. It is, instead, a method of 
matching costs and revenue under an artificial assumption that dis­
sociates the flow of cost incurrence from the physical flow of product.
Some have advanced the theory that Lifo substitutes a fictional 
relationship or agency between the fabricator and customer similar 
to that existing in hedging operations. Many have theorized that 
the matching of most recent costs against current revenue is better 
than the Fifo method because it more closely correlates sales with 
the cost basis at which the enterprise will have to replace the items 
sold and that Lifo thus brings reportable net income closer to cash 
income available for distribution. Some Lifo proponents have argued 
that its cost flow assumptions remove from income significant portions 
of general price-level changes, but recently that argument seems to 
have been abandoned. In the final analysis, most of the arguments 
for Lifo relate to the base stock theory of eliminating unrealized 
profits from certain fixed quantities of inventory necessary to maintain 
operations.
Base stock quantity theory. Theorists arguing against the base stock 
quantity theory say that all units of inventory are acquired and held 
for sale; each purchase is an independent decision as to time, type, 
and quantity, and each inventory turnover restores liquidity and sets
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the stage for a new set of inventory decisions. Lifo proponents gen­
erally support the base stock quantity theory in about the same terms 
as the arguments set forth in the tax hearings on Lifo in 1938 and 
1939. Some of the most forceful base stock arguments were set forth 
by Lifo proponents who later argued against extending Lifo through 
the dollar-value method of application.4 Accordingly, support of base 
stock quantities was most frequent in terms of the refining of non- 
ferrous metals and petroleum products. A typical illustration was the 
petroleum refinery— a continuous process in which a fixed minimum 
of product must be present in pipelines and equipment at all times 
to avoid shutdown of the entire process. The argument is that the 
fixed minimum quantity is not available for sale by a going concern— 
it is as fixed in character as the lines and equipment.
Unrealized profit theory. Lifo proponents have alleged that Fifo 
cost flow produces the effect of recognizing unrealized income. For 
example, the replacement of a unit of product or goods costing $1.00 
by one costing $1.50 that remains in inventory has the effect of in­
creasing income by $.50, even though the amount of income has not 
been realized. The argument has frequently gone unanswered since 
the Fifo proponent does not claim that his method purports to have 
realized the income; he has merely assigned an appropriate amount 
of the period’s cost to the unit on hand at the year end, and that cost 
will in turn be matched against income when the unit is sold in a 
future period. Other Lifo proponents have attempted to support 
their positions with the argument that the realization of income exists 
only to the extent that the sales price of an article exceeds its replace­
ment cost (rather than its specific or assumed Fifo cost) and that 
capital is impaired until the article is replaced.
Contrary arguments were presented by Maurice Moonitz, who 
summarized the views of many critics of Lifo theory.5 He stated that 
Lifo presumes a type of business and economic system that does not 
exist. Further, even if one were to subscribe to the base stock, un­
realized profit theory, there is no sound reason to attempt to remedy 
inaccuracies in the income statement by creating inaccuracies of un­
known magnitude in the balance sheet. The Moonitz article was 
followed in the same issue of The Journal of Accountancy by a re­
4 Peloubet, “Last-in, First-out Once More,” pp. 446-450.
5 “The Case Against Lifo as an Inventory-Pricing Formula,” The Journal 
of Accountancy, June 1953, pp. 682-690.
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sponse from H. T. McAnly summarizing the case for Lifo.6 He stated 
that Lifo in effect legalizes the base stock theory disallowed by taxing 
authorities in the 1930s; Lifo not only eliminates the unrealized profits 
but also charges the added costs of carrying inventory to the year 
in which price increases occur.
McAnly also answered the balance sheet criticism by recommending 
that a figure representing the excess of the lower of incurred costs 
or market value of inventory be added to the Lifo balance sheet 
amount and that the same amount be shown in the equity section of 
the balance sheet as a “reserve to prevent impairment of capital 
covering inventory cost increase.” Moonitz concluded that Lifo is 
a device for deferring tax and not for measuring income because it 
suppresses realized market gains and losses and assigns nonexistent 
stability to earnings and inventories.
Criteria for the Use of Lifo?
The AICPA’s first general pronouncement on inventories was ARB 
29, issued in 1947. It contained these words following its observation 
that several assumptions of cost flow may be made in arriving at 
the accounting basis of inventories:
These methods recognize the variations which exist in the rela­
tionships of costs to sales prices under different economic condi­
tions. Thus, where sales prices are promptly influenced by 
changes in reproductive costs, an assumption of the “last-in first- 
out” flow of cost factors may be the more appropriate. Where 
no such cost-price relationship exists, the “first-in first-out” or 
an “average” method may be more properly utilized.
That attempt at describing the circumstances under which various 
cost flows might be appropriate was eliminated in the codification 
of the statement in ARB 43 in 1953.
The following characteristics of inventories were among those 
considered as necessary to make Lifo appropriate according to testi­
mony presented in 1938 before the U.S. Senate Finance Committee 
hearing on the tax status of Lifo:
1. Inventories must be large in relation to other assets.
2. Inventories must consist of a few basic materials that 
form a substantial part of the cost of products sold.
6 “The Case for Lifo: It Realistically States Income and Is Applicable 
to Any Industry,” The Journal of Accountancy, June 1953, pp. 691-700.
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3. The spread between raw material costs and selling prices 
must be relatively constant.
4. Inventory turnovers must be slow because of the length 
of the processing cycle.
5. Raw material to fill specific orders must customarily be 
purchased.
The arguments against extending Lifo beyond its unit product 
applications contained numerous descriptions of the types of inven­
tories for which Lifo was, or was not, considered appropriate. Mr. 
Peloubet7 contended (1 ) that it was obvious that the Lifo method 
was not suited for use in a trade or industry in which one type of 
material is completely disposed of and not replaced and another 
type of material is substituted and (2 ) that it was generally agreed 
at the time that Lifo was not suited to merchandising businesses. 
The 1940 N.A.A. Yearbook contained a statement to the effect that 
Lifo is applicable only if a company maintains an investment in goods 
of identical character. A committee of the AICPA, working with the 
merchandising industry in 1942, reported no knowledge to that time 
of cases of applying the Lifo method except those in which specific 
identification of quantities was possible.8
Most arguments and attempts to set forth criteria for the use of 
Lifo were dissipated by the Hutzler tax case in 1947 and the subse­
quent increased adoption of the dollar-value method of applying Lifo 
to complex inventory situations, including those of department stores. 
In a letter, Maurice Peloubet reversed his previous position of applying 
Lifo only on the unit of product basis and praised Mr. McAnly for his 
consistent and successful efforts to make Lifo’s use available to all 
through the dollar-value method of application.9
Conclusions on Lifo—Fifo Theory and Criteria for 
Use of Cost Flow Assumptions
Fifo. Based on all the evidence available, I conclude that Fifo is 
the most logical assumed flow of goods if specific identification is
7 Peloubet, “Last-in, First-out Once More,” p. 447.
8 “The Last-in, First-out Inventory Basis,” Report by American Institute 
of Accountants Committee on Cooperation with Controllers’ Congress of 
the National Retail Dry Goods Association, The Journal of Accountancy, 
February 1942, p. 148.
9 The Journal of Accountancy, April 1951, p. 527.
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not practicable. It can be observed in real-life fashion in the produc­
tion and merchandising processes. It is compatible with the funda­
mental cause and effect relationships underlying product cost deter­
minations. Interviews disclosed that Fifo cost flow is fundamental 
to management planning and control of cost and cost/price relation­
ships, even by enterprises using Lifo for tax and external financial 
reporting purposes. Within the historical cost framework, Fifo cost 
flow reflects a matching of costs and revenue in the manner that pro­
duction and merchandising operations exist in the business and eco­
nomic system in which we live.
L ifo. Our study disclosed no valid arguments against the notion 
that the Lifo cost flow concept is an artificial assumption which dis­
sociates the flow of cost incurrence from the physical flow of product 
and merchandise, thereby producing a matching of costs and revenue 
different from the observable flow of cost and physical product on 
which the logic of Fifo is based. Theoretical justification for the 
assumption of an unreal cost flow appears to rest wholly on the base 
stock, unrealized profit theory. The practical justification appears to 
be that Lifo is the only compromise substitute available for federal 
income tax purposes and that the tax law permits its use only if it 
is also used for general financial reporting.
Acceptance of Base Stock Concept. I believe there is ample theo­
retical and practical justification for the base stock concept in certain 
instances. A minimum quantity of inventory can unquestionably be 
identified as necessary to maintain certain types of production oper­
ations on a going concern basis. It can be seen in many refining 
processes and in making steel and glass. The petroleum products in 
the refinery pipes and the molten metal and glass in the furnaces 
can be made available for sale only by liquidating the operations in 
the production process. Remove that quantity of inventory completely 
and the process is shut down and often can be restored only after a 
long and expensive period of rehabilitation. The fixed investment in 
inventory quantities does therefore have some of the characteristics 
of plant investment. No useful purpose is served by revaluing the 
fixed base stock quantities at current cost prices from one period to 
the next; to do so within the framework of the historical cost concept 
can result in distorting reported information on an enterprise’s re­
sources and profit-making activities. Many enterprises engaged in 
process-type operations with clearly identifiable base stock inventory
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characteristics have adopted Lifo as the only compromise method 
of avoiding revaluations of their base stock quantities that was accept­
able for tax purposes.
It cannot be denied that some degree of base stock element exists 
in many other types of operations. That can be established by the 
same arguments that resulted in changing the tax law and regula­
tions to extend Lifo beyond unit product applications and dollar- 
value applications. The base stock quantities in some operations may 
be more flexible than those of the process-type manufacturing plant. 
For example, being out of stock in one type of department store’s 
merchandise does not produce the operational difficulties involved 
in closing down a glass furnace; nevertheless, quantities of dis­
played stock in a store have some relatively fixed dimensions. Lifo 
dollar-value applications eliminate the necessity of clearly identifying 
base stock quantities except in terms of the constant dollar-value 
layers added since the year of adoption of Lifo.
Extent of L ifo  Usage. Many enterprises have adopted Lifo, 
whether or not they can clearly identify base stock inventory charac­
teristics that might justify its use theoretically, to achieve a better 
matching of costs and revenue than would result from using Fifo.
The extent to which Lifo is used is indicated from year to year in 
statistics in the AICPA’s annual publication, Accounting Trends & 
Techniques. The 1971 edition shows that 146 of the 600 companies 
whose 1970 financial statements were reviewed in compiling the 
statistics disclosed the use of Lifo, as compared with 153 in 1969 
and 184 in 1966. In eight industry classifications, 50% or more 
of the companies whose statements were included used the Lifo 
basis to some extent, indicating the highest concentration of Lifo 
users to be in the extractive industries, food processing, and depart­
ment stores.
The same statistics indicate that Lifo is used by about one out of 
four of the 600 large, publicly held companies whose statements are 
covered in the study. Extending the analysis to, say, all the Fortune 
lists of the largest industrial and commercial companies would proba­
bly lower the ratio because it would include a greater proportion of 
companies outside the few industries having the highest concentration 
of Lifo users. Complexities inherent in the application of Lifo tend 
to deter its use in many smaller companies. Notwithstanding the 
apparent gradual decline in users of Lifo, the Lifo-Fifo comparability 
problem appears to be a continuing one that warrants attention in
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efforts to narrow the deficiencies in comparability among financial 
reports of companies otherwise expected to be comparable.
T h e  C riteria Question. Should we continue to accept Lifo in prin­
ciple for financial reporting purposes without establishing some cri­
teria for its use? Can practical criteria be established that would 
require the use of Lifo under certain circumstances?
I believe there is justification for the position that Lifo is preferable 
to Fifo in certain types of operations—the clearly identifiable base 
stock type of situation— such as many processing operations. Is it 
practicable, however, to rule that Lifo is the only acceptable basis 
of cost flow for that type of inventory? If so, what base year would be 
selected for those required to adopt it, and what could be done about 
the continuing lack of comparability inherent in the method even if 
used by all in a particular industry?
Conversely, only a few companies in some industries have adopted 
Lifo. Can the one Lifo company in an industry be required to give 
up significant tax advantages to conform with criteria that eliminate 
Lifo in that industry classification? There are many such industry 
situations. In the manufacture of drugs and pharmaceuticals, for 
example, the costs of newly developed products frequently decline 
with subsequent technological improvements and greater production 
volumes, making Lifo less desirable than Fifo as a cost flow basis. 
Yet a few companies in that industry use Lifo.
It appears, therefore, that industry classifications are not the basis 
for development of criteria but that more specific circumstances for 
Lifo’s use would have to be spelled out. The Lifo method has inherent 
complexities that lead me to believe that any degree of limitations 
on its use through development of criteria may still fail to achieve 
the desired goal of obtaining comparable reported financial results 
for companies having substantively comparable circumstances. Fur­
ther, insurmountable complications in developing criteria result from 
present tax law restrictions on financial reporting by Lifo users. I 
finally conclude that it is impracticable to attempt development of 
criteria for the use of Lifo as apart from either Fifo or specific identi­
fication.
Recommendations
I believe we should move off our present position of tacitly con­
doning the lack of comparability that results from acceptance of both 
Lifo and Fifo in principle.
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The solutions that would probably yield the greatest success in 
reducing diversities are obviously long range and difficult. The re­
moval of legislative restraints would simplify the entire problem. 
The uncertainties of obtaining legislative relief from present restraints 
on financial reporting, which could be secured only at the risk of 
diluting or extinguishing significant tax benefits, make that solution 
unlikely.
In discussing the base stock method, Hoffman and Gunders pointed 
out that at present Lifo is the only cost flow assumption acceptable 
for income tax purposes that recognizes the base stock, unrealized 
income theory. They concluded:
This situation is regretted because the base stock method does 
not have the shortcomings inherent in the LIFO  method.
Conceivably, an appropriate adaptation of the base stock prin­
ciple may at some future date be developed which will become 
generally accepted for use by both processors and manufacturers 
in computing taxable income as well as for financial reporting.10
I concur in that view and urge that long-range steps be taken to 
eliminate tax law prohibitions against use of the base stock method.
During the interviews of financial executives of industrial organ­
izations and their independent accountants, many were asked what 
they considered to be the primary reason why companies used Lifo. 
Excepting the extractive industries, the answers were almost unani­
mously to the effect that income tax advantage was the sole purpose 
of Lifo’s use. The view was expressed generally that a great majority 
of those using Lifo for tax purposes would switch to Fifo for general 
financial reporting purposes if permissible under tax law.
For the short-range solution to the cost flow question, I believe 
authoritative pronouncements on inventory should be revised along 
the following lines:
1. Describe the circumstances in which specific identifica­
tion of costs is most acceptable— situations in which in­
ventory items are not interchangeable and are acquired 
or produced as single units that can be readily identified 
throughout the manufacturing or merchandising proc­
esses.
10 Raymond A. Hoffman and Henry Gunders, Inventories— Control, 
Costing, and Effect Upon Income and Taxes, Second Edition (New York: 
The Ronald Press Company, 1970), p. 173.
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2. Establish Fifo as the basic concept of cost flow assump­
tion if specific identification of costs is not used (either 
because it is impracticable or because it fails to provide 
an acceptable basis of matching costs and revenues).
3. Recognize that in some circumstances an assumed cost 
flow such as Lifo (or base stock) is a logical basis for 
avoiding possible distortions of income from fluctuations 
in the current cost of basic fixed inventory quantities.
4. Require full disclosure of the basis used if the Fifo cost 
flow assumption is not used.
5. Require disclosure of the extent of application of Lifo 
( or base stock type cost flow assumptions) and the effects 
of its use as compared with the Fifo basis on both net 
income of the year and balance sheet inventory amounts 
with appropriate disclosure of related tax allocations.
Those points are incorporated in the coordinated recommendations 
for revision of ARB 43, Chapter 4, set forth in Chapter 9 of this study.
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Lower of Cost or Market
Departures from Cost
Generally accepted accounting principles provide for the use of 
inventory valuation bases other than cost under two types of circum­
stances:
1. if a loss in usefulness of inventories is recognized by 
applying the rule of lower of cost or market, and
2. if it is impracticable to determine the unit costs of certain 
types of products having the characteristics of inter­
changeability and assured selling prices.
Review of the literature and practice in those two areas disclosed 
diversities in practice which appear to result from differing interpre­
tations as to how the exceptions should be applied as well as con­
troversies over the theoretical base of the present lower of cost or 
market rule.
Lower of cost or market is discussed in this chapter in terms of its 
application to all types of inventories of manufactured products and 
merchandise. Other departures from the cost basis are discussed in 
Chapter 8.
The Present Rule
Background. Historians differ as to the origin of the rule of lower 
of cost or market but generally agree that it has been used since the 
Industrial Revolution and, further, that it developed to meet the need 
for businessmen to take into account the forces in one period affecting
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the price of goods to be sold in a future period. The notion relates 
the usefulness of inventory items to the enterprise’s ability to dispose 
of them at a profit. Further, if something occurs that diminishes the 
normal profit function of inventory, the loss of usefulness of the 
affected items should be accounted for in the period in which it 
occurs. Under that notion, retaining the cost basis of items fails to 
achieve proper matching of costs and revenue.
Basic R ule. ARB 43, Chapter 4, Statement 5, states:
A departure from the cost basis of pricing the inventory is re­
quired when the utility of the goods is no longer as great as its 
cost. Where there is evidence that the utility of goods, in their 
disposal in the ordinary course of business, will be less than cost, 
whether due to physical deterioration, obsolescence, changes in 
price levels, or other causes, the difference should be recognized 
as a loss of the current period. This is generally accomplished 
by stating such goods at a lower level commonly designated as 
market.
Lower of cost or market is included in APB Statement 4 as one of 
the specific rules requiring the recording of unfavorable events that 
decrease market prices or utility of assets.
Conservatism. APB Statement 4 also identifies the rule as an illus­
tration of one of the modifying conventions that have evolved because 
rigid adherence to the pervasive principles sometimes produces re­
sults that are not considered desirable and that may exclude from 
financial statements some events that are considered to be important. 
The convention of conservatism is described in APB Statement 4, 
paragraph 171.
Conservatism. Frequently, assets and liabilities are measured in 
a context of significant uncertainties. Historically, managers, in­
vestors, and accountants have generally preferred that possible 
errors in measurement be in the direction of understatement 
rather than overstatement of net income and net assets. This has 
led to the convention of conservatism, which is expressed in rules 
adopted by the profession as a whole such as the rules that in­
ventory should be measured at the lower of cost and market and 
that accrued net losses should be recognized on firm purchase 
commitments for goods for inventory. These rules may result in 
stating net income and net assets at amounts lower than would 
otherwise result from applying the pervasive measurement 
principles.
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Theoretical Arguments
Criticisms. Proposals for authoritative pronouncement of the rule 
of lower of cost or market in the early 1940s gave rise to numerous 
criticisms by theorists. The principal objections to the rule centered 
around its violation of the historical cost principle. William A. Paton’s 
article, “The Cost Approach to Inventories,” criticized the rule as 
representing profit management rather than profit measurement and 
stated that maintaining future profits should be a managerial problem, 
not the direct function of the accountant.1 A. C. Littleton gave the 
same view in a letter.2 He stated that the objective of carrying for­
ward a commodity is to derive revenue when and if sold, and while 
it is hoped the revenue will exceed cost, it is not the function of 
accounting to make hopes into assurances. George R. Husband took 
the same position in his article, “Another Look at Cost or Market 
Whichever Is Lower.”3
Defenses. Support of the rule’s rationale argued that an exception 
to the historical cost basis was warranted because it served the useful 
purpose of achieving better matching of costs and revenue. George 
D. Bailey supported the rule in an article, “Problems of Inventory 
Pricing,” on the grounds that inventory is the sine qua non of business 
and that the element of profit is inseparable from inventories. He 
argued further that if the normal function of inventories is profit, 
anything that dislocates the profit flow needs to be accounted for in 
the period in which the dislocation occurs.4 Maurice H. Stans followed 
the same reasoning in an article, “Inventory Pricing.” He argued 
that the ability to be disposed of at a profit constitutes the usefulness 
of an inventory commodity and that the inventory amount measures 
that portion of the period’s stream of incurred costs which can reason­
ably be applied to revenue of the future with profit-making effect.5 
The support in recent years concentrates more on the rule’s usefulness 
in avoiding overstatement of expected economic benefits through 
retention of historical cost if the utility value of the inventory items 
has declined.
1 The Journal of Accountancy, October 1941, pp. 300-307.
2 The Journal of Accountancy, April 1946, pp. 333-334.
3 The Accounting Review, April 1946, pp. 115-120.
4 The Journal of Accountancy, August 1941, pp. 143-148.
5 The Journal of Accountancy, February 1946, pp. 98-106.
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Practical Attitudes
Users. The extent to which users of financial information favor 
lower of cost or market is illustrated in a recent NAA research study. 
The following question and responses show considerable support by 
two important classes of users:
. . . bankers and security analysts interviewed were asked the 
following question:
In terms of your investment or credit decisions, do you think the 
lower of cost or market rule is useful and justified?
All but one of the 74 bankers interviewed favored the lower of 
cost or market rule. When questioned to elicit their reasons, they 
usually pointed out that bankers adhere strongly to the doctrine 
of conservatism. . . . From the banker’s point of view, the lower of 
cost or market rule provides a protection against subsequent un­
pleasant surprises and reduces his risk.
The security analysts also overwhelmingly supported the lower 
of cost or market rule. Only four of these 72 analysts interviewed 
opposed the rule. This is perhaps surprising since analysts, unlike 
bankers, are primarily interested in income. This virtually unani­
mous endorsement clearly indicates that analysts feel that the 
lower of cost or market rule contributes to usefulness of periodic 
income measurement. In justification, these analysts repeatedly 
stated that in making income projections it is important to start 
with a conservatively constructed income base.6
The corporate executives and accounting firm partners interviewed 
during this study expressed almost unanimous support for the rule’s 
concept.
Author’s Concept
I accept the concept of lower of cost or market on the theory that 
the element of profit is inseparable from inventory and that the profit- 
making potential of inventory items measures their utility value. 
Each dollar of incurred costs in inventory is invested because of its 
profit-making potential, and a loss in its utility value occurs when it 
becomes evident that the planned profit function of an inventory 
item is reduced because of a decline in the margin between acquisition 
cost and anticipated selling price.
6 Morton Backer, Financial Reporting for Security Investment and Credit 
Decisions (New York: National Association of Accountants, 1970), p. 102.
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Measuring Losses Under the Rule
Replacem ent Cost with Lim its. The present rule states in Chapter 
4 of ARB 43 that replacement cost by purchase or reproduction— 
“market,” in the language of the rule—is to be used in measuring 
the residual usefulness of inventory. However, the rule places two 
limits on replacement cost by providing that the amount of losses 
calculated on that basis should not result in carrying the inventory 
at an amount that (1 ) exceeds net realizable value or (2 ) is lower 
than net realizable value reduced by an allowance for an approxi­
mately normal profit margin. The term net realizable value is described 
as estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business less rea­
sonably predictable costs of completion and disposal. The intent 
of the rule is to provide a means of measuring the residual useful­
ness of an inventory expenditure. Explanatory wording states that 
the rule should be considered a guide rather than a literal rule. ARB 
43 states specifically that judgment must always be exercised in 
applying the rule and that no loss should be recognized unless the 
evidence clearly indicates that a loss has been sustained.
Present wording of the rule states that, depending on the character 
and composition of the inventory, the rule may be properly applied 
to each item or to the total of inventory or, in some cases, to the total 
of each major category of inventory components. The discussion in 
Chapter 4 of ARB 43 reemphasizes that the purpose of reducing in­
ventory to the market basis is to reflect fairly the income of the period 
and that the method selected should be the one that most clearly 
achieves the purpose.
Measurement Problems. Real practical problems exist in apply­
ing the present rule because of its complex requirements and guides. 
For example, if potential loss is indicated by declines in selling prices, 
is it mandatory to calculate replacement or reproduction costs of all 
affected inventory items to establish the loss measurement within the 
three point dimensions of the present rule? Or is it necessary to cal­
culate net realizable values of all end products into which the enter­
prise might fabricate its inventory of a raw material whose current 
replacement cost has declined? Other controversies have arisen over 
applying the rule to items, to categories, or to total inventory.
Theoretical controversies exist over whether declines in replacement 
costs should be used to measure losses since they may not result in 
losses in net realizable value of the end products. Some theorists, as 
well as some practitioners, argue over the meaning of net realizable
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value and whether there is ever justification for writing down inven­
tory to a basis reflecting net realizable value less an approximately 
normal profit margin. Most writers on the subject agree that a better 
basis of determining market is needed.
Those controversies have given rise to charges that the present 
rule provides managements with opportunities to manipulate profits 
between periods.
Practical Application. The problems of applying the present rule 
to real-life situations are probably more significant than appear on 
the surface. Relatively few accountants have been faced with a 
substantial problem in the last twenty-five years of rising price trends. 
Many accounting executives interviewed said they considered that 
there are two basic situations in which loss of utility value of inventory 
should be recorded: first, if the replacement costs of materials and 
services entering into production costs have declined; second, if antici­
pated selling prices of products and goods have declined. In the first, 
the replacement cost of the materials or labor involved is used to 
calculate the loss and— if material in the circumstances— to carry the 
loss calculation to the affected component contents of the work-in- 
process and finished inventories. In the second, the loss is calcu­
lated on the basis of net realizable value resulting from the lower 
anticipated selling prices. If write-downs of finished product inven­
tory amounts are significant, losses are computed for related work- 
in-process inventories and, in some unusual cases, for related major 
raw materials inventories. Many executives interviewed, however, 
were not familiar with the fact that the present rule prescribes replace­
ment cost as the primary measure of market, with a ceiling of net 
realizable value and floor of net realizable value less an approximately 
normal profit margin.
Our interviews disclosed diverse opinions and practices on how 
to determine net realizable value for calculating losses under the rule. 
The principal differences related to the extent to which provision 
should be made for general selling and administrative expenses and 
for profit margins.
The interviews with accounting executives and partners of account­
ing firms led to the conclusion that, although the lower of cost or 
market rule is strongly supported by practitioners, they evidence a 
surprising lack of understanding of the present rule both in imple­
mentation and in concept. Replacement cost seems to be accepted 
somewhat blindly as the measure of loss in utility value of raw
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materials without applying the rule’s tests to determine whether the 
net realizable value basis of measurement indicates that a loss will 
be sustained. Some practitioners argue against providing for normal 
profit margins in calculating losses on the net realizable value basis 
but fail to recognize that applying the replacement cost basis without 
the rule’s limitations on its use may result in recording losses that 
provide greater than normal profit margins. An unavoidable conclu­
sion is that some clarification of the present rule might narrow diver­
sities of practice in applying the rule.
Theory of Measuring Losses. Controversies over measuring losses 
under the rule generate principally from varying interpretations of 
the market concept. Essentially, the arguments reduce to a considera­
tion of recoverable cost or net realizable value on one hand versus re­
placement cost or its general equivalent of net realizable value less a 
normal profit on the other. Several early critics of the rule argued that 
changes in replacement costs are not conclusive evidence of selling 
price changes and are therefore not sufficient evidence of probable loss 
in utility value.7 Proponents of the replacement cost basis admitted 
that declines in replacement cost may not always result in realization 
losses but argue that they do in many cases. Proponents also stressed 
the objectivity of the replacement cost basis. The rule, ARB 29 
issued in 1947, shows evidence of the conflicting views:
. . .  no loss should be recognized unless the evidence indicates 
clearly that a loss has been sustained. . . . Replacement or repro­
duction prices would not be appropriate . . . when . . . realizable 
value . . . more appropriately measures utility. Furthermore, 
where the evidence indicates that cost will be recovered with an 
approximately normal profit . . .  no loss should be recognized.........
Further evidence of some of the thinking of those who drafted the 
original pronouncement is shown in an article by George D. Bailey 
(a member of the committee on accounting procedure which drafted 
the bulletin):
The committee could do no less than to recognize the reduction 
to a point which does provide some gross margin per unit, because 
such a profit allowance is inherent in the long established basis
7 A. C. Littleton, “Inventory Variations,” The Journal of Accountancy, 
July 1941, pp. 7-16; Lawrence L. Vance, “Earning-Power Valuation of 
Inventory,” The Accounting Review, October 1942, pp. 376-384.
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of replacement cost for inventories and in the retail-inventory 
method. . . .  If the committee had taken the position that inven­
tories should not be written down to a point which allowed for a 
profit per unit, then in logic it might well have had to find the 
replacement-cost method unsound and to condemn the retail- 
inventory method.8
It is worthy of note that writers on the subject many years later still 
use the comparison of the retail inventory method as an argument that 
the rule actually favors calculating market on the basis of net realizable 
value less normal profit margin.9
The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) published 
a research study in 1963 in which the author established that the 
essential point of theoretical difference is whether the adjustment of 
inventories to market should allow for maintaining a normal gross 
margin in the period of sale.10
In arriving at her conclusions, Miss Mulcahy pointed out that con­
sistent use of the replacement basis without limits may produce un­
reasonable results and that accordingly the only reasonable choice of 
interpretation of the meaning of market seems to be between net 
realizable value and net realizable value less normal profit. Miss 
Mulcahy’s conclusion reads:
In the author’s opinion, if the lower of cost and market basis of 
inventory valuation in the ordinary course of business operations 
is to be used, market should be limited to net realizable value 
since this is the most reasonable interpretation from the point 
of view of both income measurement and balance sheet 
presentation.
Adherence to the net realizable value interpretation of market 
may create problems in certain cases when it comes to valuing 
the raw materials portion of inventories. Since realizable value 
relates to the selling price of the finished product, it requires the 
conversion of the quantities of various raw materials on hand into 
equivalent units of finished goods. In many cases, this would be 
an almost impossible task because of the wide variety of raw 
materials on hand. In contrast, the replacement costs of this por­
tion of the inventory can be determined without too much diffi­
8  “The Increasing Significance of the Income Statement,” The Journal of
Accountancy, January 1948, p. 17.
9 For example, H. Dwight Geiger, “Needed: A New Definition of
‘Market’,” Financial Executive, June 1966, p. 38.
10 Gertrude Mulcahy, Use and Meaning of “Market” in Inventory Valu­
ation ( Toronto: CICA).
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culty and may provide some indication of long term trends in 
selling prices. By reason of expediency and practicality, it would 
seem logical to modify the recommendation for the use of net 
realizable value to permit the use of replacement cost for the raw 
material portions of the inventory. This modification should not 
be interpreted as meaning that the lower of cost and replacement 
cost could be used in all valuations of raw materials. Unless there 
is clear evidence that the selling price of the finished product 
has or is expected to decline below the costs incurred in acquiring 
or producing and selling the product, there should be no de­
parture from cost in valuing the raw materials. Replacement cost 
becomes relevant only when it is apparent that a loss will be ex­
perienced on the disposal of the finished goods produced from the 
raw materials in inventory and, under such conditions, replace­
ment costs are used only as convenient and practical indexes of 
potential cost recovery.11
Thus she recommends revising the present rule to require net realizable 
value and to avoid write-downs which maintain normal profit margins 
on disposal of the affected inventory. The use of replacement cost 
would be permitted only for the sake of convenience and practicality.
Application to Items, Categories, or T o ta l Inventory. Argu­
ments exist over the present rule’s option to measure losses by apply­
ing the market test to items, categories, or total inventory, whichever 
method “most clearly reflects income.” Critics argue that the wording 
of the present rule gives rise to potential wide differences in practice 
and provides so-called free choices which permit manipulation of 
profits. Responses are that the rule presents a reasonably concise and 
comprehensive essay on the points intended to be considered in apply­
ing the rule and that, if those points are combined with the tenor of 
the admonitions in earlier sections of the present rule’s wording, the 
overall intention is clearly one of developing a rational and objective 
approach to loss measurements.
Conclusions on Measuring Inventory Losses. I believe that since 
profit potential provides the utility value of inventory, it is also the 
essential element in measuring losses in that value. There are three 
reasons why the replacement cost basis of measuring losses fails to pro­
vide an appropriate matching of costs and revenue:
1. To account for inventory on a lower current replacement 
cost basis results in the use of an arbitrary and unrealistic
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11 Ibid., p. 20.
measurement basis in circumstances in which more realis­
tic and objective measurements are practicable.
2. Since replacement cost decreases may or may not be ac­
companied by selling price declines, they do not neces­
sarily measure losses in utility value.
3. The replacement cost concept inherently contemplates re­
cording losses in one period in amounts that permit dis­
posal of the affected inventory at normal profit margins in 
a future period.
I believe potential loss in utility value of inventory cannot be ob­
jectively measured until management decides what course of action 
will be taken with respect to the affected items. An anticipated net 
realizable value can be established at that point for comparison with 
the cost basis of the affected items to determine the extent to which 
there has been a loss. I believe that no useful purpose is served by in­
creasing the amount of a current period loss so determined by the 
amount estimated to provide normal profit margins on the disposal of 
the affected items in a future period. Finally, I believe that the quali­
tative objectives of verifiability and neutrality of accounting informa­
tion can be met in implementing the net realizable value basis of 
measuring inventory losses even though the method relies heavily on 
management judgments in making the necessary projections of costs 
of completion and selling prices.
Reliance on Management Judgment
Recognized Need. The need to rely on management judgment in 
applying the lower of cost or market rule has been recognized since 
the rule was first authoritatively pronounced in the late 1930s. The 
desire to decrease reliance on management judgment and to increase 
objectivity and verifiability in applying the rule was apparently a 
major factor in drafting the rule so that replacement cost is the primary 
method of measuring inventory losses. The rule was drafted when 
some of the important early developments were taking place in the 
use of accounting information in management decision making and for 
management controls; accountants were beginning to recognize the 
need for reliance on management internal controls as a major factor 
in the production of reliable accounting information. There has been 
great progress since the 1930s in developing accounting into the 
rational, analytical processes (described in Chapter 4) that provide
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the present-day environment in which the accounting basis of in­
ventories is determined. I believe the progress since the rule was in­
stituted justifies placing greater reliance on management judgments 
that would be involved in making net realizable value the primary 
basis of measuring inventory losses.
The same problems of objectivity and use of management judgments 
are also recognized by some accounting theorists. Sprouse and Moonitz 
(who reject lower of cost or market in favor of valuing most inventories 
at replacement cost) recognized the problem of objectivity and rec­
ommended integrating its practical aspects into underlying principles:
Other changes occur [in transactions affecting assets and liabili­
ties], however, such as movements in the market prices (e.g., 
replacement costs, or selling prices) of specific goods and services 
as well as movements in the general level of prices.
If these other changes are to be recognized, how can they be 
measured? The “imperative” on objectivity states that changes 
should not be recognized “earlier than the point of time at which 
they can be measured in objective terms.” Even when rephrased 
in positive fashion to state that changes should be recognized “at 
the earliest point of time at which they can be measured in 
objective terms” the “imperative” requires objective measurement. 
Accounting, however, already uses a wide range of measures— 
replacement costs in “cost or market” calculations, index numbers 
of specific commodities or groups of similar commodities in 
“dollar-value Lifo,” estimates of net realizable values in account­
ing for by-products, for obsolete or obsolescent goods or equip­
ment and the like, as well as canceled checks and unpaid invoices.
The use of this wide range of measures is definitely in accord with 
the function of accounting and should be integrated into its 
principles.12
Management Cost/Price Planning Processes. Every management 
is involved in a continuing process of planning profit potentials, 
formally or informally, that requires projecting cost/price relationships 
such as comparing anticipated competitive selling prices with projected 
unit product costs. That necessitates estimates of the extent to which 
sales of individual products or product lines will provide margins 
above manufactured costs to cover the direct selling expenses and the 
allocable portions of general selling and administrative expenses and 
to yield overall net profit margins.
12 Robert T. Sprouse and Maurice Moonitz, Accounting Research Study 
No. S, “A Tentative Set of Broad Accounting Principles for Business Enter­
prises” (New York: AICPA, 1962), pp. 12-13.
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The changes that occur in various product cost components and in 
planned sales prices may be generated from either internal or ex­
ternal causes. Internal (rather than external) cost reductions often 
cause cost/price realignments in industries that are highly research- 
oriented. Product costs may be reduced through technological changes 
in product design or production methods. Frequently lower sales 
prices are offered to customers voluntarily to gain a competitive sell­
ing advantage. Price reductions are a rather common occurrence in a 
field such as electronics or pharmaceutical and biological products. 
Management is ordinarily able to control the timing of price reductions 
generated internally so that the realignments of the new cost/price re­
lationships do not necessitate significant inventory write-downs.
Many externally caused changes in cost/price relationships, how­
ever, are more abrupt. A reduction in the price of copper, for example, 
can be expected to be reflected in lower prices for brass rod almost im­
mediately, and if a manufacturer does not reduce the price, customers 
will soon be buying elsewhere. Immediate cost/price realignments 
deemed necessary may result in serious dislocation of the planned pro­
fit potentials in product inventories on hand at the time.
Relevant Cost Data. Various methods of developing cost account­
ing data underlie cost/price decisions, but they seek one common ob­
jective. That is to provide data for projecting costs and selling prices 
of particular products as affected by changing conditions and relating 
them to the overall profit plan of the enterprise. Projections may be 
only in terms of broad product lines in the continuing profit-planning 
process. If cost/price relationships are disturbed by unplanned sell­
ing price reductions, however, it usually becomes necessary to pro­
ject unit product costs of the manufacturing and marketing of affected 
products. That involves allocation of both manufacturing and non­
manufacturing costs to products. The resultant total unit product costs 
can then be compared with projected selling prices. Total unit cost 
analysis, in other words, permits management to determine how much 
margin above manufactured cost a product must contribute to cover 
its share of all projected commercial costs of the period and to pro­
vide a profit. Analyses and projections of cost/price relationships 
(whether formal or informal) form the basis on which management 
decides on a course of action when changes occur in either input or 
output prices.
Complexities of Cost/Price Decisions. Let us consider, for ex­
ample, a few of the courses of action management might take for a
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manufactured product affected by a significant decline in competitive 
prices:
1. Discontinue manufacturing the product and dispose of 
the present stocks at prices equal to or lower than the pro­
jected competitive selling prices.
2. Discontinue manfacturing the product but continue it in 
the line by purchasing requirements from other sources 
at costs lower than projected manufacturing costs.
3. Continue to manufacture and sell at the projected lower 
competitive prices, recognizing that a new and less prof­
itable cost/price relationship has been established for 
the product.
4. Continue manufacturing the product but redesign it to 
reduce costs of manufacturing and marketing to the point 
of restoring the former cost/price relationship.
Is it practicable in that situation to determine an inventory loss of any 
kind before management decides on a specific course of action? The 
situation illustrates the almost inextricable relationship between man­
agement cost/price planning and the determination of a loss of use­
fulness of inventories due to either input or output price declines. 
Finally, it is difficult to arrive at an intelligent decision on a course of 
action without projections of net realizable values. The reasoning 
leads to the conclusion that net realizable value should be the primary 
basis of measuring inventory losses under the cost or market rule.
Practical Problems in Measuring 
Net Realizable Values
Projections. ARB 43, Chapter 4, describes net realizable value only 
in the broad terms of “estimated selling price in the ordinary course of 
business less reasonably predictable costs of completion and disposal.” 
Relatively few questions have been raised as to the overall meaning 
and intent of that description of the term. The accepted concept of 
net realizable value therefore recognizes the need to project selling 
prices and related costs of completion and disposal in circumstances 
considered to prevail in the ordinary course of the enterprise’s business. 
Our review of literature and practice disclosed no significant questions 
as to either the meaning or the practicability of determining costs of 
completion. Significant differences in opinion and practice do exist,
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however, as to the meaning of the term costs of disposal in the ordinary 
course of business.
Costs of Completion. Costs of completion are generally interpreted 
to mean additional costs to be incurred in bringing the goods or prod­
ucts to the state of completion and salability in which they are 
ordinarily offered to customers. In manufacturing or processing opera­
tions, the cost of completion of work-in-process inventories would 
necessarily require projection of costs of additional required materials 
and of labor and manufacturing overhead allocable to the required 
additional production and processing operations. Let us take the cost 
of completion back one step— to purchased components and raw ma­
terials acquired specifically for use in producing the products suf­
fering the decline in selling price. If the management decision is to 
use them for manufacturing to continue the product in the line, the 
cost of completion is projected for all conversion costs involved. Pro­
jections of the foregoing types are fairly routine assignments even for 
relatively unsophisticated management accounting operations.
Costs of Disposal. Opinions on provisions to be made for costs of 
disposal range from identifying direct costs to allocating selling, 
general, and administrative costs. The costs involved are conventionally 
accounted for in broad functional classifications of shipping, advertis­
ing, selling, general and administrative, and, in some cases, general 
research and development. They are accounted for as expenses of the 
periods in which they are incurred and are matched against revenue of 
the period for income determination. Conventional classification of 
the costs for control purposes usually provides identification by types 
and functional relationships. Relatively few of the costs are normally 
identified as direct or variable by product or product line or by trans­
action. The others are considered indirect in nature and allocable to 
products and product lines only on the basis of functional relationships.
D irect Disposal Costs. Those who favor providing for only the 
direct costs of disposal argue that the intent of the rule is to reduce 
the anticipated selling price by the amount of cash outlay necessary 
to dispose of the inventory and to compare the anticipated net cash 
realization with cost to determine potential loss.
There is little argument against the practicality of identifying direct 
costs of disposal. Certain warehouse and shipping expenses, such as 
handling, packing, and transportation costs, may be specifically identi­
fied with disposal of the products in question. The same is true of
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selling expenses, such as commissions and other types of direct sales 
compensation, and certain general and administrative costs, such as 
order writing and credit and collections.
The question raised regarding net cash recovery measurement is 
whether it is consistent with the rule’s stated purpose of measuring 
loss in utility of goods in their disposal “in the ordinary course of 
business.” The net cash recovery basis is accepted as appropriate if the 
goods are to be disposed of on a salvage basis. But if they are to be 
sold in the ordinary course of business, it is argued that their utility 
value should be measured in terms of anticipated selling price less 
sufficient margin to cover an allocable share of the general selling and 
administrative expenses of the period in which they will be marketed.
Full Allocation of Commercial Expenses. The arguments against 
the net cash recovery basis consider that in the ordinary course of 
business (as reflected in a conventional income statement) all com­
mercial or nonmanufacturing costs are expenses of the period in which 
they are incurred. They are thus allocable to the products sold during 
each period for purposes of a periodic analysis of the operation. In 
practice, commercial expenses are allocated to products to provide 
data needed for management’s cost/price decisions.
T o ta l Cost for Price Decisions. Many writers on the subject of 
cost/price relationships discuss allocation of nonmanufacturing—or 
commercial—expenses to costs of products or product lines as an ele­
ment in pricing decisions. Some refer to it in terms of arriving at a 
total cost from which to project a desired selling price or to compare 
cost with potential competitive selling prices. Others describe the al­
location of commercial costs as part of the process of projecting the 
amount of profit contribution above manufactured cost (sometimes 
above variable or direct manufactured cost) that particular product 
lines and products should be providing in the overall profit planning. 
Exhibit 7-1 illustrates the total cost concept as set forth by Robert N. 
Anthony.13
The nonmanufacturing costs allocable to products in the illustration 
of the total cost concept can be described as expenses of maintaining 
the enterprise’s capacity to develop and merchandise its products and 
administer overall profit-making activities. The concept is compatible 
with that described for merchandising enterprises (page 120) in
13 Management Accounting Principles, Revised Edition (Homewood, 
Ill.: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1970), p. 128.
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which all operating functions are considered merchandising-oriented 
and the costs are traditionally classified as period expenses.
Author’s View. If net realizable value is considered to be the 
primary measure of losses in inventory utility (as recommended 
earlier), I believe that net cash recovery should not be used for in­
ventory items that are to be disposed of in the ordinary course of 
business. Conventional management practices determine the ordinary 
course of business. Cost/price decisions are made in the ordinary 
course of business on the basis of anticipated margins between cost 
and selling price. If an enterprise’s planned cost/price relationships 
are dislocated by events such as price reductions at the input or out­
put level, new margins are considered in arriving at the course of 
action to be taken. Losses will be recorded in the future period of dis­
posal if the new margins planned for the affected items would not be 
sufficient to cover their allocable share of the commercial expenses of 
the period. Recording the full amount of losses in the period in which
EXHIBIT 7-1
Elements of Cost
DIRECT MATERIAL
DIRECT LABOR
FACTORY
INDIRECT
PRODUCT COST OR 
FACTORY COST OR 
MANUFACTURING COST 
(THIS IS COST FOR 
INVENTORY PURPOSES 
AND OFTEN FOR COST 
OF GOODS SOLD)
COST TO MAKE 
AND SELL OR 
FULL COST OR 
TOTAL COST
SELLING
GENERAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE
FINANCIAL (OR 
NONOPERATING)
COLLECTIVELY, 
THESE ARE CALLED 
PERIOD COSTS
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the price declines occur can therefore be accomplished only by cal­
culating the net realizable value at anticipated selling price less appro­
priate provision for an allocable share of the commercial expenses of 
the period in which the affected items are to be sold.
Adoption of the recommended net realizable value concept would 
limit reductions in inventory due to market price declines to the level 
at which it is anticipated that the affected items can be sold on a 
break-even basis in the ordinary course of business. The intent would 
therefore be to preclude recording in a current period inventory losses 
that would create profits on the items in a future period. Marginal 
pricing situations would need to be considered in drafting a rule to 
achieve that result.
Other Problems with Net Realizable Values
M arginal Pricing. Management sometimes deems it prudent to 
offer customers certain products at prices that do not provide a margin 
above costs sufficient to cover allocable commercial expenses. The 
practice is sometimes referred to as marginal pricing, indicating that 
the revenue from the sale of the product is sufficient to cover its cash 
outlay cost but not all of its share of the fixed costs that would normally 
be allocated to it on a total product cost basis. Management may 
logically justify that basis for several reasons. One may be to meet com­
petitive prices on items representing a minor part of a large product 
line being sold to important customers. The marginal pricing basis 
may be justified under an opportunity cost concept—temporarily ab­
sorbing a portion of fixed costs that would otherwise be lost because 
of excess capacity. If a lower of cost or net realizable value rule were 
applied to recognize further price declines on products priced on a 
marginal basis, it would require write-downs creating current period 
losses. Those losses would have the effect of increasing future profits 
beyond planned normal levels by allowing the affected inventory to be 
disposed of on a break-even basis. The solution is to prohibit a write­
down that increases the anticipated margin above cost over that ex­
perienced in the ordinary course of business prior to the selling price 
decline.
Application to Individual Items, Categories, or T o tal Inven­
tory. The adoption of net realizable value as the primary basis for 
measuring inventory losses would eliminate most of the questions as 
to whether the rule should be applied to individual items, categories, or
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total inventory. Net realizable values can be determined objectively 
only after management has adopted a course of action on disposition 
of the end products affected by anticipated selling price reductions. 
Identification of the components of the affected end products is in­
herent in the process of determining the course of action leading to 
lower anticipated net realizable values. The rule could therefore be 
positive in its prohibition against offsetting losses on affected portions 
of an inventory against normal cost/price margin gains expected to be 
realized on other end-product portions of the inventory that are un­
related to the affected portions.
Reconciliation with the Retail 
Inventory Method
One final question on net realizable value needs consideration: How 
can it be reconciled with the retail inventory method? The ordinary 
operation of the retail inventory method can be interpreted as pro­
viding normal average departmental profit margins on the total retail 
value of a department’s inventory, including merchandise that has 
been marked down. If the effect is to reduce the basis of the marked- 
down merchandise to a level providing approximately normal profit 
margins, how can it be justified under a net realizable value rule? 
The answer is partly a matter of practicality, but I believe the question 
can also be reconciled conceptually. In the discussion of the retail 
inventory method beginning at page 121, I present my views as to why 
I believe that it is neither feasible nor necessary to require special 
adjustment of the retail inventory method to conform its results with 
those obtained in applying the recommended lower of cost or net 
realizable value to other types of inventory.
Recommendation
I believe loss in the utility value of inventories should be accounted 
for in the period in which it becomes evident, and measurement of 
the loss on the basis of net realizable values is practicable of application 
and produces a more appropriate matching of costs and revenue than 
is obtained if market is equated with replacement costs. Accordingly, 
I recommend that the term net realizable value be substituted for the 
term market in the common statement of the rule and that the rule be 
restated along the following lines:
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R ecognition  of loss in  utility value o f inventories. A 
departure from the cost basis of pricing inventories is re­
quired if the utility value of inventory is less than its cost. If 
there is evidence that the utility value of inventory items in 
their disposal or use in the ordinary course of business will be 
less than cost, the difference should be recognized as a loss of 
the period in which it is determined. That is accomplished by 
reducing the cost basis of the affected items to their net realiz­
able value. For purposes of implementing the principle, 
net realizable value is anticipated selling price less (1 ) costs 
of completion and (2 ) appropriate allocations of the market­
ing, administration, and general costs ( commercial ex­
penses) that the enterprise ordinarily accounts for as ex­
penses of the periods in which they are incurred. Implementa­
tion of this principle of lower of cost or net realizable value 
should not increase the margin between the expected selling 
price and the reduced cost basis of the affected items beyond 
that existing immediately prior to the discovery of the factors 
which give rise to the reevaluation of the inventory amounts.
The descriptive and explanatory comments on the rule should include 
these five points:
1. Loss of utility value in inventories may arise through 
physical deterioration, obsolescence, unbalanced inven­
tory positions as to materials and end-product compo­
nents, or excess stocks in relation to changing consumer 
demands. The existence of potential losses may be de­
tected through external reductions in acquisition prices 
( input), or in selling prices ( output), any of which condi­
tions and events may dislocate existing and planned future 
cost/price relationships and profit potentials.
2. While those events indicate potential losses in the utility 
value of inventory, the earliest point at which losses can 
be measured objectively is the date when management 
adopts, or commits itself to, a planned course of action 
relative to the use or disposal of the products affected. 
Only then can the resultant planned net realizable values 
under the realigned cost/price relationships be determined.
3. The concept of providing for an amount above the in­
ventory cost sufficient to cover allocable commercial ex-
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penses of the disposal period should be explained, stress­
ing the point that those amounts should not provide for 
future profits and that those amounts should be provided 
for only if it is contemplated that the products are to be 
disposed of in the ordinary course of business.
4. Limitations of the rule, such as those relating to prohibi­
tions on offsetting losses against margins in unaffected 
and unrelated portions of the inventory, should be clearly 
set forth. The limitations on applying the rule to items 
that have not provided sufficient margin above cost to 
cover allocable commercial expenses should also be clearly 
set forth.
5. There should be an explanation of the reasoning under­
lying the acceptability of the calculation of net realizable 
values on a departmental basis in the ordinary operation 
of the retail inventory method.
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Special Problems
Introduction
The fundamentals of product cost determination in general manu­
facturing operations, as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, are typical of 
those that apply to the determination of costs for a wide range of 
products and services. The cost flow assumptions and the applications 
of the lower of cost or market rule, as discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, 
likewise are fundamental to inventories of enterprises engaged in al­
most all types of production and merchandising. Certain production 
and merchandising operations, however, have features that create in­
ventory accounting problems requiring special treatment. Several 
broad types of activities are discussed in this chapter to explore the 
extent to which earlier recommendations need expansion or annotation 
to recognize special problems. These categories are:
Merchandising enterprises 
Extractive industries 
Cost-recovery-type contracting
Market value for certain extractive and agricultural products 
Hedging by grain merchandisers and processors.
The discussions in this chapter do not purport to be complete evalua­
tions of the theory and practice involved in the special areas. Rather, 
they are summarizations which highlight for the informed reader the 
extent to which the activities require special recognition in authorita­
tive pronouncements on inventory accounting.
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Two areas peculiar to merchandising warrant some inquiry from a 
theoretical standpoint. One is whether conventional merchandise cost 
practices are compatible with sound cost concepts. The other is 
whether the retail inventory method produces an acceptable imple­
mentation of the lower of cost or market rule.
Merchandise Cost Concept. The conventional merchandise ac­
counting practice, as described in Chapter 4 ( page 33), considers the 
purchase cost of merchandise plus costs of inbound transportation 
and delivery as the basis for calculating cost of merchandise sold and 
for the accounting basis of inventories. All costs related to the func­
tions of purchasing, inbound inspection, handling, and warehousing 
that are necessary to bring the merchandise to the point of sale are 
accounted for as period expenses. Typically, no part of those costs is 
allocated to merchandise in calculating the cost basis of inventories. 
A theoretical question is sometimes raised as to whether the practice 
is in conflict with the basic concept set forth in ARB 43, Chapter 4, 
which describes cost as “the sum of the applicable expenditures and 
charges directly or indirectly incurred in bringing an article to its 
existing condition and location.” A further question is sometimes raised 
as to whether the concept of merchandise cost is inconsistent with 
concepts of cost for manufactured products, in which most comparable 
indirect purchasing and handling costs are allocated to materials and 
product costs.
There appears to be little question that some theoretical conflict is 
involved. The justification for conventional practices is strictly one of 
practicality. The philosophy that the entire organization and operation 
of a merchandising enterprise constitute support for the selling func­
tion underlies the merchandising view to some extent. Operationally, 
the buying function in many merchandising organizations is performed 
by managers of selling departments or divisions. That makes separa­
tion of costs between buying and selling impracticable. It is also 
usually considered impracticable to attempt allocation of functional 
costs such as warehousing and handling because of the complex as­
sortment of merchandise that many retailers and wholesalers handle.
I conclude that the conventional merchandise concept of cost is 
adequate and that there is little useful purpose served by attempting 
to allocate costs of purchasing, warehousing, etc., for inventory pur­
poses. That view is consistent with that of giving primary emphasis to 
functional patterns of organization in calculating costs of manufactured 
products.
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Retail Inventory Method. The wide range of cost identification 
problems in pricing a merchandise inventory is discussed in Chapter
4 ( page 33). It is noted there that specific identification of merchan­
dise cost becomes impracticable in department store operations be­
cause of the large volume of merchandise sold in small quantities and 
at varying rates of turnover.
A practical solution to the problems of matching costs and revenue 
in that type of operation, known as the retail inventory method, was 
developed many years ago and has been used extensively in department 
stores and, to a limited extent, in other operations having similar 
merchandising characteristics. In effect, the method identifies costs of 
merchandise sold or on hand according to the marked retail selling 
prices. The system thus provides an automatic reduction of costs to 
recognize lower realizable values if selling prices of merchandise have 
been reduced. Some theorists argue that the retail inventory method 
inherently provides for lower of cost or market write-downs to a basis 
of net realizable value plus provision for approximate normal profit 
margin. That raises a question as to whether it is necessary to require 
special adjustment of the retail inventory method to conform its re­
sults with those obtained in applying this study’s recommended net 
realizable value write-down to other types of inventory. The following 
explanation of the workings of the retail inventory method and its 
importance to the merchandising industry are presented to give the 
reader further insight into the complexities of the problem.
Hoffman and Gunders1 describe the retail inventory method as con­
sisting of the accumulation of the retail selling value of all items enter­
ing into the departmental merchandising operations in a manner that 
enables a reduction of the retail amounts to a cost basis through the 
application of average departmental gross markup percentages. Ex­
hibit 8-1, page 122, shows the book’s illustration of the method.
Because markdowns are not included in the calculation of the mark­
up percentage used to reduce the retail value of ending inventory to a 
cost basis, the inventory amount obtained is generally considered to be 
a lower of cost or market amount rather than cost. In the above il­
lustration, for example, if an ending inventory item costing $6.00 had 
been originally marked up to a $10.00 retail selling price but sub­
sequently marked down to $8.00, its carrying basis in the ending in­
ventory would be $4.67 ($8.00 retail value less the 41.58% average
1 Raymond A. Hoffman and Harry Gunders, Inventories— Control, Cost­
ing, and Effect Upon Income and Taxes, Second Edition (New York: The 
Ronald Press Company, 1970), Chapters 13-14.
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EXHIBIT 8-1 
Departmental Inventory Control
11-00 Piece Goods Month of: March, 19—
( Department)
RETAIL COST
Year Year
Line to date % Month %  to Date Month
1 Beginning inventory
and markup % . . $ 6,220 40.52 $ 5,000 41.00 $ 3,700 $2,950
Add:
2 Purchases ........... $58,795 $31,225 $34,040 $18,722
3 Freight and
express ........... **  ** 300 175
4 Additional
markups ........ 150 60
5 Retail
adjustments ... (45) — ** **
6 Total: Purchases
and markup % .. $58,900 41.70 $31,285 39.60 $34,340 $18,897
7 Total: Inventory
plus purchases
and markup % . $65,120 41.58 $36,285 39.79 $38,040 $21,847 
Less:
8 Markdowns ....... $ 255 $ 105
9 Employees’ dis­
counts ............. 75 30
10 Other discounts . 2 0  —
11 Shortages ........... 150 60
12 Total reductions.. $ 500 $ 195
13 $64,620 $36,090
14 Less: Sales ............. $54,620 $26,090
15 Closing inventory
(retail) ............... $10,000 41.58 $10,000
16 Closing inventory
(cost) ................. $ 5,842 $ 5,842
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departmental markup). If, in the overall store operation, total ex­
penses (buying, selling, promotion, occupancy, and administration) 
averaged 36% of sales, a subsequent sale of the marked-down item 
at $8.00 would contribute a profit margin above the amount needed 
on a store-wide average basis to cover operating expenses. Accord­
ingly, it might be said that the cost basis of the item in the inventory 
had been reduced to the equivalent of net realizable value less an 
approximately normal profit margin.
The retail inventory method is frequently adapted to the Lifo cost 
flow assumption by applying the so-called dollar-value method of de­
termining comparative inventory quantities. The changes in year-end 
inventory quantities of merchandise are determined by the use of re­
tail price indices which enable comparison of aggregate departmental 
groupings between years on comparable price-level bases. The inven­
tory basis is built up in layers as in the typical Lifo cost flow compila­
tion. Each current-year cost level in the Lifo compilation is calculated 
under the retail inventory method after an adjustment (1 ) to eliminate 
beginning inventories and (2 ) to include markdowns in the depart­
mental markup calculations to approximate cost rather than the lower 
of cost or market.
Departmentalization and broad averaging. Appropriate departmen­
talization is essential to satisfactory implementation of the retail in­
ventory method. The basic concept is the same as the one underlying 
the allocation of indirect manufacturing costs—to establish pools com­
bining costs that have similar characteristics in relation to the statistical 
bases used in allocating them to units of production. In the retail 
method, the most valid results are obtained if the departmental group­
ings or other merchandise classifications provide the greatest practicable 
degree of similarity in merchandise characteristics as to markups, mark- 
downs, and turnover. Without those characteristics, the broad averag­
ing that is inherent in the method could distort the cost/price ratios 
used to calculate the accounting basis of year-end inventories. Rec­
ognition of the concept is demonstrated in some of the method’s con­
ventional implementations, such as the treatment accorded merchandise 
for special sales promotion, adjustments to the retail inventory basis 
for special purposes such as valuations for local tax assessments, and 
calculations of inventory in business acquisitions.
The retail inventory method is deeply imbedded in the conventional 
control and management procedures of the retail industry, particularly 
department stores. For over thirty-five years, statistics on merchandis­
ing results for established departmental classifications and expense
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ratios for established functional classifications have been compiled by 
the Controllers’ Congress of the National Retail Merchants Association 
and by the Harvard Business School. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis­
tics issues semiannual price-level indices which are accepted by the 
Internal Revenue Service as proper for retailers using the Lifo retail 
inventory method for taxes. All that leads to extensive use of the re­
tail inventory method with little significant diversity of practice in its 
implementation.
Reconciliation with lower of cost or net realizable value. Several 
points should be noted from the foregoing description of the retail 
inventory method which bear on the question of whether it is feasible 
or necessary to attempt to establish an identical accounting basis of 
inventories for department store types of operations and, say, manu­
facturing. Price declines in manufacturing operations are usually un­
planned, externally induced events causing dislocation of cost/price 
relationships that involve relatively longer periods of adjustment and 
greater uncertainty as to ultimate outcome than those occurring in 
merchandise operations. The retail inventory method involves cost/ 
price planning processes routinely applied in much greater detail than 
in the manufacturing operations. Markdowns and markdown cancela­
tions are an integral part of merchandising strategy for increasing turn­
over and avoiding carryover of seasonal merchandise. Evidence of 
current retail prices is readily verifiable through observation. The re­
tail inventory method is quite uniformly applied within and among 
enterprises using the method.
Calculation of net realizable value by those using the retail inventory 
method— so as to obtain the same lower of cost or net realizable value 
results as reported by those not using the method—would require 
certain accounting adjustments that are incompatible with the purposes 
of the retail method. A major one would be to require specific identi­
fication of all marked-down merchandise in inventory. On the con­
trary, one of the objectives of the retail inventory method is to avoid 
specific identification of items for accounting purposes and to account 
for merchandise cost flow and inventory costs in units of departments 
or merchandise classifications.
Further, what useful purpose would be served by requiring ad­
justment of the method so as to conform its results with results of non­
users? Certainly it could not reduce diversity of practice because 
practically none appears to exist between users of the retail method. 
And what would it really add to the validity of comparisons between 
users and nonusers?
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I conclude from the foregoing that it is neither feasible nor necessary 
to require special adjustment of the results of the retail inventory 
method to force them to conform with lower of cost or net realizable 
value results obtained by those not using the method.
I believe this position can be further justified from a conceptual 
standpoint. The end product in manufacturing operations is the proper 
basis on which to identify and calculate potential inventory losses for 
its components since the completed product is the only basis on which 
a selling price is determined in the ordinary course of business. In 
short, the costs are determined by components, but the selling price is 
determined by the end-product category. The quantity units used in 
arriving at the accounting basis of inventories under the retail in­
ventory method are the aggregate retail values of all the items within 
each departmental or merchandise classification. The result is quite 
the opposite of the end-product concept in the manufacturing opera­
tion—the cost is determined only for the aggregate unit, but individual 
selling prices are determined for each component. It is therefore prac­
tical to recognize reduced selling prices of the components—as in the 
retail inventory method—whereas it is not practical to do so for a 
manufactured product. Each method thus seems to provide a means 
of determining the lower of cost or net realizable basis for its respective 
inventory category or the closest practical approximation of it.
On this basis, I conclude that the retail inventory method for de­
partment store types of operations represents a reasonably satisfactory 
method of implementing the concepts basic to the lower of cost or net 
realizable value principle.
Extractive Industries
Many of the production processes in extractive industries are similar 
to those of general manufacturing operations. To this extent, the in­
ventory cost concepts and principles recommended in Chapters 5, 6, 
and 7 should apply equally to inventories of enterprises in extractive 
industries. The question raised in this chapter is whether the principles 
need to be expanded or annotated to cover unusual cost elements in 
the extractive processes such as those relating to prospecting, acquir­
ing, exploring, and developing mineral resources.
A ccoun ting  R esearch S tudy N o. 11. My inquiry into this subject 
has been confined principally to the material in Accounting Research 
Study No. 11, “Financial Reporting in the Extractive Industries,” by 
Robert E. Field, published by the AICPA in 1969.
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ARS 11 does not treat product costs and inventory pricing sepa­
rately. Its coverage of the subject is relatively complete, however, in 
discussing basic concepts and accounting principles relating to some of 
the characteristics that distinguish extractive operations from general 
manufacturing. The study recognizes basic cause and effect relation­
ships as the concept underlying the determination of costs of activities 
and products. The need for classifying costs by broad functional 
activities in establishing cost centers for allocating costs to products 
is described. That study’s general perspective is completely com­
patible with the approach to general manufacturing costs advocated in 
this study.
I believe that the principal topic warranting special consideration 
in this study is the accounting treatment of costs relating to acquisition 
of mineral reserves prior to beginning the extractive and refining pro­
cesses. Mr. Field’s view on the treatment of those costs in determining 
product costs for inventory pricing purposes is summarized in the fol­
lowing paragraphs from page 92 of ARS 11:
Whether production or sale is the more appropriate point at 
which to record amortization of capitalized mining costs depends 
on whether inventories of minerals produced but not yet sold or 
transferred to subsequent refining operations are reported as assets.
If inventories are reported as assets, then depletion, depreciation, 
and amortization charges based on the number of units of mineral 
reserves produced should be recorded as an element of inventory 
cost.
In most operations, no significant accumulation of extracted 
minerals occurs at the mine site and separate inventory values are 
not recorded in financial statements. In other operations, minerals 
may be extracted and stockpiled deliberately in excess of current 
sale or current processing demands. If stockpiled inventories are 
material and realization through sale is probable, they should be 
recorded in the financial statements and the carrying amount 
should include a proportionate share of capitalized and deferred 
mining costs by recording depletion, depreciation, and amortiza­
tion at the time of production.
I concur with Mr. Field’s conclusion that depletion, depreciation, and 
amortization of capitalized and deferred mining costs should be ele­
ments of cost associated with extractive production processes and 
should be included in determinations of product costs. That point is 
covered specifically in my recommendations on cost concepts and 
principles set forth in Chapter 9.
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Cost-Recovery-Type Contracting
Cost-recovery-type contracting usually is employed if neither the 
buyer nor the contractor has sufficient information on a project’s ulti­
mate specifications or its production problems to permit a cost estimate 
reliable enough to negotiate a firm fixed price. In effect, the purchaser 
assumes the risk and agrees to reimburse the contractor for costs in­
curred and pay him a fee for his efforts.
The contractor’s cost accounting objective, therefore, is to accumu­
late all costs related to the project— either specifically identified with 
it or appropriately allocable thereto—in accordance with the terms of 
the contract. Costs so determined are the basis of the contractor’s 
billings to his customer for cost reimbursement and related fees under 
the terms of the contract. Under a true cost-reimbursement-type 
contract, the unbilled accumulated contract costs represent the equiv­
alent of inventory from the standpoint of matching costs and rev­
enue.
Most cost-recovery-type contracting occurs in (1 ) government pro­
curement for defense and civilian space activities and (2 ) long-term 
construction contracts. A limited amount is used in general manu­
facturing of heavy equipment and experimental projects.
Cost accounting procedures generally applicable to long-term con­
struction contracts do not differ significantly between those having 
cost-recovery features and those for which the contractor assumes full 
risk under a firm price. Inventories are not a significant factor in most 
long-term construction contracting although the essential features of 
accumulated contract costs have many characteristics of inventories 
in other types of production. Accounting for long-term construction- 
type contracts is the specific subject of ARB 45. For those reasons the 
subject has been omitted from this study.
The general cost concepts and principles under consideration in this 
study do, however, have a close relationship to cost determinations in 
cost-recovery-type contracting for manufactured products—particularly 
for an enterprise with both contract and noncontract production. This 
section therefore explores problems of cost determination and the ac­
counting basis of inventories under general cost-recovery-type con­
tracts and government contracts involving cost/price negotiations.
Cost Problems Under Contract Term s. Cost determinations in all 
cost-recovery-type contracting production differ from ordinary pro­
cedures because the product costs from which the selling prices are 
computed are a matter of negotiation and contract terms. Cost data
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must therefore be accounted for and reported in a manner that enables 
audit and verification as to conformance with the contract terms, which 
may or may not conform with the contractor’s usual cost accounting 
practices. Contract cost determinations often require significant re­
alignment of the data produced under the enterprise’s ordinary cost 
accounting procedures. That is necessary to account for custom fea­
tures of negotiated cost-recovery production and to conform with con­
tract terms regarding allowability of certain elements of cost. Thus, if 
an enterprise’s production includes both cost-recovery-type contract 
work and ordinary competitive fixed price types of products or services, 
the cost-recovery contract costs usually need to be accounted for as 
special purpose cost objectives.
Many contract projects are massive and have highly complex pro­
duction problems, including long lead times and complex produc­
tion cycles. The learning curve effect on production costs is frequently 
significant. If the level of utilization of capacity is a significant factor 
in contract cost overhead rate determination, it requires negotiation 
and often becomes part of the contract terms. That is frequently 
necessary to protect the buyer from increased operating costs if total 
volume is abnormally low and to protect the seller in the opposite 
circumstance. Normalization of other cost elements rarely enters into 
cost-recovery-type contract cost negotiations since the buyer is in ef­
fect contracting for payment of all costs that are incurred in the pro­
duction of the project. Normalization of cost elements other than those 
related to capacity level becomes a factor only if the contract terms 
move away from a true cost-reimbursement arrangement and the con­
tractor assumes a greater degree of risk.
As the degree of cost recovery moves toward the negotiated, firm, 
fixed price type of contract, the special cost objective features of con­
tract cost accounting become less important for inventory purposes, 
even though they may be required to permit verification and audit of 
conformance with contract terms. Accounting for a cost-recovery-type 
contract as a special cost objective is important for two reasons:
1. It provides sound contract cost accumulations from the 
standpoint of conformance with contract terms by segre­
gating all incurred costs directly or indirectly allocable 
to the contract during the period of contract production.
2. It enables the removal of total incurred contract costs 
from the cost flow stream applicable to noncost-recovery 
production.
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The first purpose is self-evident. The importance of the second is 
sometimes overlooked if substantial amounts of contract and noncon­
tract production are intertwined. It can be important in contract cost 
allocations but is most important in providing a sound basis for 
analysis of noncontract production costs. Therefore, the special pur­
pose cost objective concept becomes essential if both contract and 
noncontract production are present in significant amounts within the 
same production facilities. The existence of special cost objective re­
quirements does not mean that the cost determination procedures, 
methods, and records must be completely consistent between projects 
and different types of production. It does mean that accounting data 
must be collected in a way that enables the compiling of the special 
costs.
Government Regulations. Most government procurements are 
made under terms set forth in “Armed Services Procurement Regula­
tions” (ASPR). The cost principles contained in ASPR, Section XV, 
have been mandatory in their application to many government nego­
tiated price contracts since 1960, and similar regulations existed many 
years prior to that date. They set forth definitions and guidelines as to 
allowability, reasonableness, allocability, and the like. The industry 
position on those regulations is summarized well by the following:
The general industry position has been that all reasonable costs 
incurred, which are allocated to the various contracts in accordance 
with the contractor’s regular system of accounting, should be allow­
able, provided that the contractor’s system of allocation is con­
sistent with generally accepted accounting principles. The cost 
principles [of Section XV, ASPR] do not accept this criterion. They 
set forth specific criteria to be used by the government personnel 
in evaluating the allowability, allocability, and reasonableness of 
the various kinds and types of costs.
Many contractors spend so much time debating the question of 
unallowable costs that they fail to take the necessary action to 
secure reimbursement for the allowable costs. If a contractor in­
tends to do a significant portion of its total business with the gov­
ernment, it is only common sense that it acquaint itself with the 
rules of the game and take those actions necessary to establish an 
accounting system designed to maximize the recognition of reim­
bursement of costs in accordance with the provisions of the cost 
principles [of Section XV, ASPR].2
2 R. E. Carroll, “Government Contracting,” in Financial Executives Hand­
book, Richard F. Vancil, Editor (Homewood, Ill.: Dow Jones-Irwin, Inc., 
1970), pp. 209-210.
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Some government officials have not been entirely satisfied over the 
years with the cost principles set forth in Section XV of ASPR. A 
congressional investigation of Department of Defense procurement 
practices in 1968 brought forth allegations that the government was 
wasting millions of dollars on negotiated contracts because of a lack of 
uniform cost accounting standards applicable to such negotiations. The 
General Accounting Office was ordered to conduct an extensive survey 
regarding the feasibility of developing uniform cost accounting stan­
dards to be applied to all negotiated government contracts. The final 
report on the survey was issued by the Comptroller General in January 
1970.
The digest of the report, which was addressed to the Committee on 
Banking and Currency of the House of Representatives, is reproduced 
in Appendix C. Particular attention is directed to the findings that the 
present ASPR ground rules on cost are ineffective because they (1 ) 
frequently refer to generally accepted accounting principles which are 
not intended to serve contract costing purposes and (2 ) lack “criteria 
for use of alternative accounting principles and indirect cost allocation 
methods.” The report concluded, however, that it is impracticable to 
attempt to develop standards in enough detail to “ensure a uniform 
application of precisely prescribed methods . . . for each of the different 
kinds of cost.” We should note also the conclusion that contract cost 
accounting must be maintained in accordance with the standards that 
are to be developed or must contain data from which cost determina­
tions in accordance with the standards can be readily provided.
Having concluded that it is feasible to develop new standards to pro­
vide more uniformity in government contract cost determinations, the 
government is now developing the machinery for implementation. The 
Cost Accounting Standards Board was established by the federal 
government to develop necessary standards and pass on their applica­
tion in controversies arising over accounting for government contract 
costs.
Conclusions on Cost-Recovery-Type Contracts. Determinations 
of cost under cost-recovery-type contracts do not appear to present 
problems that require particular expansion or exception to the broad 
operating principles recommended in this study as applicable to prod­
uct costs used as the accounting basis of inventories in general manu­
facturing operations. The distinguishing features of cost-recovery-type 
production are in the negotiated cost/price contractual arrangements 
and in the administering, monitoring, and settlement procedures. Those 
features place extraordinary requirements on the development of an
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adequate core of cost accounting data and on the refinement of cost 
accounting procedures to enable the needed special purpose cost 
analyses of contract production. They illustrate clearly that internal 
cost accounting must be a rational, analytical, systematic process.
I conclude that cost-recovery-type contract production should be 
accounted for on a specific identification (project cost) basis. Further, 
if the contract production is carried on with noncost-recovery-type 
production, it is essential that the underlying cost procedures be main­
tained in a manner that permits accumulation of contract costs as 
special purpose cost objectives so as not to affect appropriate imple­
mentation of the basic cost concepts and principles applicable to the 
noncontract production. It therefore appears necessary to expand this 
study’s recommendations on product cost determinations only to the 
extent of including comments to recognize special features of account­
ing for cost-recovery-type contracts.
Use of Market Value for Inventories
Two accepted applications of accounting for inventories depart from 
the accepted concept of revenue realization and from the lower of 
cost or market inventory valuation. One is in the accounting for long­
term construction contracts— cost is the accepted basis of accumulating 
inventory amounts but revenue is sometimes recognized before comple­
tion of the production process. The subject is covered in ARB 45. 
The second occurs in the exceptional circumstances in which an as­
sured selling price combined with practical difficulties of determining 
unit costs of interchangeable products gives rise to the acceptance of 
market valuations of inventories.
This section discusses the use of market value for inventories in 
certain extractive industries and for certain agricultural products. Au­
thoritative pronouncements on the subject should be updated to state 
and support the market valuation concept more clearly, to describe the 
circumstances under which it applies, and to recognize the result of 
using market valuations if hedging operations are present.
Present Principle. The use of market valuations under certain 
conditions has been accepted for many years. It is described in State­
ment 9 of ARB 43, Chapter 4, which is quoted in full:
Only in exceptional cases may inventories properly be stated 
above cost. For example, precious metals having a fixed monetary 
value with no substantial cost of marketing may be stated at such 
monetary value; any other exceptions must be justifiable by inability
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to determine appropriate approximate costs, immediate market­
ability at quoted market price, and the characteristic of unit inter­
changeability. Where goods are stated above cost this fact should 
be fully disclosed.
D iscu ssio n
It is generally recognized that income accrues only at the time 
of sale, and that gains may not be anticipated by reflecting assets 
at their current sales prices. For certain articles, however, excep­
tions are permissible. Inventories of gold and silver, when there is 
an effective government-controlled market at a fixed monetary 
value, are ordinarily reflected at selling prices. A similar treatment 
is not uncommon for inventories representing agricultural, mineral, 
and other products, units of which are interchangeable and have 
an immediate marketability at quoted prices and for which ap­
propriate costs may be difficult to obtain. Where such inventories 
are stated at sales prices, they should of course be reduced by ex­
penditures to be incurred in disposal, and the use of such basis 
should be fully disclosed in the financial statements.
We should note particularly in this early statement of the principle:
1. The wording “. . . any other exceptions must be justi­
fiable by inability to determine appropriate approximate 
costs, immediate marketability at quoted market price, 
and the characteristic of unit interchangeability.”
2. The wording, “Where such inventories are stated at sales 
prices, they should of course be reduced by expenditures 
to be incurred in disposal. . . .”
3. The apparent intent to exempt precious metals from the 
first and possibly second of the conditions otherwise neces­
sary to apply the rule.
APB Statement 4 includes substantively the same provision and de­
scribes it as an exception to the realization principle— that is, to the 
usual convention of recognizing revenue at the time of sale or after­
wards. The wording also can be interpreted as excluding certain prec­
ious metals from meeting the test of inability to ascertain unit product 
costs.
T heoretical Basis. Relatively little has been written on the theoreti­
cal aspects of particular uses of the market valuation basis, probably 
because of its limited application. The quotation above clearly desig­
nates the use of market as an exception to historical cost principles— 
market value is a basis to be used only in exceptional situations of the 
type cited. Since no theoretical basis is set forth in the Bulletin for the
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use of market value, the primary justification is assumed to be practi­
cability.
The questions raised in this study have therefore been whether the 
exception to the cost basis is needed and, if so, whether market value 
provides a practical solution.
M arket Value of Jo in t Products and By-Products. Many cir­
cumstances in which determining appropriate costs is considered im­
practicable involve joint products or by-products. Joint products 
are those which by the nature of their production processes can­
not be produced separately; both products must be produced to 
obtain either. If each of the products is a principal factor in an 
enterprise’s production, they are considered to be true joint products. 
If one is considered the principal product, the others are usually 
described as by-products. Examples are different minerals extracted 
from the same ore and the production of petroleum and natural 
gas from a single well. Meat packing involves the production of 
both joint products and by-products.
Joint-product and by-product production create some intricate the­
oretical and practical problems of product cost determinations since 
all production costs up to the point at which the products become 
separated are identifiable only with the combined products.3 Relative 
market values of the products frequently are used as the common 
denominator for cost allocations to joint products; the resultant basis 
of inventory accounting beyond the point of separation is still cost. 
In certain typical by-product situations, market value is assigned at 
the point of separation to a by-product which has the character­
istics of interchangeability and an assured marketability at prices 
that cannot be influenced by the producer. Market value becomes 
the inventory basis for the by-product and is treated at the point 
of separation as a partial cost recovery to reduce the cost basis 
of the related principal product for continuing accounting purposes.
The main thrust of cost accounting for joint products and by­
products is to obtain reliable unit product cost data on which to 
base management decisions. I believe the use of market values in 
the process is nothing more than a practical solution to a difficult 
problem and should not be viewed as a basis for other market 
value applications.
3 National Association of Accountants [formerly National Association of 
Cost Accountants], N.A.C.A. Research Series No. 31, “Costing Joint Prod­
ucts” (New York: NAA), 1957.
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Precious Metals. Mining operations often produce precious metals 
as joint products or by-products. As noted above, present state­
ments of principle appear to allow the use of market price in valuing 
inventories of “precious metals having a fixed selling price and 
insignificant marketing costs,” whether or not it is practicable to 
determine their approximate costs. The apparent preferential treat­
ment may have originally been considered appropriate because metals 
having fixed monetary values clearly demonstrated the “immediate 
marketability at quoted market prices and the characteristic of inter­
changeability” required in the cases in which it is impracticable to 
determine costs. Further question as to why preferential treatment 
was originally accorded to precious metals might now be considered 
academic. Silver no longer has a fixed monetary price, and gold 
has a fluctuating free market price for nonmonetary purposes. That 
raises questions as to whether the inventory basis for gold and silver 
should now be considered the same as for other metals produced as 
by-products or joint products.
Conclusion on precious metals. I recommend that all mineral pro­
duction be accounted for under the historical cost principles set 
forth elsewhere in this study except that the use of market should 
be permitted for valuing inventories if it is clearly impracticable 
to determine unit product costs.
Producers and Processors of Agricultural Products Other T h an  
Grains. The research for this study did not cover inventory account­
ing for agricultural producers—that is, farming of various kinds, 
ranching, fruit growing, wine making, and the like. Processors of 
agricultural products, however, have been considered in this study 
as part of general manufacturing operations. The inventory account­
ing of processors of agricultural products shows a notable preference 
for the cost basis of accounting for inventories. The selling price 
basis seems to be adopted only if determining unit product costs 
for either internal or external reporting purposes is impracticable. 
The outstanding illustration is the meat packing industry.
M eat Packers. Cost analysis problems of meat packers are about 
as complex as can be found in industry. They have long been favor­
ites of textbook writers for illustrating the theories and practices of 
process costs, transfer costs, and costs of joint products and by­
products. Methods of cost allocation differ among companies in the 
industry principally as a result of the varying emphasis on different
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product lines. However, because it is not practicable to determine 
unit costs of products, dressed fresh meats are often priced in year- 
end inventories at current selling prices less selling and distribution 
costs. The basis is generally disclosed in the financial reports of 
packers. It might be argued that the basis does not meet the test of 
using prices that cannot be influenced by the producer even though 
meat products meet the tests of immediate marketability and inter­
changeability. Packers generally assign market value to all fresh meat 
sold and apply conventional cost application methods to the remaining 
balance of the total cost input of animals processed.
Conclusion on M arket Value. Inquiry into the problems of cost 
determinations led to the conclusion that relatively few situations 
exist in which it is impracticable to approximate product costs on a 
basis appropriate for inventory accounting. Most of those situations 
occur in the extractive industries and in the processing of agricultural 
products. The study was restricted to a limited review of the problems 
encountered. I accept the use of market value as a rational and prac­
tical solution to difficult cost determination problems such as those 
encountered in the production of joint products and by-products. The 
present rule appropriately limits the use of market to circumstances of 
immediate marketability at quoted prices that cannot be influenced 
by the producer. Accordingly, the retention of the present rule appears 
to achieve an appropriate matching of costs and revenue and satisfies 
the accounting objectives of verifiability and neutrality.
Market Valuations and Hedging Procedures
Grain merchandisers and certain types of grain processors constitute 
another agricultural industry group that uses market value as a primary 
element of accounting for inventories. Interrelationships between mer­
chandising and hedging operations, however, present unique features 
that warrant separate consideration.
I have collaborated in studying this area of inventory accounting 
with C. Stevenson Rowley, Jr., who undertook research on the subject 
in the fall of 1969 for his doctoral program at the University of Wis­
consin.4 Mr. Rowley’s inquiry included discussions with financial
4 “Inventory Pricing in the Grain Industry: A Study of Current Practice” 
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin, 1970). The dissertation is 
available at the libraries of business schools at the University of Wisconsin 
(Madison) and Arizona State University (Tempe), and in libraries of the 
AICPA, grain companies, and accounting firms participating in the study.
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executives of twenty-six companies in the industry, usually in con­
junction with representatives of their respective accounting firms. The 
following comments on the subject are based principally on Mr. Row­
ley’s findings.
The accounting basis of inventories in the industry can be classified 
in terms of four general types of operations: (1 ) grain merchandisers 
or traders, (2 ) flour millers, (3 ) wet-corn processors and cereal manu­
facturers, and (4 ) soybean processors and feed millers. The use of 
the market basis is closely correlated with the extent to which a 
company hedges its purchase and sales positions by trading in futures 
contracts in the commodities markets. Many grain merchandisers and 
flour millers have a policy of hedging substantial portions of their 
purchase and sales transactions. Under those circumstances, their 
trading in futures contracts becomes an integral part of their cost 
determination processes.
G rain Merchandisers. In the perfect hedge situation, the grain 
merchandiser is protected from losses (and eliminates potential hold­
ing profits) on commodity inventories, enabling him to calculate his 
trading margin on each transaction. The extensive use of hedging by 
grain merchandisers has given rise to a method of inventory pricing 
that is appropriately described in the Rowley study as the hedging 
procedures method. It not only involves the pricing of the physical 
inventories of grains at market but also combines with that basis the 
adjustment of unrealized profits and losses on open purchase and 
sales contracts at the inventory date. If used with perfect hedging, 
the method eliminates all speculative profits or losses from the oper­
ating results reported for the period, and the outcome is a basis that 
approximates the Fifo cost basis of inventory.
The use of market in pricing inventories of the grain merchandiser 
is certainly compatible with the basic market valuation principle from 
the standpoint of dealing with a product having immediate market­
ability and unit interchangeability. Further, the practice of blending 
grains by many merchandisers creates difficulties in assigning cost of 
units in the inventory, although that feature is not insurmountable. 
However, a merchandiser that hedges substantially all its purchase and 
sales positions would not achieve an appropriate matching of costs 
and revenue if it priced its year-end inventory at market and failed to 
take into account the market status of its open futures contracts. The 
hedging procedures method of inventory used commonly by grain 
merchandisers appears to have developed as a practical solution to the 
problem. Grain merchandisers operate in an environment that is
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highly oriented toward future market expectations. The method used 
provides them with a logical basis for analysis of daily trading activities 
—both as to past performance and for planning future merchandising 
operations. It also provides an approximation of the conventional Fifo 
cost basis for the hedged portion of the inventory which, because of 
its protection against market price declines, results in a basis of cost 
that is not in excess of net realizable value.
Flour M illers. Wheat constitutes a large portion of flour cost, and 
flour is commonly sold in large quantities for forward delivery (as 
much as 120 days). Many flour millers therefore practice hedging in a 
manner similar to that followed by grain merchandisers. Likewise, the 
hedging procedures method is used by many flour millers. Inventories 
of grain and grain content of flour are priced at market, adjusted for 
unrealized gains and losses on futures contracts for purchase or sale 
of grain. Mr. Rowley pointed out, however, that the method is used 
principally if the enterprise is substantially hedged; if significant 
amounts of unhedged inventories exist, the practice is generally to 
value them on a lower of cost or market basis. Mr. Rowley also pointed 
to some inconsistency among companies in the pricing of the mill feed 
by-product inventories of flour milling. Some millers adjust that ele­
ment to market and others do not. Preferable practice is not to adjust 
the mill feed to market since it is not protected by hedges. Therefore, 
to adjust mill feed to market could result in failure to approximate the 
lower of cost or market for flour inventories because mill feed prices 
are frequently subject to wide-ranging fluctuations.
W et-Corn Millers and Cereal M anufacturers. Manufacturers of 
starch and corn sugar (wet-corn millers) and cereal manufacturers 
do not hedge to the same extent that grain merchandisers and flour 
millers do because the movements of selling prices of their products 
do not normally parallel closely the price movements of grain futures 
contracts. Activities of companies in the grain futures markets could 
be considered hedging only in the broad sense of representing occa­
sional protective measures in general grain purchasing functions. Pro­
cessors of that type, however, generally consider that they obtain better 
income determinations from using the conventional cost basis of in­
ventory than from adopting the market basis.
Soybean Processors. Processors of soybeans present some interest­
ing possibilities for the application of the hedging procedures basis 
as well as illustrations of a diversity of accounting practices within an 
industry. Futures markets exist for soybeans and soybean oil and meal,
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which are the two basic merchantable products derived from crushing 
the beans. That presents a processor some eighteen possible combina­
tions of positions with respect to his inventories and futures contracts 
for hedging. Producers in the field either have other grain operations 
or have generated the soybean operations from other grain activities 
that had, or did not have, traditional hedging procedures. Those 
two factors of the soybean industry have probably accounted for the 
apparent wide diversity of inventory methods in the industry. Another 
factor making it difficult to distill a common practice is that the indus­
try is relatively new, having developed rapidly since the early 1950s.
Feed M illers. Feed production is an adjunct of other grain process­
ing activities; few companies are solely engaged in that manufacturing 
activity. There are no specific futures markets in feed. Many factors 
other than price of grain content govern the market price of feeds. 
Accordingly, there is no significant amount of hedging in feed inven­
tories, nor is there a particular reason why the manufacturers of feed 
should not be able to determine appropriate cost bases for inventory 
purposes.
Conclusion on Hedging Procedures. Study of inventory account­
ing of grain merchandisers and processors presents an interesting illus­
tration of how certain accounting principles have developed. The 
present rule has permitted the enterprises to use market value as an 
exception to historical cost principles because it is considered imprac­
ticable to determine unit costs of certain products. The development 
of the hedging procedures method indicates management’s preference 
for an approximate cost basis even under complex circumstances. The 
need for management cost accounting procedures that provide logical 
data on which to base cost/price planning and to monitor operating 
results effectively has resulted in tacit acceptance of a new inventory 
accounting principle for companies that hedge commodity prices 
significantly.
I therefore recommend that the hedging procedures method be given 
authoritative recognition as the preferable accounting basis of the 
hedged portions of inventories of grain merchandisers and processors. 
The method should be differentiated from methods that are exceptions 
to the realization principle. The use of the method should, however, 
be appropriately explained in notes to the financial statements, with 
disclosure of the extent to which the resulting basis approximates the 
lower of cost or net realizable value. The recommendations are in­
corporated in the substance of recommendations set forth in Chapter 9.
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Recommended Restatement of Principles
Considerations and Conclusions 
Underlying Recommendations
The main thrust of my research was directed toward a critical 
examination of the concepts and principles underlying existing in­
ventory accounting practices as well as to their application in practice. 
The hypothesis underlying the examination was that existing inventory 
accounting practices may give rise to diversities in reported operating 
results and financial position even if the underlying circumstances are 
essentially similar. The overriding purpose of the examination was to 
determine if significant diversities do exist and, if so, whether they 
might be narrowed through revision of existing principles or establish­
ment of criteria for their implementation.
I found that inventory accounting practices do permit significant 
differences in financial reporting in essentially similar circumstances. 
That is evident in critical writings on the subject by users of financial 
information and confirmed by interviews with financial executives in 
industry and top technical partners of accounting firms.
Diversities appear in three general areas in determining the account­
ing basis of inventories. First, the most difficult problem to deal with 
is found in the cost concepts and principles underlying inventories of 
manufacturing and other types of production operations. The diver­
sities revolve around which costs are to be associated with production 
operations, which costs are to be used to calculate unit product costs 
for inventory purposes, which costs are to be treated as period costs of 
the periods in which they are incurred, and how product costs are to 
be assigned to units of product. A second practice of considerable
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diversity lies in implementing the present lower of cost or market rule; 
difficulties particularly surround the term market. Finally, presently 
accepted principles governing the selection of cost flow assumption— 
Fifo as compared with Lifo, for example—permit substantial differ­
ences in inventory totals to be reported in circumstances that are 
substantively similar.
Emphasis throughout this study has been on determination of a cost 
basis of items on hand in year-end inventories which represents the 
portion of current year’s costs that should be charged against future 
revenue expected to be realized from the ultimate disposition of the 
items. If an enterprise has inventories, an appropriate matching of 
future costs and revenue in its income statements is inherently de­
pendent on an appropriate accounting basis for inventories reflected 
in balance sheets. Consequently, I believe there should be no differ­
ence in emphasis for proper inventory accounting as between income 
statements and balance sheets.
Although the research for this study was conducted within the 
framework of historical cost accounting, many of the problems studied 
were also viewed in the light of possible solutions that might result 
from moving from that basis to so-called current cost or current value 
accounting. Little support for a move was found among either the 
users or the producers of financial statements who participated in the 
study. The consensus was that much can be done to narrow diversities 
of practice within the present framework. Discussions also brought 
out clearly that the historical cost basis will continue to be used under 
any circumstances to produce the information on which management 
plans, controls, and monitors the results of its operations; historical 
cost is the basis from which current value projections would be made 
if they were to be required at some future date for reporting income.
Many diversities in practice can be narrowed or eliminated by ex­
panding authoritative pronouncements to include important concepts 
and broad operating principles such as those discussed in the previous 
chapters. The following should be included:
1. Adoption of a positive statement favoring absorption cost­
ing with specific recognition of established principles of 
cost composition such as those underlying the identifica­
tion of direct material and direct labor costs if practicable, 
normalization of cost elements, and calculation of over­
head rates at levels of production that eliminate idle excess 
capacity costs from overhead allocations.
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2. Description of circumstances in which specific identifica­
tion of inventory costs is preferable to an assumption of 
cost flow. Expression of preference for the first-in first-out 
cost flow if an assumption of cost flow is necessary and a 
statement of requirements for additional disclosure if 
other cost flow assumptions are used.
3. Adoption of the rule of lower of cost or net realizable 
value.
The adoption of those principles should assist in reducing diversities 
in practice. At the same time, one must recognize that no neat package 
of principles or other criteria exists to substitute for the professional 
judgment of the responsible accountant. The need for the exercise of 
judgment in accounting for inventories is so great that I recommend 
to authoritative bodies that they refrain from establishing rules that, 
in isolation from the conditions and circumstances that may exist in 
practice, attempt to determine the accounting treatment to be applied 
under any and all circumstances.
Recommended Revision of ARB 43, Chapter 4
Discussions in earlier chapters point out my acceptance of much of 
the substance of ARB 43, Chapter 4, which represents the present 
accepted pronouncement on the accounting basis of inventories. Ac­
cordingly, my summary of findings and recommendations is presented 
in the format of a suggested revision of that document. The support­
ing statements of problems and reasoning in the first eight chapters 
of this study must be examined to judge the conclusions and recom­
mendations incorporated in the following revision.
T H E  A C C O U N T IN G  BASIS O F IN V E N T O R IE S
Introduction
If the operation of a business enterprise includes the ownership 
of a stock of goods, adequate financial accounting requires that 
inventories be properly compiled and recorded periodically. In­
ventories are necessary to establish the financial position of an 
enterprise and to measure its periodic income.
The term inventory is used to designate the aggregate of those 
items of tangible personal property of an enterprise that (1 ) are
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held for sale in the ordinary course of business, (2 ) are in the 
process of production for sale, or (3 ) are to be consumed cur­
rently in the production of goods or services to be available for 
sale. Thus, the term embraces the goods awaiting sale in a mer­
chandising enterprise and the finished products of a manufactur­
ing enterprise. It includes products in process of production 
(work in process) in a manufacturing enterprise and raw mate­
rials and supplies that are to be consumed directly or indirectly 
in production. The term is used sometimes to describe operating 
materials and supplies of certain types of enterprises such as utili­
ties and oil producers.
This statement deals with the broad accounting principles 
underlying the pricing or determination of the accounting basis 
of inventories of enterprises engaged in merchandising operations 
and in manufacturing and other types of operations involving 
production. Its conclusions are not directed to, or necessarily 
applicable to, noncommercial businesses or regulated utilities.
Conceptual nature of inventories
A major objective of accounting for inventories is the proper 
determination of income through the process of matching costs 
against revenue. Normally, revenue arises in a continuous repeti­
tive process or cycle of operations in which goods are acquired 
and sold or raw materials are purchased, processed, and the re­
sulting products are sold; as goods or products are sold, other 
goods and products are acquired for additional sale or processing. 
The input into the accounting for this process is a continuing flow 
of costs incurred for merchandise purchased or for the materials, 
labor, and indirect costs of producing manufactured products. 
Appropriate matching of the costs with the revenue from the 
sales of the merchandise and products manufactured is interre­
lated with asset valuation since it involves the division of costs 
associated with an accounting period between
those that have expired and become expenses of the 
period
and
those that are related to future periods and are carried 
forward as assets at the end of the period.
The aggregate balance of costs to be carried forward at a given
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date should represent costs that are appropriately assignable to 
the remaining physical quantities of materials or goods on hand 
to be consumed in production or to be sold in future periods.
Conceptually, if an asset is sold, its acquisition cost expires and 
becomes an expense chargeable against the revenue produced by 
the sale. The aggregate cost basis of an ending inventory there­
fore theoretically could be determined by deducting the cost of 
all units sold and otherwise disposed of from the total cost of all 
merchandise acquired and manufactured during a period. A 
greater degree of validity for balance sheet and income deter­
mination purposes is obtained by pricing the physical quantities 
of units on hand at the year end at their respective unit costs or 
the closest practical approximations of the costs. The cost of 
units sold during a period is approximated for interim financial 
reporting and the more accurate physical inventory basis deter­
mined at, or reasonably near, the close of the fiscal year.
The amount conventionally shown in income statements as cost 
of goods sold matched against the year’s revenue from sales is a 
composite of costs carried forward as the preceding year’s ending 
inventory plus costs of merchandise acquired or products manu­
factured during the year reduced by the cost basis of the units 
on hand at the year end.
The entire process inherently requires the association of pur­
chase costs and manufacturing costs with units of merchandise 
and manufactured products.
Cost basis of inventories
The primary basis of accounting for inventories is cost, which 
has been defined generally as the price paid or consideration 
given to acquire an asset. In principle, cost of inventories is the 
sum of the applicable expenditures and charges directly or in­
directly incurred to bring an article to its existing condition and 
location. Except as otherwise provided for in this statement, in­
ventories should be stated at cost in conformity with the historical 
cost basis of initially recording assets at acquisition cost and ex­
cluding increases in value of assets from income until corrobor­
ated by an exchange transaction. Thus, determination of the 
acquisition cost of the items comprising an inventory is ordinarily 
the initial step in establishing the accounting basis of the 
inventory.
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Merchandise cost
The cost basis of goods acquired for sale in merchandising 
operations should be the purchase price plus costs of inbound 
transportation. That basis is conventionally considered to be the 
cost of bringing merchandise to the location and condition in 
which it is available for sale. None of the indirect costs of buying, 
storing, and handling merchandise are considered allocable to 
the cost of goods in merchandising operations because all of those 
functions are conventionally considered to be carried on in support 
of the selling functions.
Costs of manufacturing products
Inventories of manufacturing enterprises may consist of raw 
materials and supplies to be consumed in production, partly fin­
ished components of end products in various stages of completion, 
and finished products and components held for sale. An enter­
prise’s operations may encompass numerous types of facilities for 
fabricating and processing the different products manufactured 
for sale.
Two types of problems involved in determining product costs 
for inventories in manufacturing operations are
(1 ) cost selection—identifying the broad classifications 
of costs associated with the manufacturing opera­
tions of the production period that should be ascrib­
able to products and
(2 ) cost assignment—tracing those costs to products, 
either directly or indirectly, through rational and 
systematic means of measuring both ( a ) the relative 
extent to which the various manufacturing processes 
cause the costs to be incurred and (b ) the rela­
tive extent to which the various products use the 
processes.
Cause and effect relationships underlie the concepts and prin­
ciples governing the determination of costs of manufacturing 
products.
M an ufacturin g costs. Manufacturing costs are those oper­
ating costs that are necessary to the manufacturing activities by
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reason of their predominant functional origin or control. Ordi­
narily, manufacturing costs are costs that would not be incurred 
if the enterprise did not maintain the facilities and organization 
to carry on manufacturing activities regularly. Manufacturing 
activities in that sense are the processes, functions, and overall 
operations involved in combining materials and services to pro­
duce products for sale to customers. They do not include the 
activities predominantly associated with the enterprise’s general 
research and development or with its selling, general and admin­
istrative, and financing functions.
The development of a rational, systematic process of determin­
ing costs of manufacturing products ordinarily requires the accu­
mulation of operating cost data classified in terms of the major 
functions involved in the manufacturing processes.
In determining unit product costs for inventory purposes, all 
elements of cost associated with the manufacturing activities of 
an enterprise are relevant to unit product costs except to the ex­
tent that they represent (1 ) costs of idle excess production ca­
pacities or (2 ) costs which are so abnormal as to represent losses 
rather than costs of producing. Costs in those two categories are 
considered to have expired and are thus chargeable to expenses 
of the period in which they are incurred.
D irect costs. In many manufacturing operations it is practi­
cable to identify, physically and by observation, specific units of 
material as integral parts of the end products and to identify by 
observation the application of labor to specific units of product. 
That identification is fundamental to rational, analytic calcula­
tions of product costs because of its reliable cost association and 
measurement. If justified by the facts, therefore, the costs of 
material and labor should be accounted for as identifiable com­
ponents of unit product costs.
In accounting for production in continuous process operations, 
identification of direct material and direct labor may not be feas­
ible because measurement of units of labor or material added in 
the process is not practicable. Illustrations are certain types of 
refining of metals, petroleum, and chemicals and plating and heat- 
treating operations in general manufacturing.
Norm alization of cost factors. Accounting for losses from 
production cost abnormalities as expenses of the period of in­
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currence is ordinarily achieved by normalization of cost factors 
entering into the calculations of unit product costs. Normal usage 
and performance with respect to quantities of direct material and 
direct labor are set at levels conforming with standards of 
achievement that are considered reasonably attainable under or­
dinary operating conditions existing during the production period 
involved. Unless idle excess capacities are present, the same con­
cept of normalcy applies to methods of measuring production 
activities for overhead allocations.
Normal direct material prices are those prevailing during the 
accounting period for purchase of normal lot size quantities from 
regular sources of supply. Normal direct labor costs are generally 
those compiled on the basis of the hours required at reasonably 
attainable levels of production efficiency priced at average hourly 
rates for the skills ordinarily required for the various operations. 
Normal overhead rates are those calculated on the basis of pro­
viding for appropriate allocations of all manufacturing costs in­
curred in connection with the ordinary operating conditions 
existing during the period. Overhead rates should include normal 
amounts of waste and spoilage that are not otherwise included in 
the direct material and direct labor cost factors used in unit 
product cost calculations.
Idle facility costs are usually segregated from the cost data 
underlying unit product cost assignments and specifically identi­
fied as expense of the periods in which incurred. Costs of other 
types of excess productive capacities are usually identified and 
segregated through appropriate structuring of overhead rates.
M a n ufacturin g  overhead allocations. Manufacturing costs 
exclusive of those assigned to units of product as direct costs 
represent indirect or overhead costs. The basic objective in allo­
cating overhead costs to units of product is to develop a rational, 
analytical system of assigning the total pool of those costs to 
products on bases that generally measure the extent to which the 
various products use or consume the enterprise’s manufacturing 
resources and facilities. Underlying the validity of all allocation 
methods is the concept of accumulating pools of costs having 
similar characteristics as to their functional origin or control, 
thereby enabling the selection of appropriately related statistical 
measurements of production through which to trace the indirect 
costs to products.
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O verhead rates. Manufacturing overhead rates used in the 
calculation of unit product costs are generally developed on a 
predetermined basis to reflect (1 ) reasonable averages of short- 
range or cyclical variations in those elements of cost that vary 
directly in relation to production volume (variable costs) and (2 ) 
relationships between those elements of cost that do not vary 
with volume (fixed costs) and the levels of utilization to which 
production capacities are committed for the accounting period 
(usually the fiscal year). Operations for a fiscal year are nor­
mally planned at an overall activity level that allows for limited 
expansion or contraction necessary to accommodate short-term 
cyclical or seasonal demands. The normal expectancy levels so 
determined should be based on ordinarily scheduled work periods 
with appropriate allowances for employee rest periods, holidays, 
vacations, work stoppages for inventory-taking, and the like. If 
operations are planned in that manner from year to year and the 
planned levels of utilization do not involve major expansion or 
contraction of available productive capacities, those normal ex­
pectancy levels represent appropriate utilization levels for calcu­
lating both variable and fixed elements in overhead rates.
Excess capacity costs. If the expected level of capacity utili­
zation falls significantly below normal expectations, the overhead 
rate should provide for the absorption of fixed manufacturing 
overhead at a level of utilization considered to be reasonably at­
tainable under the planned normal operating conditions for which 
productive capacities have been provided. Then, the unabsorbed 
fixed overhead provides a means of identifying the amount of 
costs attributable to unused excess capacities that should be ac­
counted for as expense of the period in which it is incurred.
The need for segregating costs of unused capacity in that man­
ner occurs most frequently (1 ) if new facilities are added that 
have greater capacities than are immediately needed, (2 ) if 
operations are being phased out in anticipation of discontinuing 
certain product lines, or (3 ) if productive facilities are in the 
process of being abandoned or converted to new uses. The allo­
cation of fixed overhead costs in those situations at rates based on 
expected levels of capacity utilization could produce abnormally 
high unit product costs by reason of including excess capacity 
expenses. The fixed cost element of the overhead rate in those 
circumstances should be based on the higher level of activity
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reasonably attainable on a full-stream basis or at the level con­
sidered normal prior to the phase-out period.
G oal—to  reflect causal rela tionsh ips. Numerous combina­
tions of methods and procedures can be employed in developing 
analytical systems for determining costs of manufacturing prod­
ucts. No one method is superior and it is impracticable in a gen­
eral statement of this kind to develop criteria for determining costs 
in specific types of manufacturing operations. The governing 
principles are grounded in cause and effect relationships. The 
highest degree of validity in cost assignment to products is found 
in that assignment that best reflects the most likely causal re­
lationship, for example, as is evident in direct costs. The criteria 
for measuring the validity and effectiveness of indirect cost 
assignment lie in the extent to which the methods employed de­
velop homogeneity in relationships between types of cost and the 
statistical measurements of production activity used to trace costs 
to points at which they can be identified with specific products.
Cost flow assumptions
It is practicable in a few types of operations to identify specific 
acquisition costs of merchandise or specific costs incurred in 
manufacturing products with the units sold during the period and 
those on hand at the end of the period. Specific identification is 
not practicable in most manufacturing and merchandising opera­
tions if interchangeable units of products and merchandise are 
manufactured or purchased at differing unit costs in a continuing 
flow of transactions. Some assumption of the flow of units and 
related costs is therefore necessary to assign appropriate acquisi­
tion costs (1) to the units sold during an accounting period and 
(2) to units remaining on hand in inventory at the end of the 
period.
Specific iden tifica tion . Specific identification of costs is prac­
ticable and desirable only if the inventory items are not inter­
changeable and are acquired or produced as units that are 
identifiable throughout the production and merchandising pro­
cesses. Specific cost identification is most commonly used in 
merchandising (by either the manufacturers or the distributors) 
of heavy industrial equipment, farm equipment, automobiles and
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trucks, art objects, antiques, expensive jewelry, and the like. 
The distinguishing characteristics of those inventories are that 
they are ordinarily comprised of large or relatively expensive 
units, purchased or produced as individual units or in small 
quantities, and units are not interchangeable. Averaging of unit 
costs or assumptions of cost flow for those types of items might 
produce an unrealistic basis for the inventories and fail to achieve 
a logical matching of costs and revenue.
First-in first-out—F ifo . The most likely physical flow of pur­
chased materials through a merchandising or manufacturing com­
pany is that the earliest units acquired are the first processed and 
sold. Most products and merchandise deteriorate over time and 
most manufacturers and merchants try to sell their oldest stock 
first. Intuitively, we assume that costs attach to physical units 
and follow the same flow. Therefore, if specific identification of 
unit costs is impracticable and unless persuasive evidence leads 
to a contrary conclusion, the most realistic approximation of 
specific identification is achieved through assuming a first-in first- 
out flow of units and related costs.
Base stock assum ption. A variation of the Fifo cost flow 
termed the base stock method assumes that an absolute minimum 
quantity of inventory can be identified in some types of operations 
as necessary to maintain a continuing operation and therefore 
represents an involuntary fixed commitment analogous to a fixed 
asset. An arbitrary cost basis is assigned to the base stock and 
carried forward unchanged to avoid affecting income with fluctua­
tions which might result if the first-in first-out method were 
applied. Decreases in the base stock quantities at the end of a 
period are considered temporary conditions, and reserves are pro­
vided for an anticipated excess of replacement cost over the ar­
bitrary cost basis which would otherwise be applied. The method 
is not used often in practice because it is not allowable presently 
for calculating income for federal income tax purposes.
Last-in first-out—L ifo . Lifo involves an artificial assumption 
of cost flow that matches the revenue from the sale of a particular 
unit with the cost of an entirely different unit. Year-end inventory 
quantities equal to those on hand at the beginning of the year 
are priced at the beginning-of-the-year cost basis. Inventories
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are priced on a basis reflecting the current year costs only to 
the extent that year-end quantities exceed those at the beginning 
of the year. The effect on income is to match the latest incurred 
production or merchandise costs with the current year’s sales rev­
enue. The effect on assets is that a Lifo cost flow assumption may 
price a substantial portion of year-end inventory quantities at 
costs in effect during the year in which a particular enterprise 
originally adopted the method. If there have been significant 
quantity fluctuations since the year the method was adopted, 
portions of the year-end inventory quantities may be priced at 
costs in effect in any of the various years since adoption of the 
method.
Lifo was originally adopted as a substitute for the base stock 
method and is allowable for federal income tax purposes provided 
the enterprise also uses the method for general financial reporting.
Problems of using various cost flow concepts. The account­
ing objective of matching appropriate costs with revenue is 
achieved ordinarily by identification of the specific costs of items 
sold or the closest practical approximation of the costs. If opera­
tions involve a continuing flow of interchangeable items having 
differing unit costs, the closest approximation to specific identifi­
cation is a first-in first-out assumption of cost flow. Specific identi­
fication and Fifo therefore most clearly approximate the intuitive 
expectation of a user of financial statements that income has been 
determined by comparing sales revenue with the costs of the items 
sold and that the balance sheet inventory amounts represent the 
acquisition costs of the units remaining on hand.
Recognition must be accorded to the soundness of the base 
stock concept of inventory in certain special circumstances. The 
fact must be recognized (1 ) that many enterprises enjoy sub­
stantial tax benefits from using Lifo and will continue to use it, 
whatever the actual flow of product, and (2 ) that this creates 
differing accounting results in substantively similar circumstances, 
thereby failing to meet the qualitative objective of comparability 
in financial reporting.
The wide range of differing circumstances in specific cases and 
the importance of its tax benefits make it impracticable to estab­
lish criteria that would place restrictions on the use of Lifo.
Disclosure of the effects of artificial cost flow assumptions. 
Knowledge of the cost flow assumption underlying the accounting
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basis of inventories is essential to an understanding of the finan­
cial statements of an enterprise in which inventories are a mate­
rial factor. Specific identification of cost and the first-in first-out 
assumption of cost flow are accepted in principle as representing 
a realistic, practical, and expected matching of costs and revenue 
if inventories are a factor. If, however, the last-in first-out, base 
stock, or any other assumption of cost flow is used, supplementary 
information should be submitted to disclose the effect of its use 
as compared with the first-in first-out basis on (1) net income of 
the period and (2) the inventory amounts in the balance sheet, 
with appropriate disclosure of the tax allocations necessary to 
determine the effects.
The essential element of disclosure about the accounting basis 
of inventories is the extent to which acquisition cost or the closest 
practical approximation of it has been used in determining the 
cost of items sold and on hand in inventory. Disclosure of the 
methods of calculating unit costs is relevant only to the extent it 
discloses how the method produces an effect differing from the 
normal expectation. For example, unit product cost standards 
(standard costs) are used extensively in determining costs of 
manufactured products. If those specification-type costs are ad­
justed periodically to reflect current cost experience, they provide 
an appropriate basis of determining the cost basis of inventories 
under either Fifo or Lifo cost flow assumptions. The same is true 
of using average costs in calculating unit costs or cost elements. 
Use of the terms standard or average costs without further ex­
planation does not, however, provide cost flow information neces­
sary to an adequate understanding of the cost basis of inventories.
Recognition of loss in utility value of inventories
L ow er o f cost or n e t rea lizable  value. A departure from the 
cost basis of pricing inventories is required if the utility value of 
inventory items is no longer as great as its cost. If there is evi­
dence that the utility value of inventory items in their disposal or 
use in the ordinary course of business will be less than cost, the 
difference should be recognized as a loss of the period in which it 
becomes evident. That should be accomplished by reducing the 
cost basis of the affected inventory items to their net realizable 
value. For purposes of applying the principle, net realizable value
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means anticipated selling price less (1 ) costs of completion and
(2 ) appropriate allocations of the marketing, administration and 
general costs (commercial expenses) attributable to sale of the 
items in question. The implementation of the principle of lower of 
cost or net realizable value should not serve to increase the margin 
between the expected selling price and the reduced cost basis of 
the affected items beyond that existing immediately prior to the 
discovery of the factors that give rise to the revaluation of the 
inventory amounts.
Loss in the utility of inventory items may arise through physical 
deterioration, obsolescence, unbalanced inventory position as be­
tween materials and end product components, or excess stocks in 
relation to consumer demands. The existence of potential losses 
may be detected through external reductions in either acquisition 
prices of input costs or in selling prices of end products, or 
through situations developing in which selling prices may not be 
increased to cover increases in acquisition costs. Any of those 
conditions may dislocate existing or planned cost/price relation­
ships and profit potentials. While the events indicate potential 
losses in utility, the earliest point at which losses can be measured 
objectively is the date that the enterprise’s management adopts 
or commits itself to a planned course of action relative to the use 
or disposal of the products affected. Only then can the resultant 
planned net realizable values be determined.
The profit-making potential of inventory items measures their 
utility value. A continuing process of planning profit potentials, 
formally or informally, requires projecting cost/price relationships 
to determine the extent to which sales prices will provide margins 
above costs to (1 ) cover the direct selling expenses and allocable 
portions of general selling and administrative expenses and (2) 
yield overall profits. The same projection process should be util­
ized in measuring losses in inventory utility if it is expected that 
the affected items will be sold in the ordinary course of the enter­
prise’s merchandising operations. In those circumstances, the 
anticipated selling price less allocable commercial expenses of the 
period in which the items are to be sold provides a maximum 
basis at which the items should be carried in the inventory. If 
the affected inventory items are not to be sold in the ordinary 
course of merchandising operations, net realizable values should 
be the anticipated selling prices less direct expense of disposal. 
The implementation of the lower of cost or net realizable value
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principle essentially provides for a break-even basis on disposition 
of the affected items unless the realignment would increase the 
carrying basis of the items.
In general, implementation of the principle should not operate 
to offset losses in some inventory items against potential profit 
margins in other items or portions of the inventory. The conven­
tional application of the retail inventory method is recognized 
as an appropriate implementation of the principle on a depart­
mental basis since the department is recognized as the basic unit 
for department store type merchandising operations.
Losses on firm purchase com m itm ents. Accrued losses on 
firm purchase commitments for materials and services should be 
calculated in the same manner as losses in utility value of inven­
tory items and should, if material, be recorded as expenses of the 
period in which they become evident.
Special areas
The foregoing discussions cover principles underlying cost de­
terminations, cost flow assumptions, and recognition of loss in 
utility value of inventories that apply to a wide range of merchan­
dising, manufacturing, and other types of operations. Certain 
types of merchandising and production operations, however, have 
features that create unusual inventory accounting problems. Sev­
eral types of problems are outlined in this section to highlight 
the extent to which the areas may or may not require special 
treatment in establishing the accounting basis of inventories.
T he retail inventory m ethod. In department store type op­
erations, specific identification of merchandise costs becomes im­
practicable because of large volumes of merchandise sold in small 
quantities at varying rates of turnover. A practical solution to 
problems of matching costs and revenue in that type of operations, 
known as the retail inventory method, has been used extensively 
for many years by department stores and in a few other types of 
operations having similar merchandising characteristics.
The method consists essentially of the accumulation of the re­
tail selling value of all items entering into the departmental mer­
chandising operations in a manner that enables a reduction of the 
retail amounts of sales output and remaining inventories to a cost
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basis through the application of average departmental gross mark­
up percentages. The retail value of the input (beginning inven­
tory plus the period’s purchases) for each department or merchan­
dise classification is reduced by sales— thereby arriving at an 
amount representing the retail value of the ending inventory. 
That amount is reduced to a cost basis by applying the average 
gross markup developed statistically for the input of the depart­
ment or merchandise classification. The retail values so calculated 
for inventories are adjusted periodically to conform with retail 
values of physical inventories of merchandise on hand.
The method is adaptable to the Lifo cost flow assumption 
through the application of the so-called dollar-value method of 
determining the required departmental inventory quantity com­
parisons at beginning and end of each year. A Fifo application 
of the retail inventory method approximates a lower of cost or 
net realizable basis of inventories by eliminating markdowns in 
selling prices from the calculations of the markup percentages 
used to reduce the retail values of ending inventories.
The retail inventory method depends on appropriate depart­
mentalization. The concept is much the same as that underlying 
the allocation of indirect manufacturing costs, namely, establishing 
pools of costs having similar characteristics in relation to the sta­
tistical bases used in allocating them to units of production. The 
most valid results are obtained under the retail method if the 
departmental groupings provide the greatest practicable degree 
of similarity in merchandise characteristics as to markups, mark- 
downs, and turnover. Without those characteristics, the broad 
averaging that is inherent in the method could produce distor­
tions of the cost/price ratios used to calculate the accounting basis 
of year-end inventories.
The use of the retail inventory method for department store 
type operations and other merchandising operations having simi­
lar characteristics is accepted as a satisfactory means of imple­
menting the basic concepts and principles outlined in this opinion.
Extractive industries. The concepts and principles outlined 
earlier in the discussion as applicable to the accounting basis of 
inventories for manufacturing enterprises are equally applicable 
to the production processes of extractive industries. Extractive 
processes involve certain additional cost elements such as deple­
tion and the depreciation and amortization of deferred mining
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costs. Production costs and inventories should include those cost 
elements.
Cost-recovery-type contracts. Under a true cost-reimburse­
ment contract, unbilled accumulated costs determined in accord­
ance with contract terms generally represent an acceptable basis 
for inventory accounting purposes. The feature that distinguishes 
cost determinations in all cost-recovery-type contract production 
from ordinary cost procedures is that product costs from which 
the contract price is computed become a matter of negotiation. 
The purchaser is in effect assuming the risks and merely employ­
ing the contractor’s organization and production facilities. The 
purchaser agrees to reimburse the contractor for costs incurred in 
performing the service and to pay him a fee for his efforts. The 
contractor’s cost accounting objective, therefore, is to accumulate 
all costs related to the project, either specifically identified with 
it or appropriately allocable to it, in accordance with the terms of 
the contract. Cost accumulations would ordinarily be made on a 
specific identification basis, by project, without eliminating ab­
normalities, and overhead might be allocated in accordance with 
the negotiated terms of the contract rather than the contractor’s 
usual allocation basis.
In other respects, the cost concepts and principles outlined for 
determining the cost basis of inventories would apply equally to 
this type of production.
Jo in t product and by-product costs. It is frequently con­
sidered impracticable to implement accepted cost concepts and 
principles applicable to general production accounting in situa­
tions involving joint products or by-products. Joint products are 
those that by their nature or by reason of their production pro­
cesses, cannot be produced separately. If each of the products is a 
principal factor in an enterprise’s production, they are considered 
to be joint products. If one is considered the principal product, 
the others are usually described as by-products. Examples are 
combinations of minerals in the same ore and the combination of 
petroleum and natural gas in the same well. Meat packing in­
volves production of both joint products and by-products.
Joint product and by-product production creates some intricate 
problems in cost determination because all production costs are 
identifiable only in total up to the point that the products can be
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separated. Relative market values of the products are frequently 
used as a basis for joint cost allocations between the products. 
The resultant basis of inventory accounting beyond the point of 
separation then follows accepted cost concepts and principles. In 
some typical by-product situations, a market value basis is as­
signed to the by-product, leaving the total of the residual cost 
as cost of the principal product.
M arket as the accounting basis of inventories. Exceptional 
cases exist in which it is not practicable to determine an appro­
priate cost basis for products. A market basis is acceptable if the 
products (1) have immediate marketability at quoted market 
prices that cannot be influenced by the producer, (2) have char­
acteristics of unit interchangeability, and (3) have relatively in­
significant costs of disposal. The accounting basis of those kinds 
of inventories should be their realizable value, calculated on the 
basis of quoted market prices less estimated direct costs of dis­
posal. Examples are precious metals produced as joint products 
or by-products of extractive processes and fresh dressed meats 
produced in meat packing operations.
H edging procedures. If an enterprise is engaged in the mer­
chandising or processing of grains and follows a policy of hedging 
its inventory positions by entering into contracts in established 
commodity futures markets to buy or sell corresponding quan­
tities of grain or grain content of converted product, the prefer­
able accounting basis for its grain inventories is current market 
price adjusted to reflect gains and losses of all open commodity 
futures contracts at the inventory date. The use of this so-called 
hedging procedures method operates to approximate a lower of 
cost or net realizable value basis for the hedged inventory 
amounts.
Disclosures
The selection and methods of implementing the accounting 
principles underlying an enterprise’s accounting basis of inven­
tories constitute an accounting policy required to be disclosed 
in accordance with APB Opinion 22, “Disclosure of Accounting 
Policies.” Disclosure necessary to an understanding of the ac­
counting significance of the inventory basis ordinarily should in­
clude the following:
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1. The basis of identifying cost with merchandise or prod­
ucts, such as specific cost identification of units, Fifo or 
Lifo cost flow assumption, or combinations thereof.
2. The effect of using Lifo, base stock, or any cost flow 
assumption other than Fifo, as compared with the Fifo 
basis, on (a) net income of the period and (b) the in­
ventory amounts in the balance sheet. ( The effect should 
include the tax allocation necessary to determine the 
effect.)
3. The extent to which the basis reflects a valuation of lower 
of cost or net realizable value. If a material portion of 
the inventory has been reduced to reflect loss in utility 
value, the amount of inventory and the extent of loss 
recognized in the write-down should be disclosed. The 
extent to which and reasons why the accounting basis of 
inventories is not on a cost basis except for reductions 
to realizable values.
A significant change in the basis of accounting for inventories 
represents an accounting change required to be disclosed in 
accordance with APB Opinion 20, “Accounting Changes.”
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CHAPTER 4, “INVENTORY PRICING”
1. W h e n e v e r  t h e  o p e r a t i o n  o f  a  business includes the owner­
ship of a stock of goods, it is necessary for adequate financial ac­
counting purposes that inventories be properly compiled periodically 
and recorded in the accounts.1 Such inventories are required both 
for the statement of financial position and for the periodic measure­
ment of income.
2. This chapter sets forth the general principles applicable to 
the pricing of inventories of mercantile and manufacturing enterprises. 
Its conclusions are not directed to or necessarily applicable to non­
commercial businesses or to regulated utilities.
S T A T E M E N T  1
The term inventory is used herein to designate the 
aggregate of those items of tangible personal property 
which (1) are held for sale in the ordinary course of 
business, (2) are in process of production for such 
sale, or (3) are to be currently consumed in the pro­
duction of goods or services to be available for sale.
Discussion
3. The term inventory embraces goods awaiting sale (the mer­
chandise of a trading concern and the finished goods of a manu­
facturer), goods in the course of production (work in process), 
and goods to be consumed directly or indirectly in production (raw 
materials and supplies). This definition of inventories excludes long­
term assets subject to depreciation accounting, or goods which, 
when put into use, will be so classified. The fact that a depreciable 
asset is retired from regular use and held for sale does not indicate 
that the item should be classified as part of the inventory. Raw ma­
terials and supplies purchased for production may be used or con­
sumed for the construction of long-term assets or other purposes 
not related to production, but the fact that inventory items repre­
senting a small portion of the total may not be absorbed ultimately 
in the production process does not require separate classification.
1 Prudent reliance upon perpetual inventory records is not precluded.
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By trade practice, operating materials and supplies of certain types 
of companies such as oil producers are usually treated as inven­
tory.
S T A T E M E N T  2
A major objective of accounting for inventories is 
the proper determination of income through the proc­
ess of matching appropriate costs against revenues.
Discussion
4. An inventory has financial significance because revenues may 
be obtained from its sale, or from title sale of the goods or services 
in whose production it is used. Normally such revenues arise in a 
continuous repetitive process or cycle of operations by which goods 
are acquired and sold, and further goods are acquired for addi­
tional sales. In accounting for the goods in the inventory at any point 
of time, the major objective is the matching of appropriate costs 
against revenues in order that there may be a proper determination 
of the realized income. Thus, the inventory at any given date is 
the balance of costs applicable to goods on hand remaining after 
the matching of absorbed costs with concurrent revenues. This bal­
ance is appropriately carried to future periods provided it does n6t 
exceed an amount properly chargeable against the revenues expect­
ed to be obtained from ultimate disposition of the goods carried 
forward. In practice, this balance is determined by the process of 
pricing the articles comprised in the inventory.
S T A T E M E N T  3
The primary basis of accounting for inventories is 
cost, which has been defined generally as the price 
paid or consideration given to acquire an asset. As 
applied to inventories, cost means in principle the 
sum of the applicable expenditures and charges di­
rectly or indirectly incurred in bringing an article to 
its existing condition and location.
Discussion
5. In keeping with the principle that accounting is primarily 
based on cost, there is a presumption that inventories should be 
stated at cost. The definition of cost as applied to inventories is un­
derstood to mean acquisition and production cost,2 and its determin­
2 In the case of goods which have been written down below cost at the close 
of a fiscal period, such reduced amount is to be considered the cost for subse­
quent accounting purposes.
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ation involves many problems. Although principles for the deter­
mination of inventory costs may be easily stated, their application, 
particularly to such inventory items as work in process and finished 
goods, is difficult because of the variety of problems encountered in 
the allocation of costs and charges. For example, under some cir­
cumstances, items such as idle facility expense, excessive spoilage, 
double freight, and rehandling costs may be so abnormal as to re­
quire treatment as current period charges rather than as a portion 
of the inventory cost. Also, general and administrative expenses 
should be included as period charges, except for the portion of such 
expenses that may be clearly related to production and thus consti­
tute a part of inventory costs (product charges). Selling expenses 
constitute no part of inventory costs. It should also be recognized 
that the exclusion of all overheads from inventory costs does not 
constitute an accepted accounting procedure. The exercise of judg­
ment in an individual situation involves a consideration of the ade­
quacy of the procedures of the cost accounting system in use, the 
soundness of the principles thereof, and their consistent application.
S T A T E M E N T  4
Cost for inventory purposes may be determined 
under any one of several assumptions as to the flow 
of cost factors (such as first-in first-out, average, and 
last-in first-out); the major objective in selecting a 
method should be to choose the one which, under the 
circumstances, most clearly reflects periodic income.
Discussion
6. The cost to be matched against revenue from a sale may 
not be the identified cost of the specific item which is sold, especial­
ly in cases in which similar goods are purchased at different times 
and at different prices. While in some lines of business specific lots 
are clearly identified from the time of purchase through the time of 
sale and are costed on this basis, ordinarily the identity of goods 
is lost between the time of acquisition and the time of sale. In any 
event, if the materials purchased in various lots are identical and 
interchangeable, the use of identified cost of the various lots may not 
produce the most useful financial statements. This fact has resulted 
in the development of general acceptance of several assumptions 
with respect to the flow of cost factors (such as first-in first-out, 
average, and last-in first-out) to provide practical bases for the
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measurement of periodic income.3 In some situations a reversed 
mark-up procedure of inventory pricing, such as the retail inven­
tory method, may be both practical and appropriate. The business 
operations in some cases may be such as to make it desirable to 
apply one of the acceptable methods of determining cost to one 
portion of the inventory or components thereof and another of the 
acceptable methods to other portions of the inventory.
7. Although selection of the method should be made on the 
basis of the individual circumstances, it is obvious that financial 
statements will be more useful if uniform methods of inventory 
pricing are adopted by all companies within a given industry.
S T A T E M E N T  5
A departure from the cost basis of pricing the in­
ventory is required when the utility of the goods is 
no longer as great as its cost. Where there is evidence 
that the utility of goods, in their disposal in the or­
dinary course of business, will be less than cost, 
whether due to physical deterioration, obsolescence, 
changes in price levels, or other causes, the difference 
should be recognized as a loss of the current period.
This is generally accomplished by stating such goods 
at a lower level commonly designated as market.
D iscussion
8. Although the cost basis ordinarily achieves the objective 
of a proper matching of costs and revenues, under certain circum­
stances cost may not be the amount properly chargeable against 
the revenues of future periods. A departure from cost is required 
in these circumstances because cost is satisfactory only if the utility 
of the goods has not diminished since their acquisition; a loss of 
utility is to be reflected as a charge against the revenues of the 
period in which it occurs. Thus, in accounting for inventories, a 
loss should be recognized whenever the utility of goods is impaired 
by damage, deterioration, obsolescence, changes in price levels, or 
other causes. The measurement of such losses is accomplished by
3Standard costs are acceptable if adjusted at reasonable intervals to reflect 
current conditions so that at the balance-sheet date standard costs reasonably 
approximate costs computed under one of the recognized bases. In such cases 
descriptive language should be used which will express this relationship, as, 
for instance, “approximate costs determined on the first-in first-out basis," or, 
if it is desired to mention standard costs, “at standard costs, approximating 
average costs.”
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applying the rule of pricing inventories at cost or market, whichever 
is lower. This provides a practical means of measuring utility and 
thereby determining the amount of the loss to be recognized and 
accounted for in the current period.
S T A T E M E N T  6
As used in the phrase lower of cost or market4 the 
term market means current replacement cost (by pur­
chase or by reproduction, as the case may be) except 
that:
(1) Market should not exceed the net realizable value 
(i.e., estimated selling price in the ordinary course of 
business less reasonably predictable costs of completion 
and disposal); and
(2) Market should not be less than net realizable 
value reduced by an allowance for an approximately 
normal profit margin.
Discussion
9. The rule of cost or market, whichever is lower is intended to 
provide a means of measuring the residual usefulness of an inven­
tory expenditure. The term market is therefore to be interpreted 
as indicating utility on the inventory date and may be thought of in 
terms of the equivalent expenditure which would have to be made 
in the ordinary course at that date to procure corresponding utility. 
As a general guide, utility is indicated primarily by the current cost 
of replacement of the goods as they would be obtained by pur­
chase or reproduction. In applying the rule, however, judgment 
must always be exercised and no loss should be recognized unless 
the evidence indicates clearly that a loss has been sustained. There 
are therefore exceptions to such a standard. Replacement or re­
production prices would not be appropriate as a measure of utility 
when the estimated sales value, reduced by the costs of completion 
and disposal, is lower, in which case the realizable value so de­
termined more appropriately measures utility. Furthermore, where 
the evidence indicates that cost will be recovered with an approxi­
mately normal profit upon sale in the ordinary course of business, 
no loss should be recognized even though replacement or repro­
duction costs are lower. This might be true, for example, in the
4The terms cost or market, whichever is lower and lower of cost or market 
are used synonymously in general practice and in this chapter. The committee 
does not express any preference for either of the two alternatives.
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case of production under firm sales contracts at fixed prices, or 
when a reasonable volume of future orders is assured at stable 
selling prices.
10. Because of the many variations of circumstances encounter­
ed in inventory pricing, Statement 6 is intended as a guide rather 
than a literal rule. It should be applied realistically in the light of 
the objectives expressed in this chapter and with due regard to the 
form, content, and composition of the inventory. The committee con­
siders, for example, that the retail inventory method, if adequate 
markdowns are currently taken, accomplishes the objectives describ­
ed herein. It also recognizes that, if a business is expected to lose 
money for a sustained period, the inventory should not be written 
down to offset a loss inherent in the subsequent operations.
S T A T E M E N T  7
Depending on the character and composition of the 
inventory, the rule of cost or market, whichever is 
lower may properly be applied either directly to each 
item or to the total of the inventory (or, in some 
cases, to the total of the components of each major 
category). The method should be that which most 
clearly reflects periodic income.
Discussion
11. The purpose of reducing inventory to market is to reflect 
fairly the income of the period. The most common practice is to 
apply the lower of cost or market rule separately to each item of 
the inventory. However, if there is only one end-product category 
the cost utility of the total stock—the inventory in its entirety— 
may have the greatest significance for accounting purposes. Accord­
ingly, the reduction of individual items to market may not always 
lead to the most useful result if the utility of the total inventory to 
the business is not below its cost. This might be the case if selling 
prices are not affected by temporary or small fluctuations in cur­
rent costs of purchase or manufacture. Similarly, where more than 
one major product or operational category exists, the application of 
the cost or market, whichever is lower rule to the total of the items 
included in such major categories may result in the most useful de­
termination of income.
12. When no loss of income is expected to take place as a re­
sult of a reduction of cost prices of certain goods because others
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forming components of the same general categories of finished pro­
ducts have a market equally in excess of cost, such components 
need not be adjusted to market to the extent that they are in bal­
anced quantities. Thus, in such cases, the rule of cost or market, 
whichever is lower may be applied directly to the totals of the en­
tire inventory, rather than to the individual inventory items, if they 
enter into the same category of finished product and if they are in 
balanced quantities, provided the procedure is applied consistently 
from year to year.
13. To the extent, however, that the stocks of particular ma­
terials or components are excessive in relation to others, the more 
widely recognized procedure of applying the lower of cost or mar­
ket to the individual items constituting the excess should be follow­
ed. This would also apply in cases in which the items enter into 
the production of unrelated products or products having a material 
variation in the rate of turnover. Unless an effective method of 
classifying categories is practicable, the rule should be applied to 
each item in the inventory.
14. When substantial and unusual losses result from the appli­
cation of this rule it will frequently be desirable to disclose the 
amount of the loss in the income statement as a charge separately 
identified from the consumed inventory costs described as cost of 
goods sold.
S T A T E M E N T  8
The basis of stating inventories must be consistently 
applied and should be disclosed in the financial state­
ments; whenever a significant change is made therein, 
there should be disclosure of the nature of the change 
and, if material, the effect on income.
Discussion
15. While the basis of stating inventories does not affect the 
over-all gain or loss on the ultimate disposition of inventory items, 
any inconsistency in the selection or employment of a basis may 
improperly affect the periodic amounts of income or loss. Because 
of the common use and importance of periodic statements, a pro­
cedure adopted for the treatment of inventory items should be con­
sistently applied in order that the results reported may be fairly 
allocated as between years. A change of such basis may have an 
important effect upon the interpretation of the financial statements
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both before and after that change, and hence, in the event of a 
change, a full disclosure of its nature and of its effect, if ma­
terial, upon income should be made.
S T A T E M E N T  9
Only in exceptional cases may inventories properly 
be stated above cost. For example, precious metals 
having a fixed monetary value with no substantial 
cost of marketing may be stated at such monetary 
value; any other exceptions must be justifiable by 
inability to determine appropriate approximate costs, 
immediate marketability at quoted market price, and 
the characteristic of unit interchangeability. Where 
goods are stated above cost this fact should be fully 
disclosed.
Discussion
16. It is generally recognized that income accrues only at the 
time of sale, and that gains may not be anticipated by reflecting 
assets at their current sales prices. For certain articles, however, 
exceptions are permissible. Inventories of gold and silver, when 
there is an effective government-controlled market at a fixed mone­
tary value, are ordinarily reflected at selling prices. A similar treat­
ment is not uncommon for inventories representing agricultural, 
mineral, and other products, units of which are interchangeable and 
have an immediate marketability at quoted prices and for which 
appropriate costs may be difficult to obtain. Where such inventories 
are stated at sales prices, they should of course be reduced by ex­
penditures to be incurred in disposal, and the use of such basis 
should be fully disclosed in the financial statements.
S T A T E M E N T  10
Accrued net losses on firm purchase commitments 
for goods for inventory, measured in the same way as 
are inventory losses, should, if material, be recognized 
in the accounts and the amounts thereof separately 
disclosed in the income statement.
Discussion
17. The recognition in a current period of losses arising from 
the decline in the utility of cost expenditures is equally applicable 
to similar losses which are expected to arise from firm, uncancel-
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able, and unhedged commitments for the future purchase of inven­
tory items. The net loss on such commitments should be measured 
in the same way as are inventory losses and, if material, should be 
recognized in the accounts and separately disclosed in the income 
statement. The utility of such commitments is not impaired, and 
hence there is no loss, when the amounts to be realized from the 
disposition of the future inventory items are adequately protected 
by firm sales contracts or when there are other circumstances which 
reasonably assure continuing sales without price decline.
One member of the committee, Mr. Wellington, assented 
with qualification, and two members, Messrs. Mason 
and Peloubet, dissented to adoption of chapter 4.
Mr. Wellington objects to footnote (2) to statement 3. He believes 
that an exception should be made for goods costed on the last-in 
first-out ( L if o ) basis. In the case of goods costed on all bases other 
than L if o  the reduced amount (market below cost) is cleared from 
the accounts through the regular accounting entries of the subsequent 
period, and if the market price rises to or above the original cost 
there will be an increased profit in the subsequent period. Accounts 
kept under the L ifo  method should also show a similar increased 
profit in the subsequent period, which will be shown if the L ifo  
inventory is restored to its original cost. To do otherwise, as required 
by footnote (2),  is to carry the L ifo  inventory, not at the lower 
of cost or current market, but at the lowest market ever known 
since the L ifo  method was adopted by the company.
Mr. Mason dissents from this chapter because of its acceptance 
of the inconsistencies inherent in cost or market whichever is lower. 
In his opinion a drop in selling price below cost is no more of a 
realized loss than a rise above cost is a realized gain under a con­
sistent criterion of realization.
Mr. Peloubet believes it is ordinarily preferable to carry inventory 
at not less than recoverable cost, and particularly in the case of 
manufactured or partially manufactured goods which can be sold 
only in finished form. He recognizes that application of the cost 
or market valuation basis necessitates the shifting of income from 
one period to another, but objects to unnecessarily accentuating this 
shift by the use, even limited as it is in this chapter, of reproduction 
or replacement cost as market when such cost is less than net 
selling price.
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APPENDIX B
Excerpts from Accounting Principles 
Board Statement No. 4
“BASIC CONCEPTS AND ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES 
UNDERLYING FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF 
BUSINESS EN TERPRISES”
The text of this study contains many references to APB Statement 
4. In most instances, the references are condensed or paraphrased to 
cover only the substance of the material from Statement 4  considered 
pertinent to the immediate discussion. This additional excerpt mate­
rial is presented to provide ready access to the subject material referred 
to in the more complete context of the Statement 4 presentation.
The accounting principles described in paragraph 4 of APB State­
ment 4  “are those that the Board believes are generally accepted 
today. The Board has not evaluated or approved present generally 
accepted accounting principles except to the extent that principles 
have been adopted in Board Opinions. [Emphasis in original] Ac­
cordingly, ARB 43 , Chapter 4, as reproduced in Appendix A, repre­
sents the Board’s present authoritative statement of its opinion on 
the subject of principles underlying the accounting basis of inven­
tories. There is no conflict between the substance of that document 
and its counterpart of APB Statement 4. Accordingly, the following 
excerpts from the Statement present new material on the environment, 
objectives and basic features of financial accounting, and certain of 
the pervasive principles.
Chapter 3. The Environment of Financial Accounting (paragraphs 
40 to 72).
40. Accounting is a service activity. Its function is to provide 
quantitative information, primarily financial in nature, about eco-
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nomic entities that is intended to be useful in making economic 
decisions—in making reasoned choices among alternative courses 
of action. Accounting includes several branches, for example, 
financial accounting, managerial accounting, and governmental ac­
counting.
41. Financial accounting for business enterprises is one branch 
of accounting. It provides, within limitations described below, a 
continual history quantified in money terms of economic resources 
and obligations of a business enterprise and of economic activities 
that change those resources and obligations.
42. Financial accounting is shaped to a significant extent by the 
environment, especially by:
1. The many uses and users which it serves,
2. The overall organization of economic activity in society,
3. The nature of economic activity in individual business enter­
prises, and
4. The means of measuring economic activity.
Environmental conditions, restraints, and influences are generally 
beyond the direct control of businessmen, accountants, and state­
ment users. Understanding and evaluating financial accounting 
requires knowledge of this environment and of its impact on the 
financial accounting process. Aspects of the environment are re­
flected in the basic features and basic elements of financial ac­
counting .. . and in generally accepted accounting principles. .. .
43. Financial accounting information is used by a variety of 
groups and for diverse purposes. The needs and expectations of 
users determine the type of information required. User groups may 
be broadly classified into (1) those with direct interests in business 
enterprises and (2) those with indirect interests.
46. Financial accounting information may be directed toward 
the common needs of one or more of the user groups . . .  or may be 
directed toward specialized needs. Examples of information 
directed toward common needs are the general-purpose reports 
on enterprise financial position and progress known as the bal­
ance sheet and the income statement. The emphasis in financial 
accounting on general-purpose information. . .  is based on the 
presumption that a significant number of users need similar in­
formation. General-purpose information is not intended to satisfy 
specialized needs of individual users.
Organization of Economic Activity in Society (paragraphs 49 
to 55). It is stated that all societies engage in fundamental activities
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of production, income distribution, exchange, consumption, savings, 
and investment (paragraph 49).
52. Within producing units, the production process itself is 
often specialized and complex. Modern organization permits and 
modem technology requires long, continuous, and intricate proc­
esses in which products and services are often the joint result of 
several productive resources. Rapid changes in technology change 
patterns of inputs and of outputs and contribute to changes in 
their relative prices. Likewise, shifts in consumer demands and 
preferences affect the prices of outputs and through these the 
prices of inputs used in the production process.
54. The complexity and diversity of modern economic organiza­
tion have implications for financial accounting:
(1) Since economic activity of business enterprises tends to be 
continuous, relationships associated with intervals of time 
like a year or a quarter of a year can be measured only on 
the basis of assumptions or conventional allocations.
(2) Because of the complexity of modern production and the 
joint nature of economic results, the relative effects of the 
various productive resources are intertwined, not only with 
each other but with external market events. Computing the 
precise effects of a particular input unit or a particular 
external event is therefore impossible except on an ar­
bitrary basis.
(3) In a dynamic economy, the outcome of economic activity 
is uncertain at the time decisions are made and financial 
results often do not correspond to original expectations.
Measuring Economic Activity (paragraphs 66 to 72). The measure 
of enterprises’ resources and obligations and the events that change 
them are stated as facilitating the comparison and evaluation of 
diverse economic activity.
67. The complexity, continuity, and joint nature of economic 
activity. . . present problems in measuring the effects of enterprise 
activities and associating them with specific products and services 
and with relatively short time periods. The need to relate meas­
urements to each other also presents problems because it requires 
selecting like quantitative attributes and ignoring others. Attri­
butes are selected on the basis of concepts that specify the attribute 
to be measured and how and when measurements are to be 
made. Disagreements over measurement concepts are the source 
of many of the differences of opinion about how to achieve the 
objectives of financial accounting and financial statements.
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Chapter 4. Objectives of Financial Accounting and Financial State­
ments (paragraphs 73 to 113).
73. The basic purpose of financial accounting and financial 
statements is to provide quantitative financial information about a 
business enterprise that is useful to statement users, particularly 
owners and creditors, in making economic decisions. This purpose 
includes providing information that can be used in evaluating 
management’s effectiveness in fulfilling its stewardship and other 
managerial responsibilities. Within the framework of these pur­
poses financial accounting and financial statements have a number 
of objectives that (1) determine the appropriate content of finan­
cial accounting information (general objectives) and (2) indicate 
the qualities that make financial accounting information useful 
(qualitative objectives). The objectives provide means to evalu­
ate and improve generally accepted accounting principles.
General Objectives (paragraphs 76 to 84). The general objectives 
are summarized as:
(4) . . .  provide . . . .  information about changes in residual interest 
sources and obligations of a business enterprise. (paragraph 
77)
(2) . . .  provide reliable information about changes in net re­
sources . . .  of an enterprise that result from its profit-directed 
activities. (paragraph 78)
(3) . . .  provide financial information that assists in estimating the 
earning potential of the enterprise. (paragraph 79)
(4) . . .  provide . . . .  information about changes in residual interest 
from sources other than profit-directed activities. . . . (para­
graph 80)
(5) . . .  disclose . . .  other information related to the financial state­
ments that is relevant to statement users’ needs. Examples 
. . .  are information about the enterprise’s accounting policies, 
such as depreciation and inventory methods. . .. (paragraph 
81)
Qualitative Objectives (paragraphs 85 to 109).
85. Certain qualities or characteristics make financial informa­
tion useful. Providing information that has each of these qualities 
is an objective of financial accounting. These qualitative ob­
jectives are at least partially achieved at present, although im­
provement is probably possible in connection with each of them. 
Constraints on full achievement of the qualitative objectives are
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caused by conflicts of objectives, by environmental influences, and 
by lack of complete understanding of the objectives.
86. The qualitative objectives are related to the broad ethical 
goals of truth, justice, and fairness that are accepted as desirable 
goals by society as a whole. To the extent that the objectives 
are met, progress is made toward achieving the broad ethical 
goals as well as toward making financial information more useful.
The qualitative objectives are less abstract than the ethical goals 
of truth, justice, and fairness and can therefore be applied more 
directly to financial accounting. Nevertheless, they are also gen­
eralizations that require judgment in using them to evaluate and 
improve accounting principles.
The statement of qualitative objectives is summarized as follows:
0-1. Relevance. Relevant financial accounting information bears 
on the economic decisions for which it is used. (paragraph 88)
0-2. Understandability. Understandable financial accounting in­
formation presents data that can be understood by users of the 
information and is expressed in a form and with terminology 
adapted to the users’ range of understanding. (paragraph 89)
0-3. Verifiability. Verifiable financial accounting information 
provides results that would be substantially duplicated by inde­
pendent measurers using the same measurement methods. (para­
graph 90)
0-4. Neutrality. Neutral financial accounting information is di­
rected toward the common needs of users and is independent of 
presumptions about particular needs and desires of specific users 
of the information. (paragraph 91)
0-5. Timeliness. Timely financial accounting information is 
communicated early enough to be used for the economic decisions 
which it might influence and to avoid delays in making those 
decisions. ( paragraph 92)
0-6. Comparability. Comparable financial accounting information 
presents similarities and differences that arise from basic similari­
ties and differences in the enterprise or enterprises and their trans­
actions and not merely from differences in financial accounting 
treatments. (paragraph 93)
0-7. Completeness. Complete financial accounting information 
includes all financial accounting data that reasonably fulfill the 
requirements of the other qualitative objectives. (paragraph 94)
The statement identifies relevance as the primary qualitative objective 
and states that the first six are qualities desirable in all financial in­
formation reported. All information that has the six in reasonable
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degree should be reported to meet the objective of completeness. 
(paragraphs 88 and 94) 
Achieving the Objectives (paragraphs 110 to 113).
110. The objectives of financial accounting and financial state­
ments are at least partially achieved at present, although improve­
ment is probably possible in connection with each of them. The 
objectives are often difficult to achieve, however, and are usually 
not equally capable of attainment. Constraints on full achieve­
ment of the objectives arise from (1) conflicts of objectives, (2) 
environmental influences, and (3) lack of complete understanding 
of the objectives.
111. The pursuit of one objective or one set of objectives may 
conflict with the pursuit of others. It is not always possible, for 
example, to have financial statements that are highly relevant on 
the one hand and also timely on the other. Nor is it always pos­
sible to have financial accounting information that is both as veri­
fiable and as relevant as desired. Only if all other objectives are 
not affected will a change in information that increases compli­
ance with one objective be certain to be beneficial. Conflicts be­
tween qualitative objectives might be resolved by arranging the 
objectives in order of relative importance and determining desir­
able trade-offs, but, except for the primacy of relevance, neither 
accountants nor users now agree as to their relative importance. 
Determining the trade-offs that are desirable requires judgment.
Chapter 5. Basic Features and Basic Elements of Financial Accounting 
(paragraphs 114 to 136). 
Of the thirteen statements of basic features, the following six have 
particular bearing on inventories:
119. F-4. Time periods. The financial accounting process pro­
vides information about the economic activities of an enterprise 
for specified time periods that are shorter than the life of the 
enterprise. Normally the time periods are of equal length to 
facilitate comparisons. The time period is identified in the financial 
statements.
121. F-6. Accrual. Determination of periodic income and finan­
cial position depends on measurement of economic resources and 
obligations and changes in them as the changes occur rather than 
simply on recording receipts and payments of money.
123. F-8. Approximation. Financial accounting measurements 
that involve allocations among relatively short periods of time and 
among complex and joint activities are necessarily made on the 
basis of estimates.
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The continuity, complexity, uncertainty, and joint nature of results 
inherent in economic activity often preclude definitive measure­
ments and make estimates necessary.
124. F-9. Judgment. Financial accounting necessarily involves 
informed judgment.
The estimates necessarily used in financial accounting (F-8) in­
volve a substantial area of informed judgment. This precludes re­
ducing all of the financial accounting process to a set of inflexible 
rules.
126. F-11. Fundamentally related financial statements. The re­
sults of the accounting process are expressed in statements of 
financial position and changes in financial position, which are 
based on the same underlying data and are fundamentally related.
128. F-13. Materiality. Financial reporting is only concerned 
with information that is significant enough to affect evaluations 
or decisions.
The other seven basic features are (F -1 ) accounting entity, (F -2) 
going concern, (F -3 ) measurement of economic resources and obliga­
tions, (F -5) measurement in terms of money, (F -7) exchange price, 
(F -10) general-purpose financial information, and (F-12) substance 
over form.
Chapter 6. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles— Pervasive Prin­
ciples (paragraphs 137 to 174).
137. Financial statements are the product of a process in which 
a large volume of data about aspects of the economic activities 
of an enterprise are accumulated, analyzed, and reported. This 
process should be carried out in accordance with generally ac­
cepted accounting principles. Generally accepted accounting prin­
ciples incorporate the consensus at a particular time as to which 
economic resources and obligations should be recorded as assets 
and liabilities by financial accounting, which changes in assets and 
liabilities should be recorded, when these changes should be re­
corded, how the assets and liabilities and changes in them should 
be measured, what information should be disclosed and how it 
should be disclosed, and which financial statements should be pre­
pared.
138. Generally accepted accounting principles therefore is a 
technical term in financial accounting. Generally accepted ac­
counting principles encompass the conventions, rules, and pro­
cedures necessary to define accepted accounting practice at a
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particular time. The standard of “generally accepted accounting 
principles” includes not only broad guidelines of general applica­
tion, but also detailed practices and procedures.
139. Generally accepted accounting principles are conventional 
—that is, they become generally accepted by agreement (often 
tacit agreement) rather than by formal derivation from a set of 
postulates or basic concepts. The principles have developed on 
the basis of experience, reason, custom, usage, and, to a significant 
extent, practical necessity.
141. In this Statement the discussion of present generally ac­
cepted accounting principles is divided into three sections: (1) 
pervasive principles, which relate to financial accounting as a 
whole and provide a basis for the other principles, (2) broad 
operating principles, which guide the recording, measuring, and 
communicating processes of financial accounting, and (3) detailed 
principles, which indicate the practical application of the per­
vasive and broad operating principles. This classification provides 
a useful framework for analysis, although the distinctions between 
the types of principles, especially between the broad operating 
and detailed principles, are somewhat arbitrary.
142. The three types of principles form a hierarchy. The per­
vasive principles are few in number and fundamental in nature.
The broad operating principles derived from the pervasive prin­
ciples are more numerous and more specific, and guide the ap­
plication of a series of detailed principles. The detailed principles 
are numerous and specific. Detailed principles are generally based 
on one or more broad operating principles and the broad operat­
ing principles are generally based on the pervasive principles. No 
attempt is made in this Statement to indicate specific relation­
ships between principles.
143. The pervasive principles specify the general approach ac­
countants take to recognition and measurement of events that 
affect the financial position and results of operations of enter­
prises. The pervasive principles are divided into (1) pervasive 
measurement principles and (2) modifying conventions.
Pervasive Measurement Principles (paragraphs 144 to 168). These 
principles are described as representing the basis for implementing 
accrual accounting. They include the initial recording principle (ex­
change prices at which transfers take place), the realization prin­
ciple, three expense recognition principles, and the unit of measure­
ment principle (U.S. dollars in the United States). The realization 
and expense recognition principles underlie conventional income de­
termination practices (paragraph 144).
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147. Income Determination,43 Income determination in account­
ing is the process of identifying, measuring, and relating revenue 
and expenses of an enterprise for an accounting period. Revenue 
for a period is generally determined independently by applying the 
realization principle. Expenses are determined by applying the 
expense recognition principles on the basis of relationships be­
tween acquisition costs and either the independently determined 
revenue or accounting periods. Since the point in time at which 
revenue and expenses are recognized is also the time at which 
changes in amounts of net assets are recognized, income deter­
mination is interrelated with asset valuation. From the perspec­
tive of income determination, costs are divided into (1) those 
that have “expired” and become expenses and (2) those that are 
related to later periods and are carried forward as assets in the 
balance sheet. From the perspective of asset valuation, those 
costs that no longer meet the criteria of assets become expenses 
and are deducted from revenue in determining net income.
43 The term matching is often used in the accounting literature to 
describe the entire process of income determination. The term is 
also often applied in accounting, however, in a more limited sense 
to the process of expense recognition or in an even more limited 
sense to the recognition of expenses by associating costs with 
revenue on a cause and effect basis (see paragraph 157). Be­
cause of the variety of its meanings, the term matching is not used 
in this Statement.
150. Revenue is conventionally recognized at a specific point 
in the earning process of a business enterprise, usually when assets 
are sold or services are rendered. This conventional recognition 
is the basis of the pervasive measurement principle known as 
realization.
P-2. Realization. Revenue is generally recognized when both 
of the following conditions are met: (1) the earning process is 
complete or virtually complete, and (2) an exchange has taken 
place.
156. Three pervasive expense recognition principles specify the 
bases for recognizing the expenses that are deducted from revenue 
to determine the net income or loss of a period. They are “associat­
ing cause and effect,” “systematic and rational allocation,” and 
“immediate recognition.”
157. P-3. Associating cause and effect.47 Some costs are recog­
nized as expenses on the basis of a presumed direct association 
with specific revenue.
47 The term matching is often applied to this process (see para­
graph 147, footnote 43).
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Although direct cause and effect relationships can seldom be con­
clusively demonstrated, many costs appear to be related to par­
ticular revenue and recognizing them as expenses accompanies 
recognition of the revenue. Examples of expenses that are recog­
nized by associating cause and effect are sales commissions and 
costs of products sold or services provided.
158. Several assumptions regarding relationships must be made 
to accumulate the costs of products sold or services provided. For 
example, manufacturing costs are considered to “attach” to prod­
ucts on bases of association such as labor hours, area or volume 
of facilities used, machine hours, or other bases presumed to indi­
cate the relationship involved. “Attaching” costs to products 
often requires several allocations and reallocations of costs. Also, 
assumptions regarding the “flow” of costs or of physical goods 
(LIFO, FIFO, average) are often made to determine which costs 
relate to products sold and which remain in inventory as assets.
159. P-3. Systematic and rational allocation. In the absence of 
a direct means of associating cause and effect, some costs are as­
sociated with specific accounting periods as expenses on the basis 
of an attempt to allocate costs in a systematic and rational manner 
among the period in which benefits are provided.
If an asset provides benefits for several periods its cost is allocated 
to the periods in a systematic and rational manner in the absence 
of a more direct basis for associating cause and effect. The cost 
of an asset that provides benefits for only one period is recognized 
as an expense of that period ( also a systematic and rational alloca­
tion). This form of expense recognition always involves assump­
tions about the pattern of benefits and the relationship between 
costs and benefits because neither of these two factors can 
be conclusively demonstrated. The allocation method used should 
appear reasonable to an unbiased observer and should be fol­
lowed systematically. Examples of items that are recognized in 
a systematic and rational manner are depreciation of fixed assets, 
amortization of intangible assets, and allocation of rent and in­
surance. Systematic and rational allocation of costs may increase 
assets as product costs or as other asset costs rather than increase 
expenses immediately, for example, depreciation charged to inven­
tory and costs of self-constructed assets. These costs are later 
recognized as expenses under the expense recognition principles.
160. P-5. Immediate recognition. Some costs are associated with 
the current accounting period as expenses because (1) costs in­
curred during the period provide no discernible future benefits, 
(2) costs recorded as assets in prior periods no longer provide 
discernible benefits or (3) allocating costs either on the basis of 
association with revenue or among several accounting periods is 
considered to serve no useful purpose.
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Application of this principle of expense recognition results in 
charging many costs to expense in the period in which they are 
paid or liabilities to pay them accrue. Examples include officers’ 
salaries, most selling costs, amounts paid to settle lawsuits, and 
costs of resources used in unsuccessful efforts. The principle of 
immediate recognition also requires that items carried as assets in 
prior periods that are discovered to have no discernible future 
benefit be charged to expense, for example, a patent that is deter­
mined to be worthless.
163. Under the initial recording, realization, and expense recog­
nition principles assets are generally carried in the accounting rec­
ords and presented in financial statements at acquisition cost or 
some expired or unamortized portion of it. When assets are 
sold, the difference between the proceeds realized and the un­
amortized portion of acquisition cost is recognized as an increase 
or decrease in the enterprise’s net assets.
164. The initial recording and realization conventions are the 
basis for the “cost principle” (which is more accurately described 
as the acquisition-price or historical-cost rule). Cost can be de­
fined in several ways—for example, as the amount of money that 
would be required to acquire assets currently (replacement cost) 
or as the return from alternative uses of assets, such as selling 
them (opportunity cost). However, “cost” at which assets are 
carried and expenses are measured in financial accounting today 
usually means historical or acquisition cost because of the conven­
tions of initially recording assets at acquisition cost and of ignor­
ing increases in assets until they are exchanged (the realization 
convention). The term cost is also commonly used in financial ac­
counting to refer to the amount at which assets are initially re­
corded, regardless of how the amount is determined.
Modifying Conventions (paragraphs 169 to 174).
169. The pervasive measurement principles are largely prac­
tical responses to problems of measurement in financial account­
ing and do not provide results that are considered satisfactory 
in all circumstances. Certain widely adopted conventions modify 
the application of the pervasive measurement principles. These 
modifying conventions, discussed in the following paragraphs, have 
evolved to deal with some of the most difficult and controversial 
problem areas in financial accounting. They are applied because 
rigid adherence to the pervasive measurement principles (1) 
sometimes produces results that are not considered to be desirable,
(2) may exclude from financial statements some events that are 
considered to be important, or (3) may be impractical in certain 
circumstances.
170. The modifying conventions are applied through generally
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accepted rules that are expressed either in the broad operating 
principles or in the detailed principles. The modifying conven­
tions are a means of substituting the collective judgment of the 
profession for that of the individual accountant.
171. Conservatism. Frequently, assets and liabilities are mea­
sured in a context of significant uncertainties. Historically, man­
agers, investors, and accountants have generally preferred that 
possible errors in measurement be in the direction of understate­
ment rather than overstatement of net income and net assets. This 
has led to the convention of conservatism, which is expressed in 
rules adopted by the profession as a whole such as the rules that 
inventory should be measured at the lower of cost and market and 
that accrued net losses should be recognized on firm purchase 
commitments for goods for inventory. These rules may result in 
stating net income and net assets at amounts lower than would 
otherwise result from applying the pervasive measurement prin­
ciples.
172. Emphasis on Income. Over the past century business­
men, financial statement users, and accountants have increasingly 
tended to emphasize the importance of net income and that trend 
has affected the emphasis in financial accounting. Although bal­
ance sheets formerly were presented without income statements, 
the income statement has in recent years come to be regarded as 
the most important of the financial statements. Accounting prin­
ciples that are deemed to increase the usefulness of the income 
statement are therefore sometimes adopted by the profession as 
a whole regardless of their effect on the balance sheet or other 
financial statements. For example, the last-in, first-out (L IFO ) 
method of inventory pricing may result in balance sheet amounts 
for inventories that become further removed from current prices 
with the passage of time. LIFO , however, is often supported on 
the grounds that it usually produces an amount for cost of goods 
sold in determining net income that more closely reflects current 
prices. This result is believed to compensate for the effect under 
the LIFO  method of presenting inventories in the balance sheet 
at prices substantially different from current prices.
173. Application of Judgment by the Accounting Profession as 
a Whole. Sometimes strict adherence to the pervasive measure­
ment principles produces results that are considered by the 
accounting profession as a whole to be unreasonable in the cir­
cumstances or possibly misleading. Accountants approach their 
task with a background of knowledge and experience. The per­
spective provided by this background is used as the basis for 
modifying accounting treatments when strict application of the 
pervasive measurement principles yields results that do not appear 
reasonable to the profession as a whole.
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Chapter 7. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles— Broad Oper­
ating Principles (paragraphs 175 to 201).
175. The broad operating principles guide in selecting, meas­
uring, and reporting events in financial accounting. They are 
grounded in the pervasive principles discussed in Chapter 6 and 
are applied to specific situations through the detailed principles 
discussed in Chapter 8. The broad operating principles are 
broader and less specific than the detailed principles. For ex­
ample, the detailed principle of first-in, first-out inventory pricing 
is one application of the broad operating principles of product 
cost determination and asset measurement, and straight-line de­
preciation is one of the detailed principles through which the 
broad operating principles that deal with systematic and rational 
expense allocation are applied. Although the broad operating 
principles are more specific than the pervasive principles, they 
are also generalizations. Consequently, exceptions to the broad 
operating principles may exist in the detailed principles through 
which they are applied.
176. The financial accounting process consists of a series of 
operations that are carried out systematically in each accounting 
period. The broad operating principles guide these operations.
The operations are listed separately although they overlap con­
ceptually and some of them may be performed simultaneously:
(1) Selecting the events. Events to be accounted for are 
identified. Not all events that affect the economic re­
sources and obligations of an enterprise are, or can be, 
accounted for when they occur.
(2) Analyzing the events. Events are analyzed to determine 
their effects on the financial position of an enterprise.
(3) Measuring the effects. Effects of the events on the finan­
cial position of the enterprise are measured and repre­
sented by money amounts.
(4) Classifying the measured effects. The effects are classi­
fied according to the individual assets, liabilities, owners’ 
equity items, revenue, or expenses affected.
(5) Recording the measured effects. The effects are re­
corded according to the assets, liabilities, owners’ equity 
items, revenue, and expenses affected.
(6) Summarizing the recorded effects. The amounts of 
changes recorded for each asset, liability, owners’ equity 
item, revenue, and expense are summed and related data 
are grouped.
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(7) Adjusting the records. Remeasurements, new data, cor­
rections, or other adjustments are often required after 
the events have been initially recorded, classified, and 
summarized.
(8) Communicating the processed information. The infor­
mation is communicated to users in the form of financial 
statements.
The broad operating principles, which guide these eight opera­
tions, are divided into (1) principles of selection and measure­
ment and (2) principles of financial statement presentation.
The substance of ARB 43, Chapter 4, principles underlying inventory 
accounting, is incorporated in the broad operating principles set forth 
in Chapter 7 of APB Statement 4, all within the framework of the 
foregoing descriptions of the accounting environment, financial ac­
counting objectives, features, and pervasive principles, and in terms of 
the foregoing guides to selection and measurement.
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APPENDIX C
Feasibility of Applying Uniform 
Cost-Accounting Standards
Digest of a report on the feasibility of applying uniform cost-ac­
counting standards to negotiated defense contracts by the Comptroller 
General of the United States to the Committee on Banking and Cur­
rency, House of Representatives, 91st Congress, Second Session, Jan­
uary 1970 (pages vii and viii).
Why the Study Was M ade
A 1968 amendment to the Defense Production Act of 1950—Public 
Law 90-370—directed the General Accounting Office (GAO) to 
study the feasibility of applying uniform cost accounting stand­
ards to negotiated defense contracts of $100,000 or more.
A growing proportion of purchases—or procurements—by the 
Department of Defense (DOD) have been contracted for on a 
negotiated rather than a formally advertised bid basis.
In the last five (fiscal) years an average of over 86 percent of 
DOD procurements by contract were obtained through negotia­
tion. Out of an average of approximately $38 billion a year 
awarded for military procurements, approximately $33 billion was 
committed through negotiated contracts.
In fiscal year 1969, 89 percent of military procurement—over $36 
billion—was obtained by contract negotiation. In the same year, 
Government-wide negotiated procurement represented $46 billion 
out of a total procurement of $53 billion or more than 86 percent.
During the Congressional debate prior to enacting the legislation 
views were expressed that uniform cost-accounting standards are 
necessary mainly because of substantially increased costs of pro-
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curement and difficulties in contract administration. In a negoti­
ated bid situation the estimate of a contractor’s cost plays an 
important role in the establishment of the price. The cost of any 
specific order can only be measured by the application of cost 
accounting principles.
In the Senate debate the view was expressed that the essential 
function of cost accounting is to allocate direct and overhead costs 
to individual orders. Thus, the cost-accounting principles followed 
have a large impact on the determination of contractor costs.
It was pointed out in the debate that in the absence of “uniform 
principles” the entire burden is placed upon procurement officials 
to evaluate the contractor’s accounting practices without the guid­
ance of costs standards recognized by Government and industry.
Findings and Conclusions
“General cost principles and procedures” for use in negotiated 
Defense contracts are contained in Section XV of the Armed 
Services Procurement Regulation ( A SPR). However, the effective­
ness of section XV is impaired because:
— It makes frequent references to generally accepted account­
ing principles and/or regulations of the Internal Revenue 
Service, neither of which was intended to serve contract cost­
ing purposes.
— It lacks specific criteria for the use of alternative accounting 
principles and indirect cost allocation methods.
— It is of limited applicability, since it is mandatory for only 
cost-reimbursement type contracts.
Uniform cost-accounting standards could provide a common 
frame-work for estimating prospective cost or for the determina­
tion of the actual cost of a contract. They could provide the guid­
ance, support, and coordination required for better understood 
estimates and subsequent reports of actual costs.
It is feasible to establish and apply cost-accounting standards to 
provide a greater degree of uniformity and consistency in cost 
accounting as a basis for negotiating and administering procure­
ment c o n tracts.
However, under all the wide variety of circumstances involved in 
Government contracting, it is not feasible to establish and apply 
cost-accounting standards in such detail as would be necessary to 
ensure a uniform application of precisely prescribed methods of 
computing costs for each of the different kinds of cost.
Cost-accounting standards should not be limited to Defense cost- 
type contracts. They should apply to negotiated procurement
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contracts and subcontracts, both cost-type and fixed price. They 
should be made applicable Government-wide.
Cumulative benefits from the establishment of cost-accounting 
standards should outweigh the cost of implementation.
New machinery should be established for the development of 
cost-accounting standards. The objective should be to adopt at an 
early date the standards of disclosure and consistency and to 
strive for the elimination of unnecessary alternative cost-account­
ing practices.
Contractors should be required to maintain records of contract 
performance costs in conformity with cost-accounting standards 
and any approved practices set forth in a disclosure agreement 
or be required to maintain the data from which such information 
could be readily provided.
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